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Advanced Staking Technology Decreases Chain Elongation.

At Ramsey, we use a proprietary staking
process to head our Sentry 2-Pin chains.
Unlike laser-welded chains, this staking
method does not add extra heat to the
links and pins. This means that the pins
and links are the same hardness
throughout. The result is a chain that
wears consistently with minimal
elongation, and a longer life.
Sentry 2-Pin chains are available in ½”
and 1” extended pitch and run on
standard sprockets.

Additional Features of Ramsey’s 100% steel
Sentry 2-Pin Chains
• Guard Links with Fully Recessed Pin Heads
• 100% Hardened Alloy Steel Construction- No
Sintered Metal
• Two Pin Chain Joints
• Specially Engineered Side Links For Easy
Connection
• Pre-Stressing for Reduced Chain Elongation

Contact Ramsey at www.ramseychain.com, sales@ramseychain.com, (704) 394-0322

Welcome

The positive response to the September/October issue of Glass
Worldwide was overwhelming and we are very grateful for so
many glass professionals taking the time to contact us. One
such correspondent, a Production Manager from a renowned
international glassmaker commented: “The collective content
from glass producers and technology specialists in your latest
issue is the most compelling evidence yet that our industry is
evolving towards the bright future of CO2 neutral glass
production…”
This issue continues to celebrate the latest innovations in
manufacturing know-how and the achievements of leading
businesses and individuals throughout the world. Alongside a
series of regional reports devoted to glass industries in
numerous countries across Africa, Asia and Europe, exclusive
industry figurehead interviews in the following pages detail recent
steps taken by major players aiming for a technological
revolution in hollow, flat and speciality glass manufacturing and
processing.
Carletta Heinz, owner and CEO of the HEINZ‐GLAS Group,
talks about the flaconnage producers’ recent investments, which
could prove to be some of the most significant developments in
the distinguished company’s 400-year glassmaking history.
Steve Severs, Managing Director of Saint-Gobain Glass UK,
gives an exclusive insight into the benefits of a new state-of-theart float glass furnace, part of a £30m construction programme
that is the group’s largest industrial investment in the UK since
the Eggborough plant was built in 2000.
President and Chairman of Board, Gabriel Chojak speaks
about diversification at Dekorglass and the recent brownfield
project to install a furnace to produce exceptionally high quality
flint glass with a simultaneous reduction of NOx and CO2.
In addition to Georg Feith, CEO of Stoelzle Glass Group
detailing how the group is minimising environmental impact while
delivering superior quality glass packaging, Dave Dalton, British
Glass CEO and new Glass Futures board member, talks Glass
Worldwide through British Glass’ net zero strategy and Kirstie
McIntyre, Supply Sustainability Director, discusses the role of
glass in Diageo’s environmental sustainability strategy.
A series of Technology articles and Supplier Focuses cover
the latest technological advances, complemented by a round-up
of developments from a raft of the world’s leading suppliers in an
extensive Suppliers in the News section. For a digital showcase
of the latest innovations, don’t forget to visit Glass Worldwide’s
Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk alongside the
latest Hot Topics news, Digital Archive of current and back
copies and much more.
We look forward to receiving further feedback, together with
any recommendations for future editorial coverage. Many thanks
to our readers and advertisers for all their support in 2021 – we
couldn’t do it without you!
The Glass Worldwide Team
www.glassworldwide.co.uk

www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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Thank you!

The Glass Worldwide team offers its sincere thanks to the following companies for their
current and previous advertising support which has helped us provide maximum support
to all sectors and regions of the international glass community in 2021. We look forward to
partnering again next year in what will be the International Year of Glass 2022 (see page 115).
Additional information on many of the below companies can be found in the Suppliers in the
News, Technology and Supplier Focus sections in this issue, as well as in the Who’s Who /
Annual Review 2021-22 yearbook and the Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk.
We also extend our warm thanks to our subscribers, editorial contributors, partner trade
associations and event organisers.
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Our job is to protect your reputation,
not just inspect containers.

Your customers trust you because you can trust us. We are now part of Antares Vision Group,
the global leader in data integrity management which is critical for the rigid container industry where
smart data, traceability and supply line tracking are essential. Combined with our world-leading
inspection technology and new European parts and service center — which allows for faster deliveries,
repair technicians and readily accessible local training opportunities — we’re perfectly positioned to keep
your operation running smoothly and protect your reputation above all.

Simply Smart Machines

SM

News

News

For the latest news, visit the
Hot Topics section at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

CiNER Glass holds talks with First Minister of Wales

On 23 September senior
executives from CiNER
Glass UK visited South
Wales to discuss plans for
glass container production in
Blaenau Gwent with the First
Minister of Wales, Blaenau
Gwent Borough Council
and members of the local
community.
CiNER Glass intends to
build a £350 million facility
Didem Ciner, Executive Board
in Ebbw Vale that will create
Member of the CiNER Glass Group
around 600 highly skilled jobs
and act as a catalyst for economic regeneration in the South
Wales Valleys.
Executive Board Member of CiNER Glass Ltd, Didem
Ciner, met with Welsh First Minister Mark Drakeford at the
proposed site, a 21.5-hectare vacant plot located within
the Ebbw Vale Enterprise Zone, to outline economic and
environmental benefits of the project.
Ms Ciner and Mr Drakeford discussed how CiNER’s
project could increase investment in the circular economy
in Wales as part of the Welsh Government’s ambition for
a green economic recovery in the wake of the coronavirus
pandemic. According to representatives CiNER supports
any decision made by the authorities for a Deposit
Return Scheme (DRS) and wants to play an active role
in consolidating Wales’ reputation as a global leader in
recycling if glass is considered within the DRS.
“The company have ambitious plans and the Welsh
Government has worked closely with them to highlight the
advantages which a Welsh location could provide,” said Mr
Drakeford.

During her visit, Ms Ciner met with
members of Blaenau Gwent County
Borough Council’s Executive Committee
to discuss the company’s commitment to
sustainable production and explore how
CiNER can help support the council’s
ambition to become carbon neutral by
2030. Ms Ciner also held discussions with
representatives of Coleg Gwent Further
Education College and met students to
discuss future employment opportunities.
“Ciner Glass proposes a major
investment which will benefit Wales for
decades and generations to come,” said
Ms Ciner. “We are a family business who
believe in the importance of investing in the
local community and providing training and
development opportunities.”
Over the summer, CiNER Glass UK
conducted a 28-day Pre-Application
Consultation (PAC) on their proposals. The
company is now preparing a full planning
application for submission to Blaenau Gwent
County Borough Council.
Following the provisional announcement
in Ms Ciner’s exclusive interview in the July/
August issue of Glass Worldwide, plans are
progressing for CiNER Glass Belgium (a
subsidiary of CiNER Glass), to establish a
glass packaging factory in Lommel, Belgium.
The production capacity will be 500kt/year
of glass packaging and the site will employ
400 to 500 people.
www.cinerglass.com l

Penico Gauges supplies a complete range of Gauges
& Reamers for mould production, inspection & repair
Penico’s range of Mould Gauge Equipment
provides the glass container industry with
gauge solutions. Proven gauge design Application know-how and fast delivery
to all parts of the glass container industry.
IS Blankmould - Blowmould Neckring and Bottomplate Gauges Fitter Gauges to inspect Dovetail Profiles.
Non Standard Gauges manufactured
to customer’s own requirements.
Blankmould & Mould Reamers
manufactured in either HSS or Carbide
Tipped to simplify the repair of mould
dovetails.

Penico Gauges Limited
Albion Works Keighley Road Bingley BD16 2RD United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1274 511044 Fax: +44 (0) 1274 510770
E-mail: info@penico.com Web Site: www.penico.com
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SGT holds Furnace
Solutions training
seminars

Due to the Covid-19
pandemic the Society
of Glass Technology
(SGT) cancelled the
training day it usually
runs before the
Furnace Solutions
Conference. Instead,
the organisation is
holding a one-off online
training seminar on the
second Wednesday of
each month, running
until February 2022.
The series kicked
off in October with
‘Thermal balance and
furnace screening: a
periodic audit to reduce
emissions and increase
energy efficiency’
presented by Damiano
Marchese of Stazione
Sperimentale del Vetro
(SSV). This will be
followed by:
10 November
2021: ‘Forehearth
Audits – is your glass
conditioning equipment
at its best?’ presented
by Alan Stephens of
Five Stein.
8 December 2021:
‘Forehearth Colour
Technology: Today’s
performance needs
and new challenges’
presented by Pauline
Darbouret of Ferro.
12 January 2022:
‘NOx emission and
possibilities to reduce’
presented by Matthias
Hagen of Luft- und
Thermotechnik
Bayreuth (LTB).
9 February 2022:
‘Challenges of Tin Bath
Blocks in the “Float
Process” and how to
test them’ presented
by Jan Theron of
Lucideon.
www.sgt.org l

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

News

MAGMA drives O-I Glass expansion

Andres Lopez, CEO of O-I Glass.

O-I Glass has unveiled plans
for global investments of up
to $680 million that could
add 700,000 tons of extra
glass packaging capacity. The
company plans to focus on
expanding premium products
in its franchise-leading position
in Latin America and high
value spirits in the US and UK.
“This investment is
about taking bold action as
we transform the company

and pivot to meet the evolving requirements of the packaging
market,” explained Andres Lopez, CEO of O-I Glass. “We
are embracing and executing change. Our investment in the
innovative MAGMA solution represents a major leap that will
accelerate O-I’s transformation.”
MAGMA is a breakthrough solution by O-I that reinvents how
glass containers are made. The flexible and scalable MAGMA
lines will improve the company’s ability to expand in highly
differentiated product segments, giving O-I the ability to quickly
add capacity in smaller increments in accordance with changing
consumer preferences.
The investments will include $100 million on the expansion
at O-I’s facilities in Colombia and up to $580 million in targeted
markets, including: two additional greenfield sites with up to
three MAGMA lines in Brazil; up to three MAGMA lines at the
facility in Lurin, Peru; up to two MAGMA lines in Alloa, Scotland;
a new greenfield site in the US with up to three MAGMA lines;
and a heritage line extension in Canada.
The MAGMA expansion initiatives will leverage first- and
second-generation capabilities as the company expects to
complete the development of Gen 3 MAGMA solutions for
deployment in 2025.
“Our goal has always been to redefine glass making around
a flexible, scalable, and sustainable solution that improves our
supply chain position,” said Mr Lopez. “We are ready to deploy
MAGMA, achieve the full potential of glass, and enable profitable
growth.”
www.o-i.com l
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Spaces available on
Simpson Combustion and
Energy training courses

Simpson Combustion and
Energy Ltd Consultant Neil
Simpson is running a further
series of online combustion
courses dedicated to the glass
industry. Taking place in the first
three weeks of December, these
half-day courses are limited to 16
attendees and available on a first
come basis.
Themes covered will be:
under-port burners, furnace
pressure and combustion
optimisation for heat transfer
and NOx, oxy-fuel combustion,
in-furnace thermal imaging and
the role of thermal imaging in
surveying furnace optimisation.
Based on recent requests,
Mr Simpson is presenting a further
course which will look at industrial
combustion decarbonisation. This
new course will be limited to three
hours but will include a separate
30-minute one-to-one session
for specific questions.
scecombustion
course@gmail.com l

News

Press Glass sizes up for Guardian super jumbo surge

American glass processor Press Glass has invested
in machinery to accommodate Guardian’s super
jumbo glass panes. The Independent Guardian Select
fabricator’s factory in Ridgeway, Virgina, was built to
handle 130in x 240in glass and the facility features
115in x 231in triple insulating glass units that include
Guardian SunGuard SNX 51/23 coated glass and

Glass size has increased in line with customer demand for expansive views.

SCHOTT expands melting capacities for pharma tubing
Specialty glass and glass-ceramics manufacturer SCHOTT
is investing 70 million euros in the expansion of its Indian
tubing site in Jambusar, Gujarat. A new tank furnace is

SCHOTT is adding a further two furnaces at its glass tubing production site in
Jambusar, India. Image: SCHOTT.

SunGuard SuperNeutral 68 coated
glass.
“Our customers want larger glass,
whether it’s commercial or residential,”
explained Piotr Styk, Senior Estimator/
Project Manager at Press Glass.
“Everyone is calling for expansive
views, and the bigger the better.
When we were deciding on equipment
to purchase for our new facility, we
researched the maximum glass size
available in North America. Guardian
offered the largest size at 240in, so
we made sure to equip our facility with
machines that could handle that size.”
“Even in circumstances where
we’re not using super jumbo as the
standard size, it helps us maximise
yield and minimise waste because the

cutting optimisation is better,”
noted Spencer Green, Area Sales
Representative, Press Glass.
Guardian’s sizing is driven by
demand from architects for buildings
that maximise views and natural
light while also reaching energy
performance codes and standards.
“Super jumbo helps our
fabrication customers improve
yields on many common
commercial sizes and produce
oversize insulating glass units
that aren’t possible with standard
jumbo coated glass,” added Chris
Dolan, Commercial Segment
& Technical Services Director,
Guardian Glass North America.
www.guardianglass.com l

scheduled to go into operation at
the beginning of 2023, followed by
a second in 2024. The expansion is
set to create new jobs for around 225
people and is part of a more than $1
billion strategic investment programme
by the company through to 2025.
“Against the backdrop of
the growth trend in the Indian
pharmaceutical business and the
pandemic, we want to commit to
secure the supply of pharma glass,”
explained Dr. Patrick Markschläger,
Executive Vice President of SCHOTT’s
Business Unit Tubing.
“The increase of over 30% in
the facility’s overall Indian production
capacity is at the same time a
commitment to supporting the
government’s vision of India becoming

a global pharmaceutical hub,” added
Pawan Shukla, Managing Director
SCHOTT Glass India.
In India, almost all approved
vaccines are packed in FIOLAX glass
made by SCHOTT. With the additional
melting tanks and production lines,
SCHOTT intends to ensure that
this Asian manufacturing hub can
adequately supply high-quality pharma
glass for both Indian and neighbouring
countries.
SCHOTT has also established a
solid production base for high-quality
borosilicate glass tubing in Jinyun,
China as a supply hub for the local
market. The 60-million euro investment
saw the tubing plant constructed in 15
months and created 250 new jobs.
www.schott.com l

NSG and Cohda develop conductive glass with wireless power delivery
Glass manufacturer NSG Group has collaborated with
product design studio Cohda to create futuristic glass
applications that deliver power to devices without the
need for wires. NSG TEC electrically conductive glass will
be combined with Cohda’s Power-Tap (P-Tap) wireless
power technology, which allows electricity or data to be
transferred wirelessly through a transparent conductive
coating to power any device. This allows the laminated

NSG and Cohda’s electrical glass applications
will feature in kitchens of the future.
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glass to act as a wire, transferring
power out through contact alone.
Mains electricity typically flows into the
glass via a connection at the perimeter
of the glass surface. This creates the
positive and negative charge, which
flows invisibly through individual layers
within the conductive glass’ lamination
and into any connected device placed
on apertures, or contact points, on
its surface. Designers, architects and
engineers can locate powered devices
within transparent structures.
“In kitchens of the future, P-Tap
technology can be installed in a
clear glass counter, with power
concentrated at various spots,” said
Aderlan Vitalino from NSG Group.

“This can provide induction heating
for pans, power kitchen appliances
such as kettles and toasters, and
even charge your phone wirelessly,
all on the same surface of glass.”
“NSG TEC electrically
conductive glass is ideal for use
with P-Tap technology,” added
Richard Liddle, Founder/Creative
Director of Cohda. “Thanks to its
high light transmission, durability
of the glass coating and potential
for thermal treatment, the glass
enables our technology to be
used to meet a wide range of
design challenges across different
settings.”
www.nsg.com l
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News
Hybrid technology proposed for Gerresheimer Lohr furnace rebuild

Industry support for charitable fundraiser

The Five Towns Golf Classic charity event was held
at the Darrington Golf Club near Pontefract in the
UK this September with Glass Worldwide again
sponsoring the trophies.
The event was co-organised by glass industry
stalwart Ian Robertson to raise funds for local
charities.
A total of 15 teams teed off and the day was
supported by local glassmakers including Allied
Glass, Ardagh Glass and Stoelzle Flaconnage,
as well as suppliers including DAS Engineering,
Graphoidal Developments, Marpak and Sheppee
International.
A high profile celebrity team was also made
up of television sports commentator John Helm
alongside former professional rugby league players
Bob Beardsmore, Brian Lockwood and Peter Small.
Trophies were presented by Glass Worldwide’s
Senior Sales & Marketing Manager Graham Lovell
during an evening reception, with the champion
team DAS Engineering beating Phil Morton’s
team into second place. Winning individual was
Alan Minto, formerly of Allied Glass and winning
celebrity was Mr Beardsmore. ‘Ian’s drive on 1st tee’
was awarded to Andy Stevens, Sales Director at
Graphoidal.
“Thanks once again to the support of all glass
companies, suppliers and friends for entering teams
and to Glass Worldwide for sponsoring the event,”
commented Mr Robertson. l

Gerresheimer has submitted a funding application to the German Federal Ministry
for the Environment for CO2 saving hybrid technology for its Gerresheimer Lohr
white glass melting furnace rebuild in 2022.
“This pioneering technology project serves to strengthen Germany as an industrial
and glass location. With this innovative technology we will set new standards in
terms of sustainability and avoidance of emissions,” said Andreas Kohl, who as
Global Senior Vice President Operations is responsible for worldwide container glass
production and its technical development in the Gerresheimer Group.
The Lohr plant produces more than one billion glass containers annually for the
pharma and food industries with two melting furnaces for clear and amber glass.
“By using this sustainable furnace technology in conjunction with green
energy for the glass melting process, we will significantly reduce CO2 emissions
in production by around 25,000 tons per year,” said Jörg Buchmayer, Head of
Production and Technology. “We are using hybrid technology, which makes it
possible to cover half of the required melting energy in the furnace with green
electricity and the other half with natural gas.”
For over a decade, the Gerresheimer Group has been working on using no
more energy than absolutely necessary for the sustainable production of its glass
containers. As part of its global sustainability strategy, the company has set itself
the goal of reducing its CO2 emissions by 50% by 2030 compared with 2019.
www.gerresheimer.com l

Gerresheimer’s future production at Lohr will use sustainable furnace technology and green energy for the glass melt.

Glass Worldwide sponsored the golfing trophies and Senior Sales &
Marketing Manager Graham Lovell (centre) presented the winners.

Glass Futures welcomes Stoelzle Glass Group

International glass producer Stoelzle Glass Group has
become a member of Glass Futures. Europe’s only
manufacturer of packaging glass aimed at pharma,
perfumery and cosmetics, spirits, consumer food and
tableware markets, Stoelzle has six production sites in
Austria, Great Britain, France, Czech Republic and Poland
and three decoration sites in Great Britain, France and
Poland. The company is keen to further its ambitions to
create sustainable low carbon glass products by developing
technology and improving processes across manufacturing
and the supply chain.
Drawing on Stoelzle’s in-house engineering experience,
Glass Futures is looking forward to working closely with
the company over the coming years to design the Pilot
Plant glassmaking facility in St Helens and experimental
programmes that will pioneer new technologies for the
sustainable manufacture of glass.
www.glass-futures.org l
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AGC enhanced glass antenna successfully trialled by Proximus

Proximus, a provider of digital services and communication solutions on the Belgian
and international markets, has successfully completed testing AGC’s WAVEATTOCH
antenna at the Proximus Tower in Brussels, Belgium. Accelerating 5G rollout to
meet growing demand for mobile data, Proximus requires new sites to install more
antennas – something that is a challenge in crowded city centres such as Brussels.
Designed for easy installation directly on glazed facades for mobile networks,
WAVEATTOCH is a new glass antenna developed by AGC that integrates
seamlessly into building facades. Once installed, the antenna helps improve the
coverage and the capacity of mobile networks, including those using 5G technology,
to provide enhanced mobile data services at higher speeds and for more people.
AGC’s new glass antenna is transparent and installed indoors (while delivering
outdoor coverage). The flat
glass manufacturer has also
developed glass interface layer
and WAVETHRU technologies
allowing antennas to be installed
on any type of insulating glazed
facades and ensuring that EMF
emissions are within defined
regulatory limits.
www.wavebyagc.com
AGC’s transparent WAVEATTOCH antenna integrates
www.proximus.be l
seamlessly into building facades.
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People & posts

Do you have a company appointment to tell the world about? Email us at news@glassworldwide.co.uk

Glass Futures fills several key positions

Continuing to deliver on its
employment commitments,
Glass Futures has successfully
recruited for several key positions.
The not-for-profit research
technology organisation has appointed
Grace Babalola as Process Engineer.
Grace Babalola.
Ms Babalola’s role is focused on
supporting the design and successful
delivery of Glass Futures’ Global
Centre of Excellence. She will also be
driving the initiative to engage with the
local community, raising STEM career
aspirations and promoting skills
John Stanford.
development and training. Ms
Babalola has a Master’s degree in
Chemical Engineering from the
University of Leeds and previously
spent seven years working in the oil
and gas industry as a Process
Engineer.
John Stanford has joined Glass
Macauley Tudor.
Futures as the organisation’s Business
Development Manager. Mr Stanford has a PhD in
organic chemistry and spent nine years working as a
Business Development Manager in Chemical
Engineering at the University of Leeds, facilitating
industrial relationships across a range of technology
readiness levels and sectors, including glass.

As Glass Futures’ new IT Engineer,
Macauley Tudor will have a variety of
responsibilities from general IT queries
to network and system implementation.
He will be assisting across multiple
projects within Glass Futures including
building the infrastructure for the Global
Centre of Excellence. Mr Tudor plans to
support Glass Futures in creating an
innovative IT and OT network that
aligns with the organisation’s core
values.
www.glass-futures.org l

Gerresheimer
extends CFO contract

The Supervisory
Board of Gerresheimer
AG has extended the
contract of Chief
Financial Officer
Dr. Bernd Metzner
by a further five years
Dr. Bernd Metzner.
until May 2027. The
move is a strong sign of continuity and
reliability on the Management Board of
Mr Dietmar Siemssen, Dr. Metzner and
Dr. Lukas Burkhardt.
Dr. Metzner has already been
Chief Financial Officer of Gerresheimer

Autumn/winter GlassTrend seminars target topical issues
GlassTrend, the consortium of worldwide operating
industries and institutes working in the field of glass and
glass production, is covering a packed schedule with its
autumn/winter online series of seminars webinars.
The September sessions began with Tilen Sever
looking at ‘Glass production transition to renewable fuels’
on behalf of Steklarna Hrastnik, followed by a seminar
focusing on ‘Academic excellence on glass topics – a
bridge towards industry’. Tetsuji Yano (Tokyo Institute of
Technology), Paul Bingham (Sheffield Hallam University),
Christian Roos (RWTH), John Mauro (Penn State University)

Ivana Popović and Oscar Verheijen of GlassTrend.
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and Seong Kim (Penn State University)
shared insights on various aspects
of glass production and glass
related processes, including hightemperature melting (kinetic) behaviour,
sustainable glass production, glass
surface science, and an approach
for designing new glasses based
on a mathematical omptimisation of
composition-dependent glass property
models.

AG since May 2019. His contract
extension means that all three,
Management Board members
have now extended their
contracts by five years.
“We have initiated a
transformation together in recent
years, marking the start of an
exciting journey toward
sustainable, profitable growth,”
said Dr. Metzner. “I look forward to
continuing to successfully shape
the future of our Gerresheimer
together with my Management
Board colleagues and the entire
Gerresheimer team. At the same
time, I would like to thank our
Supervisory Board for its trust.”
“It is clear to us that Dr. Bernd
Metzner is the ideal CFO for our
company,” stated Mr Siemssen,
CEO of Gerresheimer AG. “With
his long-standing expertise, he will
continue to make a significant
contribution to achieving our
ambitious growth targets
sustainably. We are all looking
forward to continuing to work
together.”
www.gerresheimer.com l

The September programme
was completed with a seminar on
emission reduction in glass furnaces
with Andreas Kasper (Consultant),
Oscar Verheijen (CelSian), Henrik
Gustmann (HVG), Geert Staes
(Sibelco), Rüdiger Margraf (Luhr) and
Gary Elliott (Consultant) sharing various
experiences and technologies to
reduce flue gas emissions.
A webinar on decarbonisation
options for the glass industry by
Michael Zier from Institut für Energieund Klimaforschung (IEK) followed in
October and further sessions will take
place on 16 November (Glass Futures
update) and 14 December (Furnace
for the Future update). GlassTrend
members are invited to register on the
website.
With Glass Worldwide as its
preferred journal, the GlassTrend
organisation co-ordinates research
and development activities to improve
the competitive strength of the glass
industry, its suppliers and customers.
www.glasstrend.nl/events l
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On the Spot… Carletta Heinz
Taking over as Owner and CEO of the HEINZ‐GLAS Group last year, Carletta
Heinz is the 13th generation of leadership in the company’s 400‐year history.
She spoke exclusively to Glass Worldwide about the latest developments and
investment initiatives at the world’s leading family‐owned flaconnage producer.
GW: How challenging was it to take over as CEO
of the HEINZ‐GLAS Group in July 2020 at a time of
unprecedented market conditions during the Covid‐19
pandemic?
It is a challenge to take over a company at any time. That’s
why I have great respect for the tasks I’ve taken on and I
am fully aware of my responsibilities. The pandemic and its
negative impact on the global economy were tough, and we
also had a lot to struggle with. After years of moderate growth
in our global sales, there was a significant slump in 2020. This
unforeseeable development showed that growth and success
cannot be taken for granted and how quickly the situation
can change. But still, the excitement was great because I
approach my job with a lot of optimism and enthusiasm.
GW: What are the highlights of the company’s
performance since that time?
Our global team has achieved extraordinary things and has
come together. We have focused on our strengths keeping in
mind our customers, innovations and the fundamental actions
necessary to remain successful in the future. We built our
furnace in Peru, restarted opal glass production in Germany
with a new furnace, and also started building another furnace
in Poland. In China, we are currently building a new plant
with glass production and decoration. Start of production
will hopefully be in quarter 1 2022. What helped us a lot

during the crisis was a wider portfolio.
In addition to perfumery, we offer a
wide range of packaging for skincare
cosmetics. This market has been much
more stable and has helped us in our
overall result. Thanks to our Sales
department for their great job on this.
GW: What are you finding to
be the main challenges and
opportunities of managing plants
in a multinational and multicultural
group?
I enjoy working in a multicultural
environment. The different approaches;
the different perspectives always
add value to our own behaviour and
decisions. Adapting to new or different
cultures is key to our business. The
world is getting closer together and the
borders we have are disappearing. The
challenge is to be flexible enough to
meet the specific needs of the different
regions, but also to have enough
standardised products and processes
to simplify the company’s workflows.
You have to find the right mix between
global thinking and local needs.
GW: In a traditionally male‐
dominated sector, do you believe
your role as CEO of a leading
player can help encourage more
women to join the glass industry?
We at HEINZ‐GLAS stand for equality
of gender, nationality, religion and
sexual orientation. I am very happy
if my role encourages more women
to work not only in the glass industry
but also in management positions.
We filled our Board with the people

Carletta Heinz, Owner and CEO of the HEINZ‐GLAS Group.
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we thought best suited, without using
gender as a criterion. Despite this, or
perhaps because of it, we now have
an even gender distribution on the
Board.
GW: Recently appointed as Chief
Operating Officer to take over the
operational lead, supervising and
optimisation of the glass production
and decoration worldwide, what
qualities will Christian Fröba bring to
the company?
Christian has been the perfect fit for
the open COO position. He brings
with him an excellent education;
[he] learned a lot in his previous
professional life at Emhart that plays
a central role in our production, and
knows the glassmaking business very
well. He knows other glass factories
from different industries than ours and
can thus provide input that we do not
yet have internally. In addition, he is
born and raised in our area, so he was
also no stranger to the mentality of the
people here. I am very happy that he
has come home and will now continue
his journey with us in the Heinz family.
GW: Are any of the markets you
serve performing better than others
and if so, what is the driving force?
Currently, we are very satisfied with
all the markets in which we operate.
Our lines are full, and we have reached
the pre‐pandemic figures. Skincare
dominates, but perfume is also making
a comeback. Our customers are
launching new developments and
entering new markets together with

Artist’s impression of the new plant near Shanghai.
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The greenfield construction site in China.

us. If new variants of the coronavirus
do not lead to further shutdowns,
markets will recover quickly. And China
of course is a big driving force.
GW: Installed in March 2021, how
successful has the investment
in the new ‘special furnace’ with
Fives at your Kleintettau facility
proven?
At that time, we made a very critical
decision. By investing 15 million euros
in this furnace, we have secured 120
jobs in our plants and another 120
with suppliers. We kept our promise
to our customers and delivered. After
the expected start‐up difficulties, we
are pleased to say that we have been
able to operate opal glass production
to satisfaction. From September, we
were able to produce flint glass with
this furnace as well. The production of
opal glass will then take place again at
our Polish site.

what are the latest updates on that
plant?
We will start the construction of our
furnace in Piesau next year and finish
it in the first half of the year. At the
same time, we will have our 400th
anniversary celebration. We will be
celebrating our founding in 1622, and
I think that’s incredible. The planning
is going well. We do not expect
any difficulties and will also use the
construction period to make some
important changes in the production
environment, such as preparing for a
GMP‐compliant area.

GW: With SORG rebuilding and restarting the electric
furnace in Dzialdowo and EME undertaking a turnkey
project, what are the latest developments at your
Polish operations?
I am very excited about this project because the opal
production will be moved back to Poland, where it had been
until March 2020, until the furnace broke. From today’s
perspective, we can start production [at the] end of this
year. We are very satisfied with our suppliers and are looking
forward to the next months.
GW: Are there any other major investment projects at
your plants in the pipeline and if so, where?
This is already a lot and we now must focus on realising
all these projects before making the next steps. We are

GW: Do you plan to replicate the
technology elsewhere within the
group?
Even more than the furnace itself, the
feeder technology is special. We are
constantly thinking about improving the
core technology as well, together with
our suppliers, and therefore we would
also replicate technologies elsewhere if
necessary. Let’s see what else we will
achieve, and then we will decide how
to proceed.
GW: Following HORN’s recent
announcement that it is working on
the HEINZ‐GLAS furnace in Piesau,
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On the Spot...
also continuously expanding our capacities in the
decoration plants and developing further in existing and
new technologies. Compared to a new furnace, these
investments are of course relatively moderate.
GW: How would you summarise the company’s
investment strategy across the operations?
We are proud to be one of the few, maybe even the
only supplier, who can deliver high quality and individual
glass as well as standardised products. Our plants in
Kleintettau, Piesau, Dzialdowo, Kosamba and Lima can
cover all needs and have a wide range of decoration
possibilities to offer. Our investment strategy is based on
the strengths of the individual sites to set even clearer
accents there. Automation and digitalisation will be one of
the most important challenges for us and as a pioneer in
sustainable production we will do everything necessary to
help our planet by reducing our carbon footprint as much
as possible.
GW: What is the status of the proposed greenfield
investment in China?
Our construction site is going well. At the time of this
interview, we are waiting for our technical team to get
to China to take the next steps. The current travel
restrictions are stringent, so we are waiting for the
green light from the local authorities to send them off
without keeping them in quarantine for too long. The
co‐operation with the local construction company is
very good and we are glad we chose them. Once we
start production there, which should be in the first half of
2022, we could have some interesting projects underway
with our customers.
GW: What was the motivation for the Chinese
investment and how will the operation there
complement your existing business?
My family has been a world traveller for so long. My

Opal production is due to be moved back to Dzialdowo plant in Poland.

ancestors were already travelling
through Europe and beyond in the
17th century by ox and cart. So, there
is no doubt that we also want to enter
new markets worldwide like China. We
go where the demand matches our
glass manufacturing capabilities, and
China is a fast‐growing market that is
participating in the global trend and
developing its own interesting brands.
We want to be part of that. Together
with our existing customers and with
new local players, we want to have
another foothold for our Group. We
will provide glass and decoration. We
will use the technical and development
know‐how of the headquarters and the
ambitious skills of the local staff. This is
exciting and promising.

15 million euros was invested recently into a new ‘special’ furnace at the Kleintettau plant.
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GW: Looking ahead, will the
HEINZ‐GLAS Group continue
growth via further investments in
greenfield projects or acquisitions?
As already mentioned, we first need
to complete the big investments that
we have already started. After that, of
course, we will keep our eyes open for
new interesting opportunities. Growing
too fast also carries risks. That’s why
we always stabilise ourselves first and
check the current status before taking
the next step.
GW: Across the operations, how
is HEINZ‐GLAS investing in its
workforce and how important
are your people to the company’s
performance?
Our employees are our most important
resource. The technical know‐how they
have and the passion they show at
work makes me proud. [Occasionally]
we face difficult times, but so far we
have come through them together and
left stronger. We have several career
programmes on offer and more in
the pipeline, and we want to promote
talent and high potential even more.
At the same time, it is important for
us to be an attractive employer for
production lines day after day so that
we can supply our customers with
high-quality products. We see that it
is becoming increasingly difficult to
find skilled workers. We understand
that change affects us all, so we try to
keep up with these changes and be
ready for the future.
GW: Are you particularly pleased
with any recent product launches?
I am very happy about Phantom de
Paco Rabanne [new men’s fragrance
in a robot‐shaped bottle]. Together
with [brand owner] Puig we have done
an incredible job. This design is really
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During the 400th-year anniversary celebration in 2022, construction of the furnace in Piesau in Germany will commence.

something special! But of course there
are many more launches that I’m
excited about.
GW: Are further product launches
in the pipeline and if so, in which
sectors?
Product launches are driven by
markets and customers. We are a
partner for them and [undertake the
journey] together. From our side we
are providing new‐standard products
with new ideas regarding design and
sustainable solutions. In decoration we
are working on some really nice things.
Have a look at our ‘Haute Couture de
Décoration’ series. I love it.
GW: In general across the group,
what are your expectations for the
business in 2022?
That depends very much on the course

of the pandemic. If we can get this
under control, I am optimistic about
2022. The signs from the market are
positive and we are prepared for this.
GW: How does the company
benefit from membership to trade
organisations such as FEVE and
BV‐Glas? Are you personally active
with any committees at such
associations?
Membership is very important
and we benefit a lot from it. Trade
organisations help our industry to
support our interests and also to
make special aspects of the industry
understood, both in politics and with
our customers. I am personally a
member of the FEVE and BV‐Glas
boards together with two colleagues.
Other experts from our company sit on
the specialist committees.

GW: In general, what are the main challenges facing
HEINZ‐GLAS?
Climate change and the resulting consequences will
have a huge impact on our world and of course also on
our industry. Dealing with this and adjusting production
accordingly will be a big challenge. But we have already
taken the right steps and are pioneers in our industry
when it comes to sustainability. We were the first in
Europe to use climate‐friendly electro furnaces 50 years
ago. Our purchased electricity in Europe is already CO2‐
free and we can offer PCR glass and lightweight articles
at all our sites worldwide. Having the right people in the
right positions is becoming more difficult every year. It is
already a challenge to find qualified craftsmen or even
young people who are willing to undergo vocational
training in the field of glass manufacturing. That’s why
we train our skilled workers ourselves with excellent
programmes and show young people how great a job
at a glass factory can be. As for everyone and every
company, digitisation is another key to success. We are
currently in the process of introducing SAP [software]
at our German sites. In the following years, this will
be followed by the rollout at our locations worldwide.
In addition, various digitisation projects are underway
in the administrative area, in production and also for
our customers. For example, our customers can now
accompany pilot series without having to enter the plant.
GW: And the main opportunities?
In all challenges there are also opportunities. If we can
overcome these challenges quickly and better than our
competitors, we will be in a good position. Another
opportunity is to make the right use of our global
positioning and offer the markets what they want and
what we can do. l
Further information:
HEINZ‐GLAS Group, Tettau‐Kleintettau, Germany
tel:
+49 9269 770
email: info@heinz‐glas.com
web:
www.heinz‐glas.com

HEINZ-GLAS has invested in the operations in Peru.
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WWW.HORNGL ASS.COM

ADVANCED LEVEL OF
ELECTRIC BOOSTING
As an innovative technological leader in the global glass industry, we have a crucial
responsibility towards the future of our planet. Therefore an environmentally friendly
platform for electric boosting is available: E-Fusion – HORN Power Boosting.
HORN’s answer to the future way of glass melting focuses on our environment by
creating a new boosting world which takes electric boosting to a whole new level.
HORN has bundled its forces to use sustainable energy in order to reach less CO2
emissions. Our specialists and comprehensive service package ensure a highly
efficient performance of the plant over the entire life cycle.
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Project planning on a global scale
Dave Dalton, CEO of British Glass, the representative body for the UK glass sector,
talks Glass Worldwide through the net zero strategy that he believes is essential to
decarbonise glass manufacturing.

Dave Dalton, CEO of British Glass.

In 2014 British Glass took the position
of joining the UK Government’s
call for carbon-producing sectors,
particularly heavy industry sectors, to
begin assembling a roadmap of what
a carbon-free future might start to
look like, recalls Dave Dalton, CEO of
British Glass. “With some guidance
from the NCNG (National Committee
Netherlands Glass industry) who had
a collaborative plan in place with their
government, we started dialogue
and plotting our roadmap.” Guided
by what it believed was feasible
in a given timeframe, British Glass
“took a fairly pragmatic approach of
‘what can we do at primary level to
actually stop carbon emissions’,” for
sharing with the wider stakeholder
community, explains Mr Dalton. In
2015, in conjunction with the UK
Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy (BEIS), British Glass
and the glass industry published a
decarbonisation roadmap with the aim
of reducing carbon emissions by 2050.
On 19 July, as reported in Glass
Worldwide September/October
2021, p10, British Glass published
a supporting strategy setting out
the glass industry’s potential route
to net zero carbon emissions. The
approach outlines options for glass
manufacturers to reduce combustion
and process emissions, and improve
energy efficiency. It also makes
recommendations for UK government
policy on energy concerns,
decarbonisation technologies, circular
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A series of policy recommendations for flat glass are featured in the UK glass industry net zero strategy.

economy and the use of glass products in other sectors.
“The net zero strategy highlights the relatively
straightforward steps that we would envisage taking over
the next 10–15 years,” says Mr Dalton. “After 10 years in,
the whole landscape is going to be very different.”

Staying ahead of the game

“The one thing I wanted to be very clear about as we set
off on this journey was that it would be foolhardy now for
any industry the size of ours to take hard-line investment
decisions that might stand for the next 15–20 years against
the backdrop of no long term fuel policy by government,”
underlines Mr Dalton. To this end British Glass has
established a pathway that is “eminently followable” and
yet “built around the fact that we need to, at some stage
in the first 5–10 years, really nail down what the policies
and strategies are going to look like.” His concern is that
substantial time-based investments should not be made if
there is a chance that the goalposts could be moved. “We
don’t want to put a furnace down in the next two years only
to find punitive measures in place on that type of technology.”
According to Mr Dalton, the way to preclude this is better
guidance. “One of the Government’s problems is that there
are so many things going on in parallel in different industries,
claiming one technology or mix of technologies would be better
than another, that there is no cogent argument to be able to
say ‘this is what we’re going to do’. There needs to be policy
that industry, which will underpin economy, can actually get
on and implement because the UK could be left behind with
developing countries that are going to invest in ‘tomorrow’s
technology’ as they grow their own societies and economies.
“The roadmap is an organic process,” he continues. “We
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don’t have the right to dictate where
this is going – what we intend to do is
lead as far as we can and encourage
it to follow the path that we have
spent the time and effort plotting, but
knowing that to some degree it can be
derailed at any time and that we have
to have the wherewithal and capability
set to move when policy moves.”

The route to electrification

Removing carbon at source is a key
strategy for British Glass, which is
pursuing opportunities surrounding
electricity, hydrogen and biofuels.
“The one area the Dutch had parked
was a proper investigation into
electrification but we started out
looking at that process,” Mr Dalton
reports. “How to decarbonise the
grid was someone else’s challenge…
Ours was what can be achieved in
glass manufacturing and how we can
utilise it. We didn’t hang our hats on
that but we had to put it strongly into
the mix and it was quite a shaping
moment in our path.”
With science and technology
showing that all-electric is a viable
option, the next step is making
electricity completely carbon-free,
believes Mr Dalton. And he has

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

End of the road for
‘cat-scratch’ cord drains
Almost 200 PSR Cord Dispersal Systems installed
Money-back guarantee
Pay-back time measured in weeks

WE HAVE THE BETTER SOLUTION
www.parkinson-spencer.co.uk

Focus UK
the solution: “I rest on the scientific
statement that at any time, day or
night, the solar radiation falling on
Earth is 10,000 times more than
peak demand [when converted to
electricity] from the entire planet; at
0.01% capture of that, we’re more
than capable of sustaining full use of
electricity on Earth. Someone will solve
that problem to fully fuel the Earth’s
needs at maximum demand.
“At some point in the next furnace
campaign we should be pretty close to
being able to utilise solar radiation to
power our furnaces; as a scientist I am
sure there is a route to electrification,”
he states.

Putting glass in pole position

Dave Dalton has a passion for
demonstrating glass’ role in circular
economy and is conscious of the
competition it faces from other
industries. British Glass’ roadmap to
environmentally neutral production
constitutes a strong opening position,
he believes, with the net zero strategy
“another strong step in that direction.”
Inevitably strategies will evolve,
he concedes, but “We are more
than equipped to move forward and
position glass way ahead of competing
materials, especially with the existence
of Glass Futures [the not-for-profit
research technology organisation
creating a Global Centre of Excellence
to make glass the low carbon material
of choice] and its dialogue with
government departments.
“We are talking a game where
glass is core and working hard to
demonstrate its effective role and I feel

we are getting the acknowledgement,”
he opines. “Where in history would you
see the glass in such a position ahead
of other industries and being set as the
exemplar? It is a brilliant position and
we are rekindling what is good about
the British mindset.
“Digitalisation is crucial too and I
am very keen that our industry is not
a follower,” adds Mr Dalton. “We have
to push glass to the front of the queue
with serialisation [ability to track and
trace products throughout the entire
supply chain] and digital solutions as
part and parcel of how material flow
is understood, tracked, honed and
improved.
“I believe if you understand the
building blocks then you can assemble
pretty much anything,” considers Mr
Dalton. “What we’ve done with the net
zero strategy alongside Glass Futures
and its engagement with government
is put in place the principles by
which we are going to stop this
environmental problem. There is global
interest in what we are setting up here.
Our time has to be used to the benefit
of our members and the UK glass
industry – the roadmap and now the
net zero strategy are two successive
core pillars and a substantial amount
of our resource is now hardwired to
this activity. We are more than invested
in this strategy and see it as a route
towards circular economy.” l
The UK glass industry net zero
strategy summary can be downloaded
at https://www.britglass.org.uk/
knowledge-base/resources-andpublications

Lightweight bottles save transport fuel. Glass packaging preserves food for
longer, reducing waste, and glass is endlessly recyclable.

Further information:
British Glass Manufacturers’ Confederation,
Sheffield, UK
tel:
+44 114 290 1850
email: webqueries@britglass.co.uk
web: www.britglass.org.uk

Dave Dalton joins Glass Futures Board
A key driver in the foundation of Glass Futures, Dave Dalton has now joined its Board
As CEO of The British Glass
Manufacturers’ Confederation and its
technology arm, Glass Technology
Services, Mr Dalton leads the
representation of the UK glass industry
in the political arena through the trade
association members, and also sits
on numerous committees, working
groups, boards and review panels
at both UK and EU level. An acute
political observer, he was a key driver
in the foundation of Glass Futures and
works closely with BEIS driving the
Industrial Strategy agenda.
“Dave was instrumental in Glass
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Futures’ conception, and I am thrilled
to welcome him to our Board as he
brings a breadth of experience in glass
technology and R&D,” said Richard
Katz, Chief Executive at Glass Futures.
“It’s great to get back on board
with Glass Futures as the global
industry begins to engage and with
2022 being designated the United
Nations International Year of Glass,”
responded Mr Dalton. “I’m sure we
can do fantastic things for both glass
and society: I really look forward to
being part of it.”
www.glass-futures.org l
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New Glass Futures board member Dave Dalton (right) with Richard Katz, Chief
Executive at Glass Futures.
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Society of Glass Technology

Join the worldwide network of interests
centred on making glass great
The Society of Glass Technology exists to serve people who are
interested in the production, properties or uses of glasses, whether
from a commercial, aesthetic, academic or technical viewpoint.
It is a non-profit making organisation serving a worldwide membership
publishing journals and text books, organising meetings and
conferences on glass related topics.
You can now join the SGT by going to www.sgt.org and selecting your
journal choice and appropriate package. You will also be able to see the
comprehensive history and activities of the society.

Serving the Glass Community for more than a century

www.sgt.org +44 (0) 114 263 4455

9 Churchill Way, Chapeltown, Sheffield, S35 2PY, UK
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On the Spot… Steve Severs
Saint-Gobain Glass recently completed a major £30m construction
programme to re-build and install a new state-of-the-art float glass furnace
at its Eggborough factory. Steve Severs, Managing Director of Saint-Gobain
Glass UK, spoke exclusively to Glass Worldwide about the group’s largest industrial
investment in the UK since the plant was built in 2000.
GW: What was the motivation for
the recent investment into the
Eggborough factory?
The previous furnace had reached
the end of its design life so the
investment was made given the
need to improve efficiency, reduce
our carbon responsibility, maintain
the future furnace operation and
secure the output for the next
generation of glass production at
Eggborough.
The last possible large scale
furnace refractory repair was
undertaken in December 2018,
which set the timeline for rebuilding
and installing a new furnace in mid2021 to avoid any risk of a major
event or an impact on performance,
quality or consistency.
GW: What can you tell us about
the new furnace?
We have built a considerably more
efficient furnace on top of the same
melting area but with a throughput
capability increase of over 10% as
a result of an upgraded refractory
arrangement but also because of a
new design, new shape and better
control inside the furnace.

Saint-Gobain Glass’ factory in Eggborough produces float, coated and laminated materials.

GW: How will the new furnace contribute to SaintGobain’s target for reducing the group’s carbon
footprint by 30% by 2030?
That 30% reduction will be achieved by a whole series of
changes and this is one of the significant steps within glass
that contributes towards it by reducing our CO2 responsibility
with a much more energy efficient furnace; the unit of energy

used to melt per tonne of glass is
considerably reduced.
These were actions we could take
immediately. Using gas is currently still
the best technology for making glass
and we’ve built a furnace with the best
possible technology of today. But we
have our minds set on alternative fuels
and increasing the use of electricity
to assist gas melting with renewable
electricity. We are working worldwide
to identify and adopt emerging
technologies for melting glass without
using fossil fuels.
GW: And the longer term target of
achieving ‘net-zero carbon’?
We have a plan to progress towards
net zero and there are short, medium
and long term requirements to fulfil that
plan. This was one of the major steps
forward for this moment.

A new state-of the-art float glass furnace has been installed at Eggborough.
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GW: How important is an increase
in the recovery of cullet to
achieving those environmental
goals?
We are actively looking to increase
the volumes of cullet that we are able
to process through the furnace and

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Let us be your guide
through the world of glass
As a manufacturer, producing glass is what you do best. My role as a product manager
is to deliver perfect equipment to make your glass production even better. Grenzebach and
CNUD EFCO GFT jointly plan and develop integrated production lines. We stand for smart
interfaces and robust engineering from concept to completion. Connectivity to the SERICY
IIoT platform and data analysis allow you to boost productivity and improve quality. Why not
contact us for agile solutions in a fast-paced world?
Peter Seidl
Head of Product Management Business Unit Glass

w w w. g r e n z e b a c h . c o m
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GW: What was the timescale of the
investment programme?
We went down in mid-April and we
started pulling glass in mid-August. My
major pleasure is that the site delivered
the whole project without serious
safety incident, coping with incredible
complexity and overall delivering to
budget and on schedule.
There was not one person on
site who wasn’t touched in a major
way by the activities from the cold
repair running through the site. Our
workforce adapted and absorbed the
extra workload in a quite incredible
way and I am very proud at how
resourceful and capable our people
are. The project was delivered on
a tight timescale because of their
flexibility, endeavour and hard work.
Steve Severs has been Managing Director at SaintGobain Glass UK since 2013.

we need to see more of a circular
economy developing for postconsumer glass. We want more glass
to be fed back into the manufacturing
chain and we are devoting attention,
resource and investment into achieving
that.

GW: Were other upgrades
undertaken at the same time as
the cold repair?
There was a huge complementary
number of auxiliary activities going on
at the same time that could only be
done efficiently while the plant was
down for this extended period of four
months.
We used the opportunity for

In addition to the furnace, many other areas of the factory were upgraded.

completing a whole series of large scale technology and
control upgrades, including major projects such as handling
equipment, crushers and batch plant etc., with new edgecutting tables, a whole series of new drives, new gas
preparation, modernised and enhanced control systems as
well as new equipment associated with control inside the
float bath.

®
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GW: Which technology suppliers did you partner with for the
investment programme?
The furnace design was all from the Saint-Gobain in-house group,
which is tried and trusted throughout the world.
There were many contactors on the job and we inducted well
over a thousand people representing over 15 different nationalities,
with up to 400 people present on any individual day at the project’s
peak.
Main contractors included Hotwork International who assisted in
the drain and heat-up, Forno for refractory installation and Forglass
for steelwork and re-establishment of the furnace structure. As
we have Grenzebach processing lines, they were also present to
perform upgrades. Many contactors were involved.
GW: Did the coating and lamination lines continue to
operate?
Yes, they operated throughout, including coating the stock from
other lines in Europe, as we only imported float glass, not coated or
laminated stock.
We are delighted that the new glass coming off was immediately
suitable for coating. With cold repair complete, we can concentrate
on bringing new products with new coatings to market.
GW: How did the pandemic impact the construction
programme?
The original start date was adjusted slightly to ensure that all
refractories would be onsite before we started but we had to
overcome the difficulty of getting materials in the face of the
worldwide massive increase in container freight charges. We had to
cope with the squeeze in shipping availability and escalating costs
that that brought, but we remained on budget overall.
We even had to cope with incoming material on a container
ship stuck behind the stricken ‘Evergreen’ in the Suez canal, which
we had to wait to be freed before it could make its way ultimately to
Eggborough.
Another implication of the pandemic was that fewer people
than normal from within the group were able to participate with
assisting in a project of this scope and scale. But we were still
assisted with the start-up by experts from not just the major plants
in Italy, Romania, France, Germany and Spain in Europe but also
from Mexico and other locations. Managing that number of people
required strong protocol for Covid, such as daily testing which we
did ourselves under a strict regime. We then had to adapt to the
absence of anyone that tested positively and it was all done safely
with a powerful recognition of the need for the governing to be
watertight.

Furnace Heat Up
Furnace Cool Down
Furnace Expansion Control
Furnace Cullet Fill in
Wet Cullet Fill
Vibrating Channels
Water cooled Vibrating Channel
Cullet Blowing

www.ho t work.ag

Steve Severs: “We are actively looking to increase the volumes of cullet that we are able to
process through the furnace…”

www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Looking to reach
the highest quality
for all types of
laminated glass?

Here are three reasons why Glaston ProL technology
is your best choice:
1. Unmatched yield and output
2. Lowest operating cost – highest profitability
3. Lifetime business growth

How to avoid common mistakes and
succeed in the glass lamination business —
Download THE LAMINATING LINE BUYER’S
GUIDE here www.glastory.net

Machinery, services and solutions designed with the future in mind for
the architectural, automotive, solar and appliance industries.
info@glaston.net | www.glaston.net | www.glastory.net | www.gpd.fi
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National requirements also played
a critical part as Portugal was on the
Government red-list for entry into
the UK just before the repair started.
This position was re-assessed and
eased before the main group arrived,
otherwise they would have had to
isolate for two weeks in a hotel before
being able to commence work.
GW: And what were the
implications of Brexit?
Again, there were challenges including
shipping and transportation issues.
We had to cope with the post-Brexit
situation because we imported a lot
of glass to keep our customer base
supplied and fed throughout the
period of the cold repair. We made a
commitment to our customers and
through our own pre-planning and
despite having pre-stocked, there was
still a huge volume to be moved into
the UK from Saint-Gobain’s European
plants to be able to deliver on our
promises. We had a plan and issued
firm and fair allocations that we stuck
to. The only slight deviation at the end
was when extreme flooding closed one
of our plants in Germany for a month.
GW: Are there plans for further
investment at the Eggborough
plant?
Glass is a business with a high
capex requirement that is hungry for
investment and we have plans to
invest to further improve our energy
efficiencies with significant steps.
Moving forward, we will also
look to invest to further extend the
capability of our coating line.
Post cold repair, we can now also
pick up and concentrate on projects

Experts from across the Saint-Gobain Glass group assisted with the £30m investment programme.

such as the Industry 4.0 platform
where we are investing and advancing.
GW: How closely does the
Eggborough factory now fit the
ideal Saint-Gobain model?
We are the only factory in Europe
to reach Silver level in the group’s
WCM (World Class Manufacturing)
programme and having concentrated
on the cold repair during 2021, we will
now be re-establishing our efforts to
achieve Gold standard over the next
couple of years.
GW: What can you tell us about
Saint-Gobain’s ‘Making the World a
Better Home’ strategy?
It’s a complete purpose across the
entirety of Saint Gobain that we have

all adopted and incorporated into our own local decisions
and actions. The whole of Saint Gobain including ourselves
in glass are totally in tune with delivering, animating and
acting with that purpose. It means something to us at site
and we are making our contribution to make the world
a more beautiful and sustainable place to reside in. We
consider it in our investments and behaviour, and the
products that we make support the goal in terms of their
own energy saving capabilities.
GW: To summarise, how well positioned are your
operations now to serve the UK market in the short,
medium and long terms?
We are well-positioned in all three because we have a very
energy efficient furnace capable of high quality levels. This
investment gives us consistency of supply and production
in the coming years to service the UK market at an exalted
level. Particularly in domestic glass, there is an increase in
glass demand here and now, and whatever the market will
bring, we are in position to meet the requirements.
GW: What are the other trends influencing the glass
and window industries?
The other trend is the ever increasing requirement for laminated
glass. Document Q [an approved UK government document
which specifies the level of security required for doors and
windows in new builds] has commanded that laminated glass
is installed at any first floor or directly accessible level (secure
by design). We have the capacity to meet the challenge and
service that growing demand for laminate.
GW: Generally, what is the market outlook for 2022?
We are confident that the positive market demand that
we currently see will continue through well into 2022 and
beyond. l
Further information:
Saint-Gobain Glass UK, Eggborough, UK
tel:
+44 1977 666100
email: sgukinfo@saint-gobain.com
web:
www.saint-gobain.co.uk

The furnace drain began in April 2021.
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LAHTI: PAIKKA JOSSA
HYVÄT IDEAT KASVAVAT*)
*) LAHTI: A PLACE WHERE GOOD IDEAS CAN GROW

LAHTI GLASS TECHNOLOGY OY
YOUR RELIABLE PARTNER IN BATCH TECHNOLOGY
Fresh innovations from the leading Nordic specialist of
demanding Batch Plants and Cullet Systems for the glass industry worldwide.
More than 220 batch plants realized with our nordic know-how.
Ahjokatu 4A, FI-15801 Lahti, FINLAND

www.lahti-glass.fi

general@lahti-glass.fi
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Family planning makes
diversification strategy a success
Specialist decorator of glass packaging for luxury brands Dekorglass had an
enviable client list even before it set its sights on revitalising a glass factory from the
1800s. President and Chairman of the Dekorglass Dzialdowo Board, Gabriel Chojak
explained to Glass Worldwide how his company diversified to become a full service
supplier of premium glassware.
A family-run Polish company with
25 years of experience in the glass
packaging industry, Dekorglass
Dzialdowo’s decoration facility and
glassworks is owned by Gabriel and
Elżbieta Chojak, the main shareholders
who have successfully managed the
company for over 25 years. Business
Development Director Marcin Chojak
is responsible for the technological
development of the company. By
focusing on innovation and sustainable
development, Dekorglass has become
an undisputed world leader in the
decoration of bottles for alcohol
beverages, alcohol-free products and
perfumes.
“We work with contractors from
all over the world, turning their ideas
and dreams into tangible, small works
of art,” says Gabriel Chojak, President
and Chairman of the Dekorglass
Dzialdowo Board, who together with

his wife, son, daughter and son-in-law make up the nucleus
of the company. “Our story began with decorating bottles
using the screen printing method. Since then, thanks to
the clear and focused vision of the founders, we have been
successively modernising the machinery park to expand
the offer with new innovative decoration methods to meet
customer requirements. Our commitment radically changed
and brought a new quality of products on the glass market
throughout Europe. Since 2019, we are also the owners
of a glassworks where we currently run a fully automated
production focused on high-quality glass bottles for spirits,
soft drinks and perfumes. Thanks to that, we are able to
offer our clients full service with glass and decoration in one
place.”
Dekorglass works with some of the biggest brands
in the world – and has an exquisitely curated Instagram
account (@dekorglass) where it showcases its most
photogenic products and decorative techniques.
“Among others, we carry out projects for concerns such
as LVMH – Glenmorangie Signet, Belvedere brands, The
Pernod Ricard – brands like Absolut, G.H. Mumm, Havana
Club or Diageo, the Johnnie Walker brand,” discloses Mr
Chojak. “As far as the cosmetic industry is concerned,

we helped develop and decorate
the bottles for brands like Dolce &
Gabbana, Shiseido, Versace and
Hugo Boss. Our skills, flexibility and
technological advancement enable us
to be open to do complex projects and
also standard ones that require more
attractive price conditions.”
Situated in an advantageous
location in the north-west of Poland,
almost halfway between Warsaw
and Gdańsk, home to the country’s
largest seaport, Dekorglass’ operations
also benefit from very good road
infrastructure that allows swift
transport of its products to customers
in Poland and around the world. As
an international company, Dekorglass
produces “a lot for Western-European
countries, United States and Canada,
but at the same time we do not shy
of working with Eastern-European
countries, Middle-East customers or
even Chinese brands like Nong Fu for
example,” notes Mr Chojak.

Advancing decoration

Dekorglass has diversified to become a full service supplier of premium glassware.
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Throughout the years the machinery
park at Dekorglass has developed
significantly. “We started with screen
printing lines,” recalls Mr Chojak. “A
simple but elegant decoration process
that is present on most of the bottles
we decorate. With time we extended
this decoration by using precious
metal screen printing. Real gold and
platinum accentuate the product very
well. Then there are hot stamping and
inkjet (digital printing) […] to emphasise
the uniqueness of the product. Next
are all sorts of varnishing lines. All of
them, including metallisation are waterbased, giving us opportunities to make
vignetting, transitions and different
levels of transparency. There is also a
newly opened vacuum metallisation
line and old but trusty acid etching,
that gives the well-known effect of
frosted glass.
“We cannot forget about laser
etching, the most favourite decoration

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

WHAT ARE WE COOL AT?
We are the first company providing complex delivery and installation service specialized in glass industry, from one hand you can get:

IS machine:
- Installation with steel support design, delivery and installation
- Piping (vacuum, compressed air, water, greasing system)
- Fans, ducting, valves for mold, dead plate, conveyor and servomotors cooling
- Cabling of IS machine
- Electric cabinets and automation and control system of all IS machines supply
devices (fans, vacuum pumps, compressors, water pumps)

Furnace:
- Assembly of steel structure around furnace
- Piping (gas, water, air supply)
- Cooling water basins, tanks, manifolds
- Fans, nozzles, valves and ducts for cooling system

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION OF THE EQUIPMENT FOR:
GAS

COMPRESSED AIR

FRESH WATER

VACUMM

FANS

COOLING WATER

WASTE WATER

STEEL CONSTRUCTION

LAYING POWER CABLES

Our team is experienced and focused on glass industry, we have more than 20 years
of experience in installations. Get in touch with us!
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The Nana bottle was included in the range
Dekorglass released in response to the burgeoning
popularity of gin and whisky.

process of high-end brands which
want to highlight their exclusive
product. We also apply decals and
other accessories like gems, emblems
or plates. All those accessories
and decals are applied manually or
automatically. All depends on the
project and its complexity.
“An individual approach is our
priority,” underlines Mr Chojak. “No
two projects are the same, and
each brand wants to stand out from
the competition. We try to choose
the decoration techniques so that
the design, even if it is made on a
standard bottle, looks original. Not
every customer comes to us with a
ready idea. There are entrepreneurs
who want to enter the market with a
new brand and then use our graphic
help. Then the customer goes with
us through all stages, from finding the
bottle, to the package design sketch,
3D visualisation and the finished

pattern. If one decoration does not
meet the requirements, we offer an
alternative so that the customer’s
concept is materialised in the form
of a finished product.” He cites the
example of working with New Zealand
brand Lunatic & Lover to decorate its
Botanical Rum bottles. “The customer
wanted the graphics to cover the arms
of the bottle and reach its neck. The
best the solution turned out to be a
combination of two-layer painting and
burning the graphics with a laser” to
expose the colour below.
Currently the minimum bottle size
that Dekorglass has decorated is 5ml
and the largest has been 12 litres.
“Both extremes are equally hard to
decorate mostly due to the decoration
idea. We did it though, and we are
very proud of it,” says Mr Chojak.
An average production run for
decorated glass is circa 20,000
pieces, with a minimum order quantity
of 5000. “We are known for being
flexible so we allow lower quantity
productions,” note Mr Chojak, “but
some costs are fixed and cannot be
changed.”

Establishing its own glassworks

Visitors to the Dekorglass website
are greeted with a succinct version
of the company’s journey from glass
decorator to glass manufacturer:
“We often hear people say that they
would like us to produce our own
glass. It took us some time, but
in autumn 2019, we were able to
make our first glassware” reads the
message on the homepage. In fact
Mr Chojak had been considering this
as an investment strategy for several
years in order make Dekorglass more
competitive on the market.
“Checking market trends …

IS machines were specially designed by GTC to match Dekorglass’
requirements.

what we realised is obvious,” he explains: “More and
more customers are choosing the companies which offer
them a full range of service in one place, providing glass,
decoration, closures and carton boxes. To meet those
needs, the management decided to invest in the glassworks
and equip it with the newest and most efficient machinery
park.”
The glassworks that Dekorglass purchased in Tur,
200km west of its decoration site in Dzialdowo, was
established in 1842, producing a variety of glass products
until the second half of 19th century when a proper furnace
was installed and the factory started to make beer bottles.
The facility was also operational during the Second World
War. In the 1950s the glassworks invested in semi-automatic
lines and a new melting bath. Over the years the business
changed hands and in June 2019, after the previous owner
filed for bankruptcy, Dekorglass bought the factory.
The production capabilities that Dekorglass inherited
with the purchase did not meet the company’s “high
premium” requirements, recalls Mr Chojak, “so none of them
were continued and we focused on implementing our own
bottle standards.”

Fitting out the factory

Dekorglass has evolved from glass decorator to a full service supplier of glass packaging for luxury brands.
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The resulting brownfield project involved Dekorglass
commissioning German company Glass Technology
& Ceramics (GTC) to supply a 200tpd container glass
production plant for the Tur site. GTC project-managed
the operation and installed a new Stara Glass furnace and
Centauro NOx reduction system to produce super flint
glass of an exceptionally high quality with a simultaneous
reduction of NOx and CO2. LWN Lufttechnik was chosen
to supply air supply equipment. The furnace is fitted with
three feeder lines for the production of premium bottles and
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Focus Poland
the IS machines from Bottero, who also provided ware handling
equipment, were specifically designed by GTC to fit Dekorglass’
requirements. The cold end features latest-technology camera
inspection machines from Symplex (now part of Bucher Emhart
Glass) and Esomatec star wheel inspection machines.
A number of main suppliers also worked directly with
Dekorglass, with Car-Met providing the new annealing lehrs;
Zecchetti (part of the EMS Group) was chosen for its cold end
handling and packaging capabilities; and ZIPPE installed batch
transport modification for the glassworks operation.
Dekorglass asked LWN to replace the cooling systems for the
original furnace and IS machine it inherited, and sought assistance
for replacing inadequate piping and cabling.
Dekorglass has maintained its close relationship with coatings
and colour solutions provider Ferro, owner of Diegel Creative
Coatings which makes eco-friendly water-based organic coatings
for many of the world’s iconic drinks and perfumery brands.
To run its glassworks Dekorglass also hired 50 new employees
to join the existing staff of 139.

Where innovation
delivers performance

TM

DIGITAL CERAMIC
PRINTING ON GLASS

Agile operation

Musing on his company’s evolution from glass decorator to a full
service supplier of glass packaging for luxury brands, Mr Chojak
believes that “Having the alternative is always a good option.
Most of our customers enjoyed the fact that right now we are able
to provide decoration and the glass. This helped also gain new
customers, whose marketing plan does not include decoration but
are more focused on better glass quality.”
Over a year on from its official reopening as a Dekorglass
business, and managed by Director Anna Majewska, the Tur
glassworks has three automatic glass forming machines with single,
double and triple gob systems, enabling two glass containers with
different shapes but similar weights and heights to be produced at
the same time, a benefit that significantly lowers production costs
and speeds up the whole process.
“The heart of our glassworks is its tank furnace,” states Mr
Chojak. “It has an innovative heat recovery system which enables
us to heat air needed for gas combustion [with] a reversing system,
which makes it possible to evacuate combustion gases from the
furnace by means of non-catalytic removal of nitric oxides after the
injection of ammonia or urea.
“Glass quality is very important to us, so we have five of the
latest generation, quality monitoring machines,” adds Mr Chojak.
Initially the Dekorglass glassworks was producing bottles mainly
for vodka, however in response to the burgeoning popularity of gin
and whisky it released a number of standard bottle shapes (‘Roku’,
‘Nana’, ‘Gora’ and ‘Mida’) suitable for various types of beverages.
The company was keen to start co-operation with customers who
bottle their drinks in dedicated containers for a specific product,
and to engage clients that it had previously been working with in
a decoration capacity. Dekorglass now produces glass bottles for
renowned brands such as Heaven’s Door, Lasipullo, Loimu, Lahua,
Bocian and Żubrówka.
“For glass production if one would like to order one of our
standard bottles, minimum order quantity is one pallet,” advises
Mr Chojak. “Bespoke bottle production is also very much possible,
but then minimal order quantities are being calculated by our glass
specialists. We always want to find an agreement between what the
customer wants and what we can offer.” l

Further information:
Dekorglass Działdowo S.A., Grunwaldzka, Poland
tel.
+48 23 697 21 35
email: decoration@dekorglass.pl
web: www.dekorglass.pl
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Focus Poland

Polish glass industry yet
to realise full potential
During the past few years Poland has managed to boost glass production, cutting
down imports from the east. More promising opportunities are now believed to lie in
the west, explains Vladislav Vorotnikov.

Artur Woloszyn, CEO of Stoelzle Czestochowa.
Photo: Stoelzle Glass Group.

The Covid-19 pandemic brought a
short and yet troublesome period of
uncertainty for Polish glass plants in
2020. The first lockdowns drove the
demand for float glass on both the
domestic and foreign markets down
in April, said Paweł Górski, Sales
Director of Pilkington Polska’s primary
production department.

Polish flat glass production is on the rise.

“The decline was not even. It was
significant for some customers and
imperceptible for others: quite strong
in the internal glazing segment and
much smaller for external glazing,”
Mr Górski added.

“In April, we recorded a drop in sales by a dozen or so
percent compared to the same month of the previous year,”
reported Mariusz Kołodziej, Sales Director of Pilkington
IGP architectural glass department. “However, it should be
added that the demand for insulating glass units in April
2019 was exceptionally high.”

Poland may build another flat glass plant.
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Focus Poland

The Stoelzle Czestochowa production site. Photo: Stoelzle Glass Group.

The pandemic has not prevented Polish glass producers
from improving operational performance. In 2020, flat glass
production totalled 150 million m2, compared to 144 million
m2 in 2019, and 101 million m2 in 2018, the Government
estimated.
Piotr Kardas, Secretary General of Polish Glass said:
“During the last five years, flat glass companies present on the
Polish market have massively invested in their production lines
modernisation. Thanks to these expanded capacities, Poland
today is the third biggest flat glass producer in Europe with a
production of around 1.5 million tonnes per year.”
Production is expected to keep growing thanks to new
investments from major players. In 2020, Guardian Glass
launched its second float glass line in Częstochowa to help
meet growing demand for high-performance coated and
fabricated glass products in Poland and throughout Eastern
Europe.
“The new flat line has a nominal capacity of 1,000 metric
tonnes of glass per day, while the new coater represents the
latest in technology for Guardian and, we believe, for the
industry,” said Guus Boekhoudt, Guardian Glass Executive
Vice President.
In March of 2021, Pilkington IGP announced plans
to expand its float glass plant in Ostrołęka, doubling its
production capacity.
Krzysztof Granicki, President of Pilkington Polska,
commented: “Our industry performed well during the
pandemic, so we decided to continue the previously planned
modernisation of the Ostrołęka plant. In 2019, we also
completed the construction of a new glass processing plant
in Białystok. Our investments are a response to the growing
demand on the construction and architectural market.”

The Covid-19 pandemic hampered
the domestic demand for building
materials in 2020, but long-term
projections are bright since numerous
European governments are launching
infrastructure projects to support
their crisis-ridden economies, and
this factor aids the building industry
and may cause a shortage of building
materials, including glass.
“We must take into account that
in the coming years, we will function
permanently in a situation of a certain
unpredictability of the prices for building
materials,” said Jan Styliński, President
of the Polish Association of Construction
Employers. “Many materials are simply

hard to source today. In a situation
where most European countries will
allocate huge investments [under
infrastructure project] in the near
future, these resources will be needed
in various parts of Europe.”
In the past few years, export has
been steadily growing, while imports
tend to shrink. New capacities are
expected to bolster these trends.
According to Bogdan Pęski,
President of the Management Board of
BD Art, which is mulling over plans to
build a new glass plant in Leszkowice
designed to produce 20 million m2 of
flat glass per year with a photovoltaic
farm and sand mine, “We have huge

More flat glass is needed

In 2019, Poland exported $116 million worth of flat glass,
making it the world’s 14th largest exporter of float glass, the
Observatory of Economic Complexity estimated. The country
imported float glass worth $206 million, becoming the world’s
fourth-largest importer in this sector. In addition to Germany
and Italy, Poland purchases float glass from eastern countries
– Russia and Belarus.
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New tools for process management and automation are currently being implemented at Stoelzle Czestochowa.
Photo: Stoelzle Glass Group.
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Focus Poland
reserves of sand in Poland and could be much bigger
producers, but we do not use our opportunities. We have
too few glass factories. Polish companies have to import
glass from Russia, Turkey, and China.”
Poland has room to boost flat glass production by as
much as 50%, taking advantage of good price conjuncture,
said Mr Pęski. In 2020, the price for flat glass jumped by
half, and several rounds of price increase have been already
registered this year, with prices remaining high both on the
domestic and foreign markets, he added.
The European glass industry is passing through a
transformation, with Poland expected to begin playing a more
important role in the EU’s glass market in the next few years.
“In Western Europe, outdated and inefficient glass plants
not meeting environmental standards are being liquidated,
and new ones are not being built – developers are erecting
office buildings and housing estates on the reclaimed land,”
said Mr Pęski, adding that Western Europe will likely need
more glass from Poland, and bright export opportunities are
observed in other regions of the world – North and South
America, as well as Asia.
BD Art [a Polish manufacturer of mirrors and frames] has
received a construction permit from the Government and is
searching for investors to launch the project.

Hollow glass enjoys rising popularity

The Covid-19 pandemic has also hit Polish hollow glass
producers, but the setback has only been short-term. In the
long run, glass containers producers are expected to take
advantage of new European environmental campaigns.
“At the beginning of the pandemic, we had to face
considerable fluctuations in orders and sales,” said Artur
Woloszyn, CEO of glass bottle manufacturer Stoelzle
Czestochowa. “We also encountered difficulties in logistics,
mainly related to maritime transport. They were caused not
only by the pandemic but also resulted from the crisis in
the Suez Canal and from ports that did not have adequate
capacities. It was a challenge to deliver as flexibly and fast
as usual, and we had to store more finished goods than
expected in our warehouses.” Mr Woloszyn noted that
the company recorded an increase in sales, starting in the
second part of the pandemic, and was able to acquire new
customers.
The introduction of an additional tax on spirits bottles
with a capacity below 300ml has severely impacted the
Polish glass containers market. Along with the Covid-19
pandemic, this tax caused a 20% sales drop in 2020,
Woloszyn estimated. The picture was similar in the rest of
Europe, which also took a toll since Stoelzle Czestochowa
exports 90% of glass containers.
“Many of our Prestige Spirits and cosmetics customers
faced significant challenges during the lockdowns when
restaurants, hotels, and airports were shut,” reported Mr
Woloszyn. “[Requirements for] wearing masks and working
remotely also had a huge impact on the sales of glass
packaging in the cosmetics segment. However, since
Europe started to open up, we have experienced a still
persisting increase in orders and sales.”

Stoelzle Czestochowa is preparing for a furnace rebuild in 2022. Photo: Stoelzle Glass Group.

“The use of cullet in glass production
will motivate consumers to collect glass
further,” believes Mr Woloszyn. “Using
cullet is just one cornerstone in our
Glass Group’s CSR strategy, which also
includes the implementation of energysaving technologies, the installation
of photovoltaic panels, and many
social initiatives such as planting trees,
collecting waste, and cleaning up of local
areas. Our main target is to reduce to
the maximum possible extent our impact
on nature and to raise consciousness
among our 3,100 employees groupwide.” (See p.42 for more.)
However, the years before the
pandemic were marked by a growing
demand for glass containers. To some
extent, this is happening in line with
global trends of customers switching
from plastic packaging.
“We notice a very positive trend
on the Polish market: many brands,

including mineral water and juices –
are switching to glass packaging from
other packaging materials,” observed
Mr Woloszyn. “Consumers appreciate
that glass is 100% recyclable, natural,
and inert, which means that food and
beverages remain perfectly tasty and
delicious.
“This trend allows us to invest and
to grow. At Stoelzle Czestochowa,
we are currently implementing new
tools for process management and
automation, building a huge logistics
centre (20,000m2), and preparing
a furnace to be rebuilt in 2022. For
Stoelzle, the future seems to be bright,
with many opportunities and success,”
he concluded. l
About the author:
Vladislav Vorotnikov is an
independent international journalist

Focusing on the future

According to Mr Woloszyn, the glass collecting system and
cullet usage in the glass industry have not been developed
well in Poland so far. However, thanks to the European
Green Initiative, things are about to change. The market
demands eco-friendly packaging, and many brands have
been switching to use glass packaging.
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Artur Woloszyn: “Since Europe started to open up, we have experienced a still persisting increase in orders
and sales.” Photo: Stoelzle Glass Group.
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Focus Germany

2019–2020 market report
The Federal Association of the German Glass Industry (BV Glas)’s report on the
economic situation of the country’s glass industry is a regular feature in Glass
Worldwide. Dorothée Richardt presents business data and focal issues and reveals
how glass sectors in Germany have been affected the Covid-19 pandemic.
Let’s take a look back at 2019 before we turn our attention to 2020. There
was already a cloud on the glass industry’s horizon in 2019 as a result
of a 2.4% downturn in total revenue, which can be attributed to an 8.5%
decline in foreign revenue. Revenue shrinkage was evident across most
sectors of the glass industry, with the exception of flat glass finishing and
container glass manufacturing. The latter experienced a surge in demand,
driven by the plastic waste debate and the resulting consumer reluctance
to use plastic packaging. The number of employees in the glass industry
remained more or less constant at around 56,000 in 2019.

Glass sectors affected differently

The early 2020 business outlook predicted a moderate upswing – until
the Covid-19 pandemic arrived in Germany in March, imposing severe
constraints on many sectors of industry. The majority of retailers and
trades businesses, as well as the entire hospitality and food service sector,
remained closed for several weeks. Manufacturing industries, such as
the glass industry, were able to continue production operations because
politicians and economists agreed that the entire industry, and not just
specific sectors, was ‘system relevant’. Nevertheless, the lockdown did
impact the glass industry as a supply industry, and it closed the first
six months of the year with a 4.1% decline in total revenue and a 1.3%
decrease in the number of employees as a result.

affected by the crisis. This segment was hit particularly hard
by the closure of international airports and retailers because it
brought sales of cosmetics in duty free shops and local sales
via drugstores to a standstill. The resumption of flights and the
re-opening of shops are likely to bring about some improvements
to this segment’s situation during the second half of 2020. Despite
the Covid-19 crisis the container glass sector’s production output
increased by 8.5% in the first six months of 2020.
The flat glass manufacturing sector faces a different scenario.
As supplier to the car manufacturing industry it was directly
impacted by the widespread car production stoppages, with
revenue declining by 15% during H1 2020 versus H1 2019. Flat
glass finishing companies have also been affected by the crisis
and they, too, recorded a 6.7% decline in revenue during the first
six months of 2020. Both sectors have noticed a distinct slump in
both domestic and foreign sales.
A different picture has emerged in the speciality glass and
glass fibre sectors. Both reported growth in revenue during the first
six months of 2020. Although growth in the glass fibre sector was
rather moderate (0.9%), the speciality glass industry recorded a
strong increase of 5.1%. Both of these segments have a high level
of foreign sales: and there was particularly strong revenue growth
of 15% in the speciality glass sector.

Divergent glass sector development

Production output remained constant in the container glass sector,
especially for manufacturers of food and beverage packaging products.
Production of jars for household preserves and bottles was ramped up
to meet additional demand during lockdown, when more people were
eating at home. Although restaurant and bar closures were expected to
have a major impact on the container glass sector, these concerns proved
to be unfounded because restaurant beer deliveries are generally made
in barrels, and bottled beer consumption in the home increased. The
home working trend also drove up consumption of preserves because
many more people were cooking in their own kitchens. The business
expectations of pharmaceutical packaging manufacturers have also
improved due to delivery of the Covid-19 vaccine in individual glass vials.
However, cosmetic packaging manufacturers have been negatively

Germany’s flat glass manufacturing sector was directly impacted by the widespread car
production stoppages.
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Focus Germany
Prioritising decarbonisation

Production output remained constant in the container glass sector.

The business climate index for the German
glass industry is already positive again

Although many sectors of industry have experienced a
strong slump in business, the German glass industry is
already on the road to recovery. The ifo Business Climate
Index, which measures changes in business confidence
and is a leading indicator of future business activity based
on glass company projections, began to pick up again
in some sectors this August. Hollow and technical glass
manufacturers and flat glass finishing companies, in
particular, now have positive business outlooks again.

In the first six months of 2020 the
glass industry focused on dealing
with the economic consequences of
the pandemic. Now it is turning its
attention back to other issues. The
decarbonisation of the glass industry
(and other industries) is still high up
on the agenda because it has the
strong support of both European and
German legislators, and glass industry
customers are increasingly concerned
about the carbon neutrality of products.
As a result, calls for carbon
neutral glass production are gaining
in momentum in the container glass
industries and other sectors.
BV Glas is involved in a number
of projects conducting research into
alternative energies for the glass
melting process. The most recent,
HyGlass, is investigating the use of
hydrogen in the glass industry with the
objective of reducing carbon emissions
in the glass melting process. The
project is being jointly implemented by
BV Glas and Gas- und Wärme-Institut
Essen e.V., and it is subsidised by
the state of North Rhine-Westphalia.
National-level research is also being
conducted into alternative energies

for melting glass. BV Glas has made
considerable efforts to be included
as one of the eight focus sectors in
the Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy’s ‘Industrial energy
transition: potentials, costs and
interactions with the energy sector’
project, which was launched in 2019.
On the whole, society, the
economy and the glass industry have
coped remarkably well with the Covid19 pandemic up to now and we are
getting back on track for economic
growth. The Government’s intention
to avoid another lockdown at all costs
has made an important contribution to
the more positive business outlooks
of many industries, including the glass
industry. l

About the author:
Dorothée Richardt is Press and
PR Advisor at Bundesverband
Glasindustrie
Further information:
Bundesverband Glasindustrie e.V.,
Düsseldorf, Germany
+49 211 4796 331
tel:
email: info@bvglas.de
web: www.bvglas.de

Opinion

Glass production
and greenhouse gases
Ernesto Cattaneo, Head of Innovation Projects at Italian furnace and heat
recovery systems specialist Stara Glass evaluates a number of strategies for
reducing CO2 in the glass industry, and explains why working collaboratively is
the best approach of all.
infinitely recyclable and its recycling
cycle is globally one of the most
effective. There was nothing wrong
about glass before we had to
take into account the greenhouse
gas emission that its production
involves. As a matter of fact, we
can estimate that for every 1000kg
of glass that we produce, we emit
almost 285kg of CO2. A small part
of this carbon dioxide depends on
batch chemical reactions, and is
reduced by increasing the cullet in
the batch, but most comes from the
high temperature combustion that
is required by a material that leaves
the furnace typically at temperatures
between 1350 and 1400°C.
In Italy, the glass industry uses
in the region of 1% of the energy
utilised in the country. It is not as
negligible as a drop in the ocean
but rather, a sip from a large bottle,
so nowadays glass researchers and
technicians need to commit to reach
the carbon neutrality goals that the
European Union and the world are
asking for.
At Stara Glass, which offers
furnace and heat recovery systems
design, services, engineering,
equipment and materials for the
glass industry, there are many

Quarantini, anyone? Ernesto Cattaneo champions glass in his role as Head of
Innovation Projects at Stara Glass.

Glass is a non-expensive material that has been integrated
in human society for thousands of years. It offers an
unmatchable chemical inertia and is transparent. It is also

ways we are pursuing these goals –
including an awareness that there is
not (yet, at least) one perfect solution,
but there are many strategies, more
or less applicable in the different
situations that we can follow
simultaneously so that the cumulative
results will help to meet targets.

All-electric melting

The first idea is to utilise electrical
energy for the glass melting, to
avoid combustion and therefore
CO2 emission. Yet, regenerative
furnaces utilise for the glass melting
about 70% of the heat provided
by the fuel, while an average gas
fired power plant hardly reaches
45%. This means that if we steer
to electric melting in places where
energy production is not provided by
renewables (or nuclear), we actually
increase the overall CO2 production.
However, power production is getting
greener and this solution needs to be
kept in mind.

Boosting furnace efficiency

We can focus on improving the
energy performance of a furnace.
The afore-mentioned 70%
regenerative efficiency can become
85% by finding a way to utilise the

Reducing greenhouse gases has become the glass industry’s most pressing issue.
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Opinion
residual waste gas heat. For many reasons it is hard to recover
that heat with continuity and even harder to fully reuse it in the
production process.
Bottom line: maximum heat recovery must be top of the
list because it towers above all other potential improvements.
With a given production, using cullet and electrical energy,
there are essentially three main operating leverages that a
glass furnace designer can employ to increase the efficiency of
a furnace:
1) Good insulation
2) A good heat recovery system
3) A strategy to recover the residual waste gas energy
While the first two points are usually easy to achieve, most
regenerative furnaces still waste 20–30% of the fuel energy
by expelling 500–600°C waste gas, making the recovery of
residual waste gas energy a priority.
Stara Glass is doing this by promoting its Centauro1
technology for enhanced heat recovery which couples
selective non-catalytic reduction technology with regenerative
performance, and through its partnership with the LIFE
SUGAR2 project, which aims to increase the sustainability of
glass production by lowering gas consumption and therefore
CO2 emission.

Innovative solutions
in glass industry

Gob weight control based on
geometrical analysis.
Accurate and reliable

Alternative fuels

We can utilise alternative fuels, obviously starting with
hydrogen, whose combustion does not produce CO2, but
nowadays 95% of the hydrogen is produced by steammethane reforming and therefore we would just move the
CO2 production to another location. A great amount of work
is being performed to promote green and blue hydrogen
production, but these technologies are still [currently] too
expensive to be applied on a large scale.

Carbon capture and storage

CCS is another interesting solution. If humanity has been able
to organise a worldwide gas supply piping line, it should also
be able to install a return line that transports CO2 to depleted
fossil fuel reservoirs. Yet this hypothetical piping is unlikely
to appear for some time, and separating CO2 from the other
waste gases is neither simple nor cheap.

Sharing innovation

As you can see, there are greenhouse gas containment
strategies that the glass industry can directly apply, and others,
potentially more effective, that depend on other industry
sectors such as power production and gas distribution whose
choices need to be steered by continental or national policies.
We need to find local solutions and ways to iterate
successful models, but while the whole glass industry is under
this unprecedented jeopardising spotlight, innovators must
stick together and share their solutions. l
1
2

Sentinel
IS machine surveillance system.
More security = Higher performance

https://www.staraglass.it/innovative-products/centauro/
www.lifesugarproject.com
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Factory Spotlight

Investment, innovation
and a passion for glass
A privately owned European-based manufacturer of high quality packaging glass
for spirits, pharma, perfumery & cosmetics as well as food & beverage industries,
Stoelzle Glass Group focuses on delivering superior glass quality whilst minimising
environmental impact.

DI Georg Feith, CEO of Stoelzle Glass Group.

Operating from seven production
sites in Austria, UK, France, Czech
Republic, Poland and the USA,
Stoelzle Glass Group draws on
over 200 years’ of manufacturing
experience to produce standard
containers and tailor-made designs for
customers worldwide, from concept to
ready-to-use decorated bottle.
“At Stoelzle we all share a passion
for glass. We are proud to manufacture
bespoke high-quality packaging from
this inert and permanent material,
whilst investing significantly in R&D,
state-of-the-art-technologies and
expert staff. Quality, design and
flexibility are our top priorities in all

A bird’s eye view of the Austrian headquarters of Stoelzle Oberglas GmbH.

fields of business,” explains Georg
Feith, CEO of the Stoelzle Glass
Group.

New eco-friendly type 2 glass
With sustainability becoming
increasingly important and the
European Green deal setting very

Hot end pharma glass production.
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clear and ambitious goals for the glass industry, Stoelzle
committed to focusing its R&D on eco-friendly, resourceand energy-saving techniques and materials. A major early
result was the company’s innovative EcoSecur type 2
glass, which is mainly used for pharmaceutical injection and
infusion vials. Developed completely by an internal expert
team, the Stoelzle process enables exact and reliable dosing
of the inner surface treatment from 6ml vials to 500ml
bottles to deliver a superior glass quality whilst minimising
environmental impact.

Bottles decorated by Stoelzle.
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Needle-sharp
images on glass
Triple gob production at Stoelzle’s Austrian headquarters.

Recovered carbon decoration

TIGITAL® Tattoo
combines the
advantages of highquality powder
coatings with the
benefits of digital
printing.
Discover the new
generation of thermal
transfer technology
and realize stunning
effects in 1.200 dpi
resolution on glass.

The Stoelzle research team has successfully developed an
innovative organic black recycled ink. The pigments of this
sustainable colour, called ‘Recovered Carbon Black’, are made out
of old tyres. This printing ink is exclusively offered by Stoelzle.

Furnace rebuilds

In line with the Group’s CSR roadmap, Stoelzle will also continue
to renew and extend its furnaces. This was carried out at the
company’s French production site in Masnières in 2020. still
[currently] too This investment of over 20 million euros, which
also includes two new state-of-the-art production lines and new
cold end quality inspection machines, will enable the company to
manufacture white flint and also its new high-quality EcoSecur type
2 glass with utmost flexibility. In Poland, at Stoelzle’s Czestochowa
site, construction of a 20,000m2 logistics centre and warehouse is
almost finished and a furnace rebuild is scheduled for 2022.

Modern mindset

www.tigital-tattoo.com

We
think

green

© iStockPhoto

Renouncing the image of ‘old fashioned’ glass production, Stoelzle
has been heading towards industry 4.0 and IoT at all of its sites.
Installation of a very efficient energy data management system is
in process on a group level. More than 4,000 data points will be
installed at all sites by the end of 2022 so that potential savings
in the manufacturing process can be identified faster and more
accurately via real-time monitoring.
The company’s main aim is to optimise energy use and
further increase energy efficiency. The most important production
parameters are shared with Stoelzle employees, along with energy
consumption figures, to increase their awareness of this important
topic.
In accordance with Greenhouse Gas Protocol, data relating
to CO2 emissions will also be collected. As well as including
direct emissions from the burning of gas and the melting of raw
materials containing carbonate, these measurements will also cover
emissions deriving from the upstream and downstream value chain.
The result is a group-wide corporate carbon footprint that can be
continuously monitored and reduced. l

Further
Stoelzle
tel:
email:
web:

information:
Glass Group, Köflach, Austria
+43 3144 706
office@stoelzle.com
www.stoelzle.com

www.glassworldwide.co.uk

SCAN ME!

About the author:
DI Georg Feith is CEO of Stoelzle Glass Group

Opinion

Game changing on a global scale
Who will ensure the glass industry becomes fully carbon neutral? Highlighting the
importance of engaging the next generation of innovators and engineers, René
Meuleman invites two of his younger CelSian colleagues to share their views on the
future of glass manufacturing.
Introduction from René Meuleman,
Business Development Director
CelSian Glass & Solar:

During my 43 years in the container
glass industry, I have lived through
countless little, innovative developments
but only a small amount of gamechanging innovations like oxy-fuel and
René Meuleman,
Business Development
NNPB [narrow neck press and blow].
Director at CelSian.
Today, the whole industry is facing
perhaps its biggest challenge of the century: becoming
carbon neutral. We all have our thoughts and ideas on how
to achieve this but we also know that the youngsters will
need to do it. So let’s give them the podium! I am an old
sock and I can only guide; people know my face – I don’t
need the podium any more. That is why I asked two of our
youngsters to put their thoughts to paper and I was amazed
and inspired. We should all put our trust in the young ones;
perhaps guide them but never tell them that it cannot be
done; it has been done before as I am sure they will pull it off
and make it happen. Be amazed like me and read their story
to find out yourself.

Making a difference

Opinion from Ankith John Santosh and Hector RodriguezCarrera Iglesias:
Dr. Mathew Barlow, Professor of climate science at the
University of Massachusetts Lowell and co-author of the
first working group section of the IPCC report says that the
changes in our climate that we have seen so far can be
attributed to a global warming of just about 1°C. He goes on
to state that “limiting the warming to reach the 1.5°C target
of the Paris Agreement [the legally binding international treaty
on climate change] would require instant, rapid and a macroscale reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. Regardless of
any specific temperature target, every single degree matters.
Climate change is certain, serious, and now.”
Coming from backgrounds such as aerospace
engineering and industrial design, which are far removed
from that of a typical glass specialist, the impact of the glass
industry with regard to emissions, and the roles, we, as young
engineers play in today’s fight against climate change became
very clear very quickly within our first few months. Working as
a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Engineer and a PreProcessor Specialist at CelSian, we see first-hand the impact
that the glass industry has on emissions and climate change.
From furnace design and refractory materials to batch
materials and type/amount of fuel used and even the exhaust
gas composition, CelSian allows us the opportunity optimise
the glass manufacturing process and work directly on making
a positive difference with every project. Additionally, we are
given the chance to voice our opinions, play an integral part
of designing new tools and com[e] up with solutions to future
glass manufacturing problems. However, from speaking to
our far more experienced colleagues, the realisation is that the
same cannot be said about most of the glass industry.
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Ankith John Santosh is a Computational Fluid
Dynamics Engineer at CelSian.

Hector Rodriguez-Carrera Iglesias is a PreProcessor Specialist at CelSian.

Engaging the next generation

greatly benefit a company and the
industry as whole. This sounds easy
to include for a smaller or mid-sized
company where a gumptious talent is
identified and highly valued from the
get-go. This does need to translate
and bleed over to larger companies as
the ramifications of making even the
smallest of such improvements could
have a larger pay-off in terms of cost
and energy.

The question that ought to be asked
is “WHY?” One main reason could be
the fixation on the philosophy of “If it
works don’t touch it” that seems to
plague most of today’s manufacturing
industry. One of the simplest yet best
examples that highlight this is the
production of the float glass ribbon.
For many years, float glass was
manufactured by drawing it upwards
from a pool of molten glass and then
cutting it; this resulted in glass with
low quality and smoothness. It was
only in 1957 that Sir Alastair Pilkington
and Kenneth Bickerstaff developed
the maiden commercial application for
forming a continuous ribbon of glass
by implementing a molten tin bath on
which the molten glass could flow.
In a similar way, the upcoming
generation of young engineers
and managers are brimming with
confidence backed by a sense of
eagerness and are simply looking for
an opportunity to make a difference.
Furnaces of the future aim to be
directly integrated with the engineering
department and thus make a good
fit for the up-and-coming generation.
This generation is proficient at learning
the ‘tricks of the trade’ together with
a variety of software applications.
By offering them a challenging yet
rewarding career path to explore their
individual potential and instilling in them
a trust, by way of support from senior
and experienced management could

Responsible technology

One perspective [on] climate change
is as a consequence of technological
advancement. Now unmistakeably,
technology has been the single
greatest democratising tool of society
– comfort, health, transportation,
access to knowledge and its
distribution [has never been] easier
and quicker, allowing us to impact lives
in remote corners of our planet. The
point that must be made though, is
that this exponential growth also brings
its own drawbacks. For instance,
because of dramatic urbanisation
and industrialisation over the last
couple of decades, the building and
construction sectors account for nearly
36% of the global energy consumption
(largest contribution of any sector)
and nearly 40% of CO2 emissions
related to direct and indirect sources
of energy. Although our capabilities for
energy production have been steadily
increasing, so has our energy demand.
The latest IPCC [Intergovernmental
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Opinion
Panel on Climate Change] report states that changes to the
climate [such as] continued sea level rise [will be] irreversible
for centuries to millennia. Such immediate problems and
issues require urgent technological solutions. Any progress
in the wrong direction will have dramatic consequences –
unsustainable wealth (defined as the incongruous integration
of the economy of our present society and the ecology of our
planet). The immediate impression is that our generation has
accumulated so much more wealth than any other generation
ever before and together with the widespread misinformation
that has taken over mass media, scepticism seems to scream
and appeal far more than scientific information. It’s time to
make good technology and not just do more. A technological
problem requires a technological solution.
This current situation that we find ourselves in has to be
turned around and rather than having technology dictate our
eventual fortune (i.e., fate), we ought to become ‘proxies’
that determine technological progress and the direction
that it must head towards. Today, we see that information
and technology are our rulers when instead they ought to
be ruled over. This requires recognition of our flaws and the
path[s] that lead us astray to finally tak[e] appropriate action.

Pushing innovation

Another point that needs to be addressed is the rate of
depreciation of currently ‘smart’ or ‘new technology’.
A study titled “Measurement of depreciation rate of
technological knowledge: technology time approach”
conducted in 20051 showed a gradual rate of 12%
technical depreciation every three years. This obsolescence
is attributed to changes in external circumstances,

development of superior technologies
and a reduction in the appropriability
as it diffuses. Although we see
governments and market leaders
mobilise and make a push for change,
the ‘ball’ only [starts] rolling when
other parties also get involved and
contribute. Instead, what we see is
companies waiting for others to take
the leap of faith when it comes to
innovation and only then, after careful
assessment, following suit. This occurs
because of a company’s hesitation to
take risks and make use of valuable
resources. A collective push is the
need of the hour.
Unfortunately, as was touched
upon previously, we have run out of
time to speculate, wait, watch and
not take risks. We all need to come
together to challenge the status quo
and instead push for critical thinking,
trusting the younger generation
and providing them with ample
opportunities to simply try. At the same
time, it is the duty of the younger
generation to instil confidence among
their peers and showcase their abilities
backed by evidence and a willingness
to never give up.
Despite the conclusions of the

IPCC report, which paint a dark
picture of our future, we, the ‘young
guns’ at CelSian believe that through
persistence and perseverance,
collectively, we, as human beings
under immense pressure, will figure
[out] a way to achieve our goals. After
all, determination is the wake-up call to
the human will. l
1

“Measurement of depreciation
rate of technological knowledge:
Technology cycle time approach”
Gwangman Park, Juneseuk Shin
and Yongtae Park, Journal of
Scientific & Industrial Research Vol.
65, February 2006, pp. 121–127
About the authors:
Ankith John Santosh is
Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) Engineer at CelSian.
Hector Rodriguez-Carrera Iglesias
is Pre-Processor Specialist at
CelSian.
Further Information:
CelSian Glass & Solar BV,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands
tel:
+31 40 249 0100
email: rene.meuleman@celsian.nl
web: www.celsian.nl

Glass experts
Furnace support Process optimization Training and R&D
Celsian’s aim is to minimize the cost of making glass for end users and the environment. We have an agile team of
glass experts using proven methods like furnace modelling, laboratory measurements and practical furnace health
checks to optimize glass melting processes. We also train operators and glass technologists through our standard
course, dedicated programs and various e-learning modules. We strive to be the best partner for optimization of
glass production worldwide.

www.celsian.nl

Focus Slovakia

Slovak glass industry is
rolling with the punches
The Covid-19 pandemic has been challenging for the Slovak glass industry but
its impact was uneven among different segments, reports Vladislav Vorotnikov.
Covid-19 affected the Slovak glass industry in the same
way as the rest of Europe, but no plant stopped production
during lockdowns, according to Stefan Skultety, a former
General Secretary of the Slovak Glass Industry, who has
just retired after spending 46 years in the country’s glass
production.
“In 2020, total sales fell by around 10% on average,”
said Mr Skultety, adding that some sectors were still able to
benefit from the global crisis.
Slovakia has no flat glass plants, but houses several
major pharmaceutical, automotive, glassware and hollow
glass producers.
“The largest importer [of flat glass] is AGC Teplice,
Czech Republic. Its centre in Slovakia is located in AGC
Trenčín. Saint Gobain and Pilkington also import flat glass,”
Mr Skultety explained. “AGC Trenčín, as well as some other
trading companies importing flat glass, further refines it – this
[particularly] concerns surface treatments.”
The Slovak flat glass market experienced a strong
upward price rally last year. The rising prices of building
materials increase the construction costs of all kinds of
buildings by 10–25% depending on the material structure,
Pavol Kováčik, Chairman of the Association of Construction
Entrepreneurs of Slovakia told local publication the Slovakian
Spectator.
The price growth is likely to continue, due to a limited
supply and because governments in Europe have embarked
on several major infrastructure programmes and poured
trillions of dollars into the economy, spurring the demand for
building materials. However, new virus mutations still can
make the price dynamics completely unpredictable, local
analysts advised the publication.

Pharmaceutical glass is the main winner

“In the pharmaceutical glass segment, orders increased.
They could only be fulfilled by expanding production
capacities,” said Mr Skultety.
Pharmaceutical glass in Slovakia is produced mainly
by Bratislava-based Medical Glass plant, which is a part of
Stevanato Group – an Italian maker of glass vials for Covid19 vaccines and other drug delivery products. Stevanato
provides glass vials and syringes to approximately 90%
of currently marketed vaccine programmes, the company
estimated in 2021.
In 2020, Stevanato signed an agreement with the global
Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations for the
supply of 100 million glass vials to hold up to 2 billion doses
of a vaccine against the novel coronavirus.
Speaking in June of 2020, Franco Stevanato,
Stevanato Group CEO said that the company “proactively
increased global capacity to sustain the industry’s scale-up
industrialisation need”. However, the company doesn’t share
information regarding the production dynamics separately for
the Slovak branch.
Slovak financial service FinState Slovakia, citing official
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The Slovak glass industry benefits from European green initiatives.

government data, estimated that in
2020 Medical Glass experienced a
144% increase in net profit compared
to the previous year, which totalled 3.1
million euros. The overall sales went up
13%, reaching 36 million euros.
The profit dynamics is primarily
attributed to the changing global
market conjuncture. The Covid-19
pandemic spurred the demand not
only for vaccines, but for a broad
range of drugs, causing an agiotage
[speculative buying or selling of
stocks] on the global market, securing
better prices for suppliers under new
contracts.

Automotive glass
segment is hampered

On the other hand, the Slovakian
automotive glass sector is likely to
be severely hit by the coronavirus
pandemic. In the initial period of
the Covid-19 pandemic vehicle
manufacturers and their suppliers
in Slovakia were forced to limit or
even stop production, said Alexander
Matusek, President of the Slovak
Automotive Industry Association.
Slovakia ranks highly in terms
of per capita vehicle production,
according to the Slovak Automotive
Association. For instance, in 2018,

this stood at 200 vehicles per 1,000
inhabitants, which is believed to be the
world’s highest level.
A further increase in capacity
utilisation at the new Jaguar Land
Rover (JLR) plant in the country, at
Nitra, was expected to push up the
total vehicle production in Slovakia
from around 1.15 million in 2019 to
1.35 million in 2020, but this figure
dropped to 985,000 units, dragging
down the demand for all components
and spare parts, including automotive
glass in the country.
As explained by Mr Skultety, the
largest producers of automotive glass
in Slovakia are Sisecam Automotive for
window glass, and Magna Slovakia for
mirrors and lamps.
Both companies went through
difficult times in Slovakia in 2020.
Sisecam Automotive experienced a
31% drop in net profit compared to
the previous year to 1.2 million euros,
as sales slumped by 30% to 67 million
euros, FinStat Slovakia reported.
Magna Slovakia’s profit fell by
as much as 46% to 5.7 million
euros, with sales declining by 11%
to 124.3 million euros. In 2017,
Magna Slovakia invested $30 million
in capacity expansion at its plant,
known as Slovteca. The plant supplies
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Focus Slovakia
approximately 20 different customers and ships to more
than 80 locations worldwide.
Currently, key industry players anticipate a gradual
recovery in the Slovak automotive industry and total vehicle
production could reach its projected 1.35 million target in
2022, boosting demand for automotive glass to above its
pre-crisis level.

Hollow glass has bounces back

While the prospects of the automotive glass market recovery
remain vague, the hollow glass segment has managed to
achieve pre-crisis performance already, according to Mr
Skultety.
“In the packaging segment, things have improved
compared to 2020 and production has returned to its
original volumes. Covid-19, especially in 2020, caused
tough conditions in trade, including in terms of transport,
which caused a slowdown of forming machines and higher
demand for storage capacities. However, this year we have
seen stabilisation,” he reported.
The main problems of the hollow glass segment are
associated with the depressed HORECA [hotel/restaurant/
café] sector, as most restaurants were closed during
2020 and the absence of foreign tourists also took its toll.
However, this didn’t last long.
“Things have come back to normal and orders have
risen significantly [against 2020],” said Mr Skultety, adding
that in some sectors of the glass industry, after a short
outage due to a need to comply with new sanitary rules,
demand has risen strongly, in some cases even exceeding
supply.
Slovakia houses several major glassware producers, the
biggest of which is Rona Glassware. Vetropack Nemsova is
the main supplier of hollow glass in Slovakia. The past year
was rather successful for the company, which earned a net
profit of 2.94 million euros, compared to only 41,700 euros
in the previous year. Overall sales totalled 72.2 million euros,
compared to 57.9 million euros in 2019. All in all, last year,
Vetropack Nemsova showed its best financial performance
in the past decade, especially in terms of net profit.
The company’s good results are notable against the

The Slovak hollow glass sector has managed to bounce back.

depression in the European hollow
glass industry. The entire European
container glass industry had to reduce
its production capacities and even shut
down production lines, according to
Vetropack’s annual statement.
“In the 2020 fiscal year, the
company had full use of a newcoloured-glass furnace and this
additional capacity led to an increase
in unit sales,” the statement continued.
The Slovak glass industry is likely
to benefit from new European green
initiatives, but it is hard to provide
concrete figures, said Mr Skultety. This
is a reference to a ban, which came
into effect on 3 July 2021, halting
the sale on EU markets of ten plastic
products, including food and beverage
containers made of polystyrene.
The new rules promises to raise

the demand for alternative package
solutions, including glass containers.

Future prospects are bright

Glass production is an important
export-oriented industry in Slovakia,
and is expected to remain so in the
coming years.
“The production plants are mostly
part of major global and European
manufacturers based on a highly
qualified workforce in Slovakia, and
this is the source of great investment
support in particular segments,”
explained Mr Skultety. “Investment
projects are mainly focused on
the green economy: environment,
emissions, industry 4.0, hydrogen in
smelting processes, robotisation, and
digitisation.
“The FunGlass research institute
has been established in Slovakia,
representing the involvement of five
EU countries in the research of glass
and glass technologies,” Mr Skultety
stressed.
The institute is working on cutting
edge research in the area of glass
with special functional properties,
including luminescence, electric,
magnetic, catalytic and sorption, and
functionalisation of conventional glass
with the aim to modify mentioned
characteristics and add new
functionalities.
“From this point of view, the
prognosis of Slovak glass is optimistic
and I hope that [by] the year 2022 we
will be over the Covid-19 pandemic
and start a new era of glass in
Slovakia,” finished Mr Skultety. l
About the author:
Vladislav Vorotnikov is an
independent international journalist

Vetropack is the largest hollow glass producer in Slovakia.
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Trusted Glass Lubricants
for 85 Years

www.totalspecialties.com/lubricants/about-kleenmold

Our commitment to quality and customer service makes Kleenmold glass lubricants
the right choice for your glass plant. Total’s Kleenmold product line includes
lubricants and coatings for all applications. Kleenmold products are manufactured
under strict quality control guidelines to ensure consistent, high-quality products
every time.
With Kleenmold, you get an entire team dedicated to helping you reduce costs,
increasing productivity, and meeting the changing demands of the glass container
industry. See how we can help you today.
Total Specialties USA, Inc.
Kleenmold Glass Lubricants Division
+1 908 862 9300

Total Glass Lubricants Europe GmbH
+49 2247 6608

On the Spot...

On the Spot… Vitaliano Torno
President of O-I’s Business Operations and O-I Europe, Vitaliano Torno was
recently re-elected President of FEVE, the EU container glass federation.
Leading an organisation that represents 60 corporate members belonging to
groups with manufacturing plants located across 23 European States, Mr Torno outlined
the federation’s objectives to Glass Worldwide, preferred journal of FEVE, as well as
describing prevailing market conditions in Europe.
GW: What does it mean to you
personally to be elected as FEVE
President 2021–2023 following your
initial spell in 2015–2017?
I am honoured that I get a second
run at the Presidency during a
crucial moment in glass packaging.
I will be working very closely with
FEVE members and the national
associations, we have a great
opportunity to capitalise on the societal
trends towards health, well-being and
sustainability – all of which strongly
favour glass. We have the privilege to
work with a material that has unique
inherent sustainability benefits: it is
endlessly recyclable and ensures
quality and safety no matter how many
times it is recycled. Glass is virtually
inert and preserves the taste of the
foods and beverages it protects. It
adds prestige and the premium look
and feel that supports our customers
in nurturing their brands. And we are
working towards glass as a climateneutral and fully circular packaging.
GW: Following unprecedented
conditions during the pandemic,
how is the container glass industry
currently performing in general in
the European countries covered by
FEVE members?
The industry is doing very well despite
the pandemic. For many industries,
2020 was really challenging but since
the food, beverage and pharma
sectors are essential, the glass
container industry supporting these
sectors was classified as essential by
extension. Our figures for 2020 are just
out and sales were almost flat in units
which is quite remarkable considering

the environment. Our food and
beverage container sales still remain
above 2018 levels. In the flaçonnage
sector, the Covid-19 pandemic had
a diametrical effect on the different
sectors. Pharmaceuticals increased
by more than 4% in volumes (thanks
to the glass vials for Covid vaccines)
while cosmetics and perfumery fell
strongly by 18% due largely to shut
downs in the traditional retail channels
for these products.
GW: How is the Furnace for the
Future (F4F) initiative progressing?
First off, it is important to note that this
is a project by a consortium of glass
manufacturers; it is not a FEVE project.
The consortium has applied for an EU
grant under the Innovation Fund of the
Emission Trading Directive; 311 projects
were in competition; 70 were selected
for the second phase of the selection
procedure, and F4F is among them.
The full application was submitted in
June, and the Commission will take a
final decision by November this year.
Seven to 10 projects are expected to
be selected at the end.
If the project is selected, the
consortium will create a new legal
entity to oversee the project (we
work with 19 glass companies). Then
the furnace will be built in 2022 and
commercial bottles are expected to be
produced by 2023.
The furnace has been conceived
to demonstrate that melting glass with
80% electricity is feasible. A second
generation may then go up to 100%.
If successful, this concept then could
be one of several options that glass
container manufacturers have to

Created by FEVE in
2008, the Friends
of Glass awareness
campaign has been
extremely successful
in raising support for
glass packaging.
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Designed to highlight the
environmental and health
benefits of choosing
products packaged in
glass, the Glass Hallmark
is being promoted to
consumers, brands and
glass industries.

A multi-stakeholder partnership that brings together the public and private
players involved in the glass collection and recycling circular economy, Close the
Glass Loop aims to increase the recycled content used in glass production.

reduce their carbon footprint.
Along the way, the consortium will work with furnace
suppliers on further technology developments.
Last but not least, scalability also depends on sourcing
enough renewable electricity at an affordable price. This is
why we call on authorities to speed up the development of
green power generation, but also to develop the necessary
infrastructure to transport and deliver it where it is the most
needed.
GW: Does FEVE have a policy for supporting other
carbon reduction led initiatives such as the planned
glass manufacturing pilot facility by Glass Futures or
any of the collaborative hydrogen focused research
programmes from other industry bodies?
F4F is a sectorial project grouping 19 different container
glass companies, working together with FEVE on this
hybrid technology. However, our members (individually or
as part of other consortia) are also developing their own
solutions and technologies. We are not directly involved
as FEVE, but we follow these developments closely. The
huge energy transition in front of us requires a multi-faceted

The EU container glass federation, FEVE represents 60 corporate members
belonging to approximately 20 independent corporate groups with manufacturing
plants located across 23 European States.
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REVOLUTIONISING
GLASS MAKING
The NIS from Bucher Emhart Glass
The servo electric driven NIS machine outperforms traditional IS machines
through enhanced, precise motion, perfect repeatability and a faster setup
time. It is significantly reducing noise and energy consumption. The NIS is
the most flexible (95 mm QG – 5” TG – 6 ¼” DG), high-performance futureproof forming machine, ready for the revolutionary change that automated
End to End technology will bring.

emhartglass.com

On the Spot...
answer. We need to explore the potential of electrification,
but also hydrogen, biomass or other measures bringing us
in the direction of carbon-neutrality. The situation and the
framework can be very different from one country to another.
It is therefore safer to have several solutions in the pocket to
be able to adapt to each scenario and geographic situation.
GW: Since launching the ‘Close the Glass Loop’ action
platform last year, what are the current priorities of
this multi-stakeholder circular economy partnership?
On 30 June, we celebrated the one-year anniversary of the
Close the Glass Loop platform (www.closetheglassloop.
eu), a multi-stakeholder partnership that brings together the
public and private players involved in the glass collection
& recycling circular economy – municipalities, brands,
producers, recyclers and extended producer responsibility
schemes. Together we want to reach an EU average of 90%
‘collection for recycling’ rate by 2030 (up from the current
76%) and to increase the quality of collected glass so that
more recycled content can be used in glass production.
The past year has been like no other but despite the
unique context, our European and national partners have
demonstrated a very high level of commitment.
One of the key goals of Close the Glass Loop is to
provide a forum to help resolve common problems and
share best practices. To give you an example, hotels,
cafés and restaurants (the HORECA sector) have been a
major focus of our activities as it is a distribution channel
where many products packed in glass are consumed and
disposed. In order to increase the overall quantities and
quality of glass collected, it is crucial to address the specific
challenges of HORECA operators.
GW: What is FEVE’s approach to Deposit Return
Schemes?
As I explained, our aim is to have people recycling more
and better. We do not believe a Deposit Return Scheme
is the right collection system for glass recycling. Data and
evidence across Europe shows that including glass in a
DRS is suboptimal in terms of both, quantity and quality of
recycled glass. Instead, it could have a range of negative
consequences and put existing and highly successful
collection and recycling systems at risk.
The glass recycling statistics clearly show that the
highest recycling rates for glass can be achieved when
there is a separate single glass collection system, consistent
kerbside and bottle bank collections, and effective public
communication initiatives, under a system of Extended
Producer Responsibility. The solution is to improve Extended
Producer Responsibility schemes and municipal waste
management systems that make collection simple for the
consumer and optimal for the recycling value chain, not a
new parallel DRS.
The situation is different when it comes to refillable glass.
Here, the DRS is the best mechanism to get back reusable

glass for refill. But the same system
should not be used for recycling
where bulk collection of all glass is
paramount.
GW: What was the motivation for
FEVE launching the Glass Hallmark
recently (reported in Glass
Worldwide January/February 2021,
p.100) and how receptive have
brands been?
All over the world brands are working
with supply chains to improve the
environmental and social footprint of
products and services. When they
choose recyclable glass they reduce
waste, CO2 and energy consumption
and they avoid migration of chemicals
into their products. We want to capture
this in one symbol that brands can
put on their bottles or labels to convey
these messages to consumers. That’s
why we’ve created the Glass Hallmark.
Brands welcome such symbols. The
industry is putting them on standard
bottles and convincing brands one
by one to do a pilot test. We hope to
have the first brands to do this very
soon. This will also be accompanied
by a marketing campaign in 2022 to
consumers which we are very excited
to work on right now.
GW: What are the next steps for
the Glass Hallmark?
We are working on a marketing
campaign to promote the symbol to
consumers, brands and glass industries
inside and outside Europe. Some
people have expressed an interest in
the universal symbol of glass and what
it stands for so we will be following
up on all these leads. 2022 is the UN
International Year of Glass so watch out
for the symbol to feature strongly!
GW: Does the well-established
Friends of Glass campaign continue
to have a key role to play?
Yes indeed, this is an extremely
successful campaign that has been
running for 13 years now and ensured
that glass packaging is very popular,
supported and followed by literally
millions. The figures reached are

astounding and a credit to the industry,
FEVE and the national associations.
GW: Are the multitude of proactive
programmes and initiatives
from FEVE clear evidence of
the federation’s integral role in
ensuring Europe remains a cost
effective manufacturing hub for
container glass production?
We believe FEVE as convenor of the
industry has provided an excellent
platform to bring the industry leaders
together. Of course any one company
needs to operate alone and compete
with [others] but when it comes to
the common good like sustainability,
it’s really no good if we don’t also act
as a sector. We have to evolve and
adapt together to ensure that glass
packaging continues to be the most
popular packaging in the world. And
that it also continues as the most
sustainable. That will not happen on
its own. So FEVE is a great vehicle
along with the national associations to
develop and test out ideas together
but also to address problems
collectively. The Close the Glass Loop
platform is vital to increase collection
of our main raw material. This is a
good example where companies
working together can achieve more
than working alone.
GW: Glass Worldwide is FEVE’s
longstanding preferred journal.
How does this co-operation benefit
proceedings?
We appreciate the long-standing
collaboration; the magazine is very
attentive to ensuring our industry has
a channel to communicate to many
glass stakeholders. It enables us to
highlight what we do but also to ask
for help and learn from the glass
community that Glass Worldwide
brings together. l
Further information:
FEVE, Brussels, Belgium
tel:
+32 2 536 0080
email: secretariat@feve.org
web:
www.feve.org
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Don’t just look at it,
look into it.

Tiama Xlab – the revolutionary 3D sampling solution
Turn virtual reality into reality with the
new Tiama Xlab.
This highly flexible laboratory module can be installed at
the hot end, the cold end or in the laboratory. It loads
the container automatically and makes a 3D scan,
generating an image composed of millions of facets.
The 3D image can be rotated and “dissected” on all
sides. Virtual volume, capacity, and vacuity can be
measured as well as glass distribution fully mapped.
You can also analyse engraving, embossing and much
more. Practically all container types and shapes can be
inspected and it’s non-destructive because the image
(and not the container itself) is “cut” virtually.
For an online presentation of the Tiama Xlab please
contact us at marketing@tiama.com.

Data – the deciding factor

Focus Nigeria

Domestic glass industry
still in development phase
With substantial natural resources and a growing consumer market, Nigeria is
considered by many to be a promising long-term market for the glass industry. Richard
McDonough reports on the development of the country’s domestic glass industry.
Home to more than 200 million people, Nigeria is the largest
African country in terms of population and one of the world’s
ten largest nations based on number of residents – a total
larger than the combined populations of the UK, France and
Italy as well as the individual populations of Russia, Japan
and Germany.
Africa’s largest economy is in Nigeria, and the country
has a growing consumer market. The glass industry is part
of that growth. Several glass manufacturing facilities operate
in the country. Recycling and the use of cullet are part of
that growth. Some of the glass production is in the form
of float glass, whilst other manufacturing focuses on glass
containers ranging from bottles for soft drinks and alcoholic
beverages to canning jars for home use.
One of the key natural resources of Nigeria that has
proved useful to the growth of the glass industry is the energy
sector. Royal Dutch Shell plc, headquartered in The Hague
in the Netherlands, is a major energy producer in Nigeria. In
its 2019 Sustainability Report, Royal Dutch Shell reported
that “Gas from Forcados Yokri [in Nigeria] is expected to
be sent to the domestic Nigerian market to provide clean
reliable power for more than 100 industrial and commercial
customers through Shell Nigeria Gas Ltd. [Among customers
are]… a large float glass manufacturer …”
Another strong point for the potential growth of the glass
industry in Nigeria is the wide abundance, according to a
number of sources, of silica sand and other raw materials
needed for the production of glass. These critical ingredients
are found in a number of states throughout the nation.

Float glass and glass container manufacturing

According to a statement from China Glass Holdings
Limited, the firm operates a float glass production facility
in the Ogun Guangdong Free Trade Zone in Ogun State,
Nigeria: “The main products include 4–12mm colourless
transparent glass, body colour float glass, and online
sunlight-control coated glass.”

Africa’s largest economy is in Nigeria and several glass manufacturing facilities
operate in the country. Silica sand and other raw materials needed for the
production of glass are found in a number of states throughout the nation.
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An aerial view of Abuja, the capital of Nigeria, the largest African nation in terms of population and Africa’s
largest economy. Photograph provided courtesy of the United States Geological Survey, 2021.

Loan guarantees from a global
financial institution helped provide the
financing to build this float glass factory.
In a news release dated May 25, 2018,
the Multilateral Investment Guarantee
Agency (MIGA) of the World Bank
Group indicated that MIGA announced
that it had “…issued guarantees
amounting to (US) $71.9m in support
of the construction, operation and
maintenance of a float glass plant in
Nigeria. The guarantees cover a loan
by China Development Bank, and an
equity investment and non-shareholder
loan by CNG (Nigeria) Investment
Ltd., respectively…[MIGA provided]
guarantees for up to ten years against
Transfer Restriction, Expropriation,
and War and Civil Disturbance. The
guarantees cover 90 percent – (US)
$38.7m – on equity, and 95 percent –
(US) $32.2m – on debt.”
MIGA indicated that “the factory
will contribute to the development of
the local glass supply chain, sourcing
80 percent of its raw materials
domestically, and further supporting
the development of the local network
of glass distributors and traders
downstream…Nigeria’s infrastructure
development has led to high demand
for float glass, however, most supply
at present is through imports, and is
insufficient to meet domestic needs.”
The chief executive officer of MIGA
at that time stated that “This project
helps Nigeria diversify away from the oil

and gas sector. It will also help integrate
domestic and regional markets,
and stimulate entrepreneurship,
consequently contributing to growth
and job creation.”
This float glass manufacturing
plant began full operations in
December 2019.
Frigoglass, with its headquarters in
Greece, has two glass manufacturing
plants in Nigeria, according to a
statement on the company’s website.
These two facilities include “… three
furnaces providing a combined

The Revimac Servo-Feeder RSF-2020 installation in
Nigeria. Photograph provided courtesy of Revimac,
2020.
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capacity of more than 650 tonnes [per] day.” The business
indicated that it has “… long standing relationships with the leading
international non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverage brands …
Frigoglass can produce a wide range of glass containers, from 30ml
to 1.5 litres in white flint, amber and emerald green colours.”
In its 2020 Annual Report, Frigoglass reported that the firm “…
is focused on further broadening the customer base of our glass
business in new geographies across Africa, providing our customers
with high-quality, innovative and value-adding solutions.” Total sales
of glass containers in 2020, according to the annual report, were
62.9 million euros; “2020 was materially impacted by Covid-19 with
glass containers’ sales significantly lower compared to last year
and export markets even more heavily impacted after recovering
somewhat in 2019.”
“Encouraged by the accelerated volume growth in our glass
containers business in Nigeria, we anticipate growth momentum
in our glass operations to build up in the coming quarters,” the
company noted in its 2021 business outlook in the 2020 Annual
Report.
Frigoglass also indicated that it “… achieved one notable
success in 2020, the use of more than 65% cullet in the production
of green bottles, thanks to a concerted effort to secure additional
cullet from multiple sources. There remains a lot of work to do
to increase the availability of cullet for flint and amber bottles in
particular, but the double digit increase in green cullet usage last
year is a significant step towards our goal of achieving 50% average
recycled content across all three glass colours by 2025.”
Earlier this year, Glass Worldwide reported that HORN Glass
Industries “… started the furnace heat-up process at … Frigoglass’
300t/d end fired furnace GF2 in Nigeria. Heat-up started on 21 May
[2021] … The new container glass furnace manufactures glass in
green and amber.”
Consol Glass, headquartered in South Africa, operates a glass
manufacturing facility on Victoria Island in Nigeria, according to
the firm’s website. Production capability is listed at 60,000 tonnes
annually, with colours produced in amber, flint and green. The
website indicated that the glass products are utilised in the beer
and spirits industries.

Revimac

“During 2020, Revimac had commercial activities and business
operations in Nigeria,” stated Gianfranco Tempesta, Export Manager
of the Sales Department of Revimac. The firm is headquartered in
Italy. “We promote all our products in the hollow glass industry, for
the glass conditioning, forming and ware handling. Our customers
in Nigeria are glass bottle producers.
“The level of our business in Nigeria was in the range of €2m in
2020,” Mr Tempesta continued. “Covid-19 caused for sure delays in
the normal development of the operations, like for example lack of
availability in the transport, higher prices of raw materials and services.
Competition on the market has to be considered every time.”
Revimac is looking for growth in the coming year: “We have
issued proposals for the installation of forming machines in Nigeria,
but the project was shifted to 2022,” explained Mr Tempesta.
“This year for the market in Nigeria, we have supplied spare parts.”

Trade – imports and exports

Nigeria imports glass and glassware products from a number of
countries, whilst its exports are more focused on a few key nations.
This west African nation is ranked as the 90th largest importing
nation of glass and glassware products in 2020, whilst its rank
is slightly lower – 98th – as an exporting country globally. This,
according to the International Trade Centre. Statistics for 2020 are
relatively tentative because the amounts do not represent reports
directly from Nigeria. Instead, the data is reconstructed based on
data reported by other countries that import and export products
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Focus Nigeria
with Nigeria.
Unless otherwise stated, statistics
detailing imports and exports of glass
and glassware products to and from
Nigeria are from reports issued by the
International Trade Centre.
The value of glass and glassware
product exported from Nigeria was
(US) $2,793,000 in 2020. Ghana
represented more than 44% of that
total; exports from Nigeria to Ghana
amounted to (US) $1,252,000 in
2020. Other top export markets for
Nigeria were China, exports in the
amount (US) $609,000; Kenya, exports
in the amount of (US) $231,000;
Iraq, exports in the amount of (US)
$114,000; and Côte d’Ivoire, exports
in the amount of (US) $113,000 worth
of glass and glassware products from
Nigeria. Exports to these five nations
collectively represented more than
83% of all of glass and glassware
products exported by Nigeria.
Germany, Liberia, Cameroon,
Syria and Colombia round out the
top ten national markets for exports
of glass and glassware products
from Nigeria. These five additional
countries collectively represented (US)
$329,000 of glass and glassware
products exported from Nigeria.
Overall, the top ten export markets for
Nigeria represented almost 95% of the
country’s global exports of glass and
glassware products.
Exports of glass and glassware
products decreased from 2016 –
when exports amounted to (US)
$12,620,000 – to 2017 and then
increased in 2018 and 2019; in 2019,
exports were (US) $9,296,000. Exports
to Ghana, Liberia, and Cameroon have
decreased from 2016 through 2020.
Exports to China of glass and
glassware products were modest
in 2016 – (US) $67,000 – and zero
exports reported from 2017 through
2019. Exports to Kenya, Iraq, Syria, and
Colombia were also reported as being
zero from 2016 through 2019; exports
to Côte d’Ivoire and Germany were
reported as zero from 2016 to 2018.
Imports of glass and glassware
products have decreased overall
since 2016, but saw a possible uptick
from 2018 to 2020. In 2016, imports
of these products amounted to (US)
$99,342,000; in 2020, imports of glass
and glassware products were valued
at (US) $57,096,000.
In 2019, the import statistics for
Nigeria have an unusual item for which
there is no specific reason provided.
Though Nigeria imported no glass or
glassware products from Eswatini in
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These pie charts detail the waste composition of waste in Lagos State in 2016 and Ogun State in 2020. Images provided courtesy of the
Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 2021.

2016, 2017, 2018, or 2020, the stats
indicated that Nigeria imported (US)
$1,444,563,000 worth of glass and
glassware products from Eswatini in
2019.
With the exception of the
situation noted with Eswatini, China
(including Hong Kong) has been the
largest source of imports of glass
and glassware products into Nigeria
from 2016 through 2020. The volume
of these imports has decreased,
though, from (US) $79,387,000 in
2016 to (US) $29,138,000 in 2020.
Imports from China (including Hong
Kong) represented more than 79%
of all imports of glass and glassware
products in 2016, and 51% of all these
types of imports in 2020.
Of the top ten source nations
of imports for these items, only the
imports from the UK decreased from
2016 to 2020 – from (US) $694,000
in 2016 to (US) $534,000 in 2020;
the UK was the tenth largest source
of glass and glassware products
imported in this west African country
in 2020.
Nigeria increased its imports of
glass and glassware products from
2016 through 2020 for each of the
other eight nations that were the
sources of these items. The second
largest source of imports into Nigeria
has been from India; imports have
increased from (US) $8,673,000 in 2016
to (US) $12,344,000 in 2020. Together,
imports into Nigeria from China and
India represented more than 72% of all
glass and glassware products imported
into Nigeria in 2020.
Other nations from which Nigeria
increased its imports included, in
descending order from number three
to number nine: Turkey, Germany,
Egypt, USA, Belgium, Italy and
Malaysia. Collectively, imports of
glass and glassware products from
these seven countries increased from
(US) $5,918,000 in 2016 to (US)
$12,055,000 in 2020.
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Recycling

A report entitled “Business opportunities in Nigeria’s waste
and circular economy sector,” commissioned and issued by
the Netherlands Enterprise Agency in May of 2021, detailed
a number of growth opportunities in the recycling sector
in Nigeria. The report indicated that there is great potential
to expand the waste collection and selection of reusable
materials in this west African nation. It noted that waste
management is still in the early stages of development in
much of the country. The report noted that Lagos State,
the nation’s most populated state, and its neighbour, Ogun
State, represent “… the largest share of industrial and
economic activity” in Nigeria.
As seen in the pie charts illustrated, glass is but a small
part of the composition of waste in both Lagos State and
Ogun State. Glass represented 1% of waste composition
in Lagos State in 2016, according to the Lagos State
Waste Management Authority (LAWMA). Glass was not
broken out as a distinct element of the waste composition
in Ogun State in 2020, according to the Ogun State Waste
Management Authority (OGWAMA). As consumers utilise
more glass products, it is anticipated that glass will become
a larger component of the waste stream in Nigeria. l

Revimac IS 10 sections D.G. 5-1/2” installation in Nigeria. Photograph provided
courtesy of Revimac, 2020.

About the author:
Richard McDonough is a civic journalist based in the
USA. He writes on a variety of topics in the glass
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Container and flat glass industry
in the Maghreb region
‘The land of the setting sun’ in Arabic, the Maghreb is a vast region of northwestern Africa, comprising almost six million square kilometres and more
than 100 million people. Freelance correspondent Sunder Singh tracks the
development of region’s container and flat glass industry.
The Maghreb’s four major countries
Algeria, Libya, Morocco and Tunisia
share a common history, culture and
language to a large extent. All Maghreb
countries are maritime economies
strategically located between the
advanced economies of Europe across
the Mediterranean Sea to the north, and
the high-potential, developing economies
of sub-Saharan Africa to the south.
Comprising of one float glass (two
lines), a figured glass and five container
glass producers, the glass industry in the
previously mentioned four countries has
a total tonnage of nearly 2,800 tonnes
per day. However, flat glass industry
accounts for nearly 58% of the total
installed capacity of glass industry in the
region. Regional consumption of flat and
container glass is quite low compared to
the other countries in the region. Despite
the current low per capita consumption
of flat and container glass in the region,
Maghreb is a very attractive regional
glass market with an average income
of about $4,000 per capita in nominal
terms and about $12,000 in purchasingpower-parity terms.

Algeria

With a population of about 44 million,
Algeria is the largest country in the
Maghreb region on the basis of
population and geographic spread. In
fact, on a geographical basis, Algeria
is the largest country on the African
continent.
Catered to by one float glass
business, a figured glass company and
two container glass producers, the
Algerian glass industry is the largest in
the region on tonnage basis. However,
demand for flat and container glass
in the country has remained muted

during the past few years. Algeria’s
economy is too dependent on
hydrocarbon exports. A decline in
crude oil prices during the last few
years has had an adverse impact on
country’s economic growth, which has
directly impacted the consumption of
flat and container glass.
The glass industry is not the
lone sufferer in Algeria. A recent
report by the World Bank sums up
the economy growth and struggle of
private sector in the country. According
to this report, “The economic crisis
caused by the pandemic follows five
consecutive years of slowdown in
GDP growth (2015–2019) in Algeria,
driven by a shrinking hydrocarbon
sector, a labyrinthine and public-led
model of growth, and a private sector
struggling to become the new engine
of economic growth. The hydrocarbon
industry, which accounted for 20%
of GDP, 41% of fiscal revenues, and
94% of export earnings in 2019, is
experiencing structural decline.”

Mediterranean Float Glass

Mediterranean Float Glass or MFG is
the only float glass producer in the
Maghreb region. A subsidiary of Cevital
Group, MFG operates two float glass
lines with a combined capacity of 1400
tonnes of float glass products per day.
MFG’s production facility is located
at Blida, about 45km south-west of
the capital city Algiers. MFG’s parent
company Cevital is one of the largest
private business group in the country.
It is one of the key players in nonhydrocarbon industry.
When MFG commenced
commercial operations in 2007 with
an installed capacity of 600 tonnes per

Country
Population
GDP growth
GDP growth
		
rate in 2019
rate in 2020
Algeria
44 million
0.8 %
-4.7 %
Morocco
36 million
2.5 %
-5.9 %
Tunisia
12 million
1.0 %
-8.8 %
Libya
7 million
2.5 %
-59.7 %
Total
99 million			

Installed capacity
of container glass
450 tonnes per day
340 tonnes per day
400 tonnes per day

Installed capacity
of flat glass
1,530 tonnes per day

1,190 tonnes per day

1,530 tonnes per day

Economic indicators and installed capacity of float and container glass in Maghreb countries.
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Also known as Northwest Africa, the Maghreb is the western part of North Africa
and the Arab World. L–R: Mauritania, the disputed region of Western Sahara,
Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya.

day of float glass, Algeria met its domestic demand of float
glass through imports. Fourteen years later, the company
supplies the country’s total demand for float glass products.
Thirty percent of MFG’s float output meets Algeria’s flat glass
needs while the remaining 70% is exported to other countries
in the Maghreb region, other African countries and Southern
Europe.
MFG’s second float glass line (with an installed capacity
of 800 tonnes per day) commenced operations 2016. In
the intervening years, the company has set up an advanced
glass processing facility for the production of insulating
and laminated glass. MFG also installed a coated glass
production line to meet demand for solar control and other
coated glass products.

Africaver

Operating since 1987, Africaver is a figured glass producer
based at Jijel on Algeria’s north coast. The company has an
installed capacity to produce 130 tonnes of figured glass
per day. Unfortunately, the state-owned business has been
making losses for quite some time and there have been
reports of workers protesting at the factory gates.
The Algerian Government took notice of the sad state
of affairs and appointed an audit committee to look into the
matter in December 2020. The committee has submitted
its report to the authorities. Farhat Ali, Algerian Minister
of Industry was quoted in various Algerian newspapers
in March 2021, “We are considering a revival plan for the
Company
Mediterranean
Float Glass ( MFG)
African Glass Company
( Africaver)
Alver ( subsidiary of
Condor Electronics)
NOVER ( The New
Chlef Glassworks)

Segment

Location

Installed Capacity

Float glass

Blida

1400 tonnes per day

Figured Glass

Jijel

130 tonnes per day

Container glass

Oran

360 tonnes per day

Container glass

Chlef

26,000 tonnes per annum

Float and container glass producers in Algeria.
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company and will announce about it.”
An email sent by the author to the
company for an observation on the
matter has remained unanswered.

Alver Glass

A subsidiary of Condor Electronics,
Alver Glass is one of the three
container glass producers in Algeria.
The company’s production facilities are
based at Oran, a major coastal city in
the North West region of Algeria. The
company has two furnaces and caters
to food and beverage sub-segments.
Before the firm’s acquisition by Condor
Electronics, Alver was a subsidiary of
Verallia Group, which had acquired it
from the Algerian Government in 2011.
Verallia sold Alver Glass to Condor
Electronics for a symbolic price of
60,000 Algerian dinars (approximately
US $6,000). The Italian company could
not turn around the operations of Alver,
as it had anticipated at the time of
acquisition in 2011.

Nouvelle Verrerie De Chlef SpA
A subsidiary company of the
National Glasses and Abrasives
Company (ENAVA), Nouvelle Verrerie
De Chlef SpA (NOVER)/The New

Chlef Glassworks is a dedicated
pharmaceutical glass producer in
Algeria which supplies to leading
pharmaceutical companies in the
country and extended region. Located
in the Chlef area, to the west of Algiers,
NOVER has an installed capacity of
26,000 tons of glass per annum.

Morocco

The second largest country in the
Maghreb on population basis, the
Moroccan glass industry comprises
of one container glass producer and
the largest automotive glass producer
(AGC Automotive Induver) in the
region. The emergence of Morocco
as one of the largest automotive
markets in the region has benefitted
AGC Automotive Induver Morocco
immensely (see below).
With a 7% GDP contraction in 2020,
the Moroccan economy was hard hit by
the coronavirus pandemic. Far-reaching
local lockdown measures hampered
the growth of the glass industry. The
container glass industry was impacted
due to a historic decline in country’s
tourism (which accounts for 12% of
GDP) sector. This year, the economy
is forecast to rebound by about 5%,

contingent on the gradual easing of lockdown measures and
an effective vaccine rollout in the remaining months of 2021.
Private consumption is expected to rebound by more than 8%
this year.
A number of factors are expected to result into gains for
Moroccan glass industry. The country has recently initiated
economic agreements with several international partners
in a wide range of industries. Morocco’s expansion in the
automotive, renewable energy and mining industries has
increasingly attracted foreign investors, and the interest of
major international corporations such as Tesla, Europa Oil &
Gas and Boeing.

Sevam Glass

The sole container glass producer in Morocco, Sevam has an
installed capacity of 340 tonnes per day of container glass for
food, beverage, cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries.
The company has been associated with glass
manufacturing for the last 85 years, but the modern
container glass plant took shape in the 1980s at
Casablanca. Commencing commercial operations with a
single furnace with a capacity of 120 tonnes per day, the
business soon acquired a number of prestigious clients
in food and beverage segments. An expansion in 2010
resulted in setting up a new furnace and took the overall
installed capacity to 340tpd.
In December 2018 Sevam was acquired by the French
company Castel group, through its Moroccan subsidiary
MDI (Moroccan investments and services). Castel Group
has business interests in beer, wine, water and soft drinks
industry in Morocco. Morocco’s largest brewer, Societe des
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Brasseries du Maroc is also a part of the Castel Group. The
breweries of Brasseries du Maroc are located in Fes, Tangier
and Casablanca. The company also operates a bottling unit
in Marrakesh. Iconic Dutch beer Heineken is brewed locally
by Brasseries du Maroc under the supervision of Heineken
International. Global brewer AB InBev also has a holding in
Castel Group.

AGC Automotive Induver

Located at Knitra on the Moroccan coast, AGC Automotive
Induver has been producing automotive glass for Moroccan
automotive industry and export markets. AGC Automotive
Induver is a joint venture between AGC Automotive Europe
and Induver (a Moroccan producer of automotive glass),
formalised in October 2016. The joint venture has an
installed capacity to produce 600,000 automotive glass car
sets on yearly basis.
In January 2021, AGC Automotive Induver received
financing of 54 million euros from the European Industrial
Bank for further expansion. This loan is in addition to the
56 million euros granted in 2017 for the construction of an
industrial unit specialising in the production of tempered
glass for rear and side windows as well as laminated glass
for windshields. Financing granted to AGC Automotive
Induver Morocco by the European Industrial Bank thus
amounts to 110 million euros, or approximately 1.18 billion
DH. Post completion of the second phase of the expansion,
the company will have an installed capacity of 1.1 million car
sets of automotive glass.

Tunisia

With a population of about 12 million, Tunisia is the third
largest country in the Maghreb. The country has experienced
a sharper decline in economic growth than most of its
regional peers, having entered the Covid-19 crisis with
slow growth and rising debt levels. GDP growth contracted
by 8.8% in 2020, impacting the flat and container glass
consumption, but is projected to rebound at the fastest
rate in nine years in 2021. Recovering domestic demand
and a projected revival in exports should boost country’s
glass industry. However, ongoing uncertainty regarding
the coronavirus pandemic and the current state of political
upheaval are keys risks to container and flat consumption in
the current year and 2022.
Tunisia houses the largest container glass producer in
the region, Sotuver.

Sotuver Glass Industries

Tunisian container glass producer, Ste Sotuver SA (formerly
Societe Tunisienne de Verreries Sotuver SA) is the largest
container glass producer in the Maghreb region by a wide
margin. The company has an installed capacity of 120,000
tonnes of glass containers per annum from its two furnaces.
Ste Sotuver’s production facility is located at Djebel Oust,
a small town in the Zaghouan Governorate, one of the 24
governorates (provinces) of Tunisia. The region lies in the
north-eastern part of the country. Djebel Oust is nearly 35km
away from the capital city Tunis.
Currently, the company is in the process of constructing
its third furnace, which will take its installed capacity to
more than 200,000 tonnes per annum. In 2020, Ste Sotuver
signed a contact with German technology supplier ZIPPE
Company
Sevam
AGC Automotive Induver

Segment
Container glass
Automotive glass

Location
Casablanca
Knitra

Installed capacity
340 tonnes per day
600,000 car sets per annum

Glass producers in Morocco.
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Industrieanlagen to accommodate
the project’s batch preparation
requirements. The new furnace will
have an installed capacity of 300tpd
of container glass through four
production lines.
The new furnace will be operated
by a new entity, which will be called
Sotuver Glass Industries, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Sotuver.
According to a statement made
by the company at the announcement
of the 100 million dinar investment,
“Around 75% of the output from the
upcoming furnace will go to export
markets. [The] most important markets
for its packaging would be in Europe,
the Middle East and Africa.”
According to a statement from
Yahia Bayahi, Chairman of the Board
of Directors of Sotuver, “A number of
constraints in 2020 have pushed us
to rethink our strategy in production
planning as well as the logistical means
in order to better supply the domestic
and export markets. The aim is to
maintain the best possible positioning in
all of the markets as well as the balance
between the different areas served. We
faced a difficult situation with the total
closure of the Tunisian-Algerian border.
However, we continued to supply
this market through trans-shipment
operations. For the new container
glass furnace all the relevant market
studies as well as the orders for the
main equipment have been finalised;
construction work is progressing well
despite the pandemic and every effort is
being made to ensure a start-up in the
first half of 2022.”
In 2020, the company reported
sales of 91.09 million Tunisian Dinars
(US $32.74 million) for the year ending
December of 2020. This represents
a decrease of 6.4% versus 2019,
when the company’s sales were 97.34
million Tunisian Dinars. Although sales
declined by 6% in 2020, Sotuver was
able to increase its domestic sales by
10% from 44.6 million dinars (in 2019)
to 49 million dinars.
After a decline in sales in 2020,
revival of container glass demand
(especially in export sales) is imminent
as during the first two quarters of 2021,
sales totalled 53.40 million Tunisian
Dinars, which is 28.5% higher than
through the first two quarters of 2020.

Libya

Home to about seven million people,
Libya is the smallest of the Maghreb
countries in terms of population. The
Libyan glass industry has suffered due
to the political upheavals of the last

decade. Libya’s economy used to be
a pretty stable before the revolution
of 2010, despite being ruled by the
mercurial Moammar Gadhafi. That
changed and Libya’s 2010 GDP of
$74.76 billion (compared to neighbouring
Tunisia’s $44.43 billion) fell to less than
half that – $34.7 billion in 2011.
For most of 2020 the performance
of the Libyan economy was the worst
in recent records. Even with the
rebounding oil proceeds in the last
quarter, the economy could not recover
its earlier losses and registered a 31.3%
real decrease in GDP. In 2020, Libya’s
GDP stood at a meagre US $25.42
billion according to World Bank statistics.
Currently almost 100% of Libya’s
glass demand is met through imports
in both the major sub-segments.
Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt and
Turkey are the major glass-exporting
countries supplying Libya.
Al-Azizia based glass processing
company Azizia Glass Manufacturing
Company (AGMC) was at an advanced
stage of planning to set up a float
glass manufacturing plant in Libya
before the revolution. However,
post the revolution, the company
faced a lot of resistance due to the
management’s proximity with the
previous administration.

Impact of the political situation

Writing for a trade magazine, one
should avoid commenting on the
political situation of a country or
region. However, in the case of the
Maghreb region the political situation
and government policies (in some
cases) has had a very adverse impact
on the development and progress of
glass industry. For example, in the third
week of August, the largest country in
the region, Algeria, announced snap
diplomatic relations with Morocco.
Morocco and Algeria have had strained
relations for decades, mainly over the
issue of Western Sahara. The border
between Algeria and Morocco has
been closed since 1994.
All four countries of the region
are endowed with one of the most
important geographical locations
connecting Europe and Africa, yet the
glass industries in these countries have
failed to realise their true potential. l

About the author:
Sunder Singh is a freelance
correspondent
Further information:
email: sunder.singh@gmail.com
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On the Spot...
Dr. Kirstie McIntyre
As Supply Sustainability Director at one of the world’s largest producers of spirits and beers,
Dr. Kirstie McIntyre’s remit is to create and lead transformational programmes which drive
Diageo’s environmental sustainability strategy. Speaking exclusively to Glass Worldwide
Dr. McIntyre discussed the role of glass packaging in today’s climate and explained how
Diageo is at the forefront of changes that the glass industry needs – and the world wants.
GW: How successful was the pilot
project by Diageo, Glass Futures
and Encirc earlier this year to
create the most sustainable Scotch
whisky bottles ever?
It was a successful collaboration with
glass manufacturer Encirc and Glass
Futures. We used biofuel-powered
furnaces to reduce the carbon
footprint of the bottle-making process
by up to 90%.
The trial produced 173,000 Black
& White bottles, using 100% recycled
glass, making the batch the most
environmentally-friendly ever produced
for a Scotch whisky brand.
The successful pilot project to
pioneer low carbon glass bottles
illustrates the collaborative approach
Glass Futures strive to accelerate,
working across the total supply chain,
symbiotically creating value.

Pioneering low carbon glass bottles is part of Diageo’s commitment to transforming packaging sustainability.

GW: What are the plans for that
project moving forward?
We are a member of Glass Futures
with a commitment to a 10-year
strategic partnership and we look
forward to focusing on shared goals
of making glass net-zero. Diageo’s
support for Glass Futures is part of our
commitment to transforming packaging

sustainability. Last year we announced
our Society 2030: Spirit of Progress
sustainability plan for a decade of
action to tackle climate change, which
includes ambitious environmental goals
such as net zero emissions from all
direct operations by 2030 and reducing
our scope-three supply chain emissions
by 50% by the same year.

GW: Are there other examples of recent product
launches or redesigns that illustrate Diageo’s approach
towards sustainable use of glass packaging?
We are constantly exploring opportunities to further improve
the sustainability for our existing glass packaging. An
example of a recent bottle redesign is our Talisker [whisky]
bottles where we increased the percentage of recycled glass
content from 28% to 41% and reduced the glass packaging
weight by 6% – meaning that we are using less glass, and
less fuel to transport.
GW: What was the motivation for Diageo recently
joining Glass Futures as a corporate member?
Our values at Diageo revolve around ensuring that we “Do
business the right way”; a critical part of achieving this is
our Grain to Glass environmental sustainability strategy. We
commit to partnering with suppliers such as Glass Futures to
collaborate in bringing innovative and sustainable solutions
to our consumers and to the market.

The trial with Glass Futures and Encirc produced 173,000 Black & White bottles, also using 100% recycled
glass, making the batch the most environmentally-friendly ever produced for a Scotch whisky brand.
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GW: Traditionally, the beverage alcohol sector has
been a highly valued customer for many of the world’s
glass container producers. What factors could affect
this relationship in the future?
Our products have been in glass over 250 years and it is
currently our format of choice but if the industry does not
decarbonise we will need to look for alternative low carbon
formats.

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

GW: What is Diageo’s approach to strengths and
weaknesses assessment of the different materials available
to package its beverages?
We use life cycle analysis techniques to assess the environmental
impact of different materials when evaluating packaging materials.
However, there are many other important factors of consideration
in this type of assessment, such as consumer expectations and
the response from the market. We also need to consider supply
chain constraints and capabilities.
GW: Approximately how many glass bottles/what tonnage
is purchased by the global Diageo organisation every day?
In our last financial year, we purchased 1,170,060 tonnes of glass
packaging material. Which is 82.4% of our global packaging material.
GW: Generally, how do Diageo’s customers perceive glass
compared to alternative packaging?
For our consumers, we see a rise in reducing, reusing and
recycling of all types of packaging, from glass to plastic, across all
food and beverage categories. As well as considering the impact
of their choices in terms of energy and water used, transport and
waste. Consumers are motivated by what matters most to them
through personal experience, such as pollution and packaging.
Which is why we are committed to continually improving the
sustainability of our brands and communicating their sustainability
credentials in clear, compelling ways.
GW: What process is observed to determine the preferred
packaging type for new and existing brands?
Sustainability is at the forefront of our decision-making process
when we are redesigning or designing new packaging. Through
our internal processes we assess the packaging of the new or
existing brands that we have, and we will design the changes that
we know our industry needs and the world wants. This means
keeping the essence of our brands as well as making sure that
we are taking the most sustainable approach possible.
GW: Does a glassmaker’s commitment to reducing its own
carbon footprint influence the bottle purchasing process?
Absolutely, as part of our responsible sourcing guidelines and our
Partnering with Suppliers standard which sets out the minimum
social, ethical and environmental compliance standards we require
suppliers to follow as part of their contract with us, as well as
aspirations for our long-term partners to work towards. We select
suppliers that match our commitment to creating top-quality
products in a sustainable and ethical manner. As a member of the
Race to Zero commitment where we are part of the largest alliance
committed to achieving net zero carbon by 2050, the carbon
reduction commitments of our suppliers is essential to our net
zero journey. We urge everyone to join Race to Zero and set bold
science-based targets for carbon reduction across their business.
By working together, we can accelerate the shift to allow carbon
economy and create the action needed for a sustainable future.
GW: How important to Diageo is a glassworks’ proximity to
its bottling facilities and why?
Our preference would be to have the two situated as close
as possible, as from both an environmental impact and cost
perspective this is most favourable. However, we recognise that in
order to find the right capacity and capability we sometimes have
to look further afield.
GW: What measures should glassmakers consider to
dovetail with Diageo’s environmental philosophies and how
important is Glass Futures in coordinating such activities?
Our environmental philosophies focus on being sustainable from the

www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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In Diageo’s last financial year, 1,170,060 tonnes of glass packaging material were purchased.

Diageo is one of the world’s largest producers of spirits and beers.

growing of our agricultural raw materials
through to the consumer enjoyment
of our brands. The three key elements
are: accelerating to a low carbon world,
preserving water for life and being
sustainable by design. Glassmakers
across the world should aim to grow
and develop innovative glass solutions
that address more than one aspect of
environmental sustainability through a
wider and more holistic approach to
tackling the global climate crisis and
waste issues that we face. Through
bold actions and strong environmentally
sustainable philosophies, glassmakers
can help make the use of glass more
sustainable and build more circular
economies.
As a member of Glass Futures,
our work together is important – not
only developing sustainable glass
production processes and products,
but also in inspiring and leading a global
shift in research and development of
sustainable glass products.

programme last year, with 379 applications received in
total, and 28 glass applications taken through from these
to our internal selection process. The level of interest was
impressive for a programme in the first wave of a threephase rollout. A rigorous process was undertaken, with
experts within Diageo assessing each application and asking
some of these companies to pitch their ideas to us. From
there, we have proceeded with a wide range of exciting and
novel technology companies, and in glass we are looking
forward to seeing the development of technologies at the
forefront of technological innovation.

GW: What can you tell us about
Diageo’s Society 2030: Spirit of
Progress’ ten-year sustainability

action plan and how Glass Futures
will assist?
We recently announced our Society
2030: Spirit of Progress sustainability
plan for a decade of action to tackle
climate change, which includes
ambitious environmental goals such
as being net zero emissions from all
direct operations by 2030. To lead our
business through the next decade,
we have set ourselves 25 goals which
are aligned to the United Nation’s
Sustainable Development Goals. We
are passionate about the role our
brands play in celebrating life the
world over. And as a global company,
we know we have a responsibility
to build partnerships and lead with
innovative organisations such as Glass
Futures as part of our commitment to
transforming packaging sustainability.
GW: Did you receive a good
response to the Diageo
Sustainable Solutions programme,
featuring the ‘sustainable bottle
challenge’ last year?
We received a great response to
the Diageo Sustainable Solutions

Diageo’s collaboration with Encirc and Glass Futures used waste-based biofuel-powered furnaces to reduce
the carbon footprint of the bottle-making process by up to 90%.
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GW: What importance is put on decoration of glass
bottles in the overall concept?
We aim to always prioritise the sustainable aspects of our
glass bottles over the decoration of our products. However,
we do put heavy importance in ensuring that the essence
of our famous brands is still captured and reflected in the
packaging of our products.
GW: How would you summarise Diageo’s sustainability
plan?
We are committed to delivering a positive impact on society
everywhere we live, work, source and sell. We will achieve our
ambition by ensuring our people, partners and communities
can thrive through Society 2030: Spirit of Progress.
Our 2030 plan encompasses three core pillars:
• Drink Positive
We want to change the way the world drinks for the
better, celebrating moderation and continuing to address
alcohol-related harm, expanding our programmes that
tackle underage drinking, drink-driving and binge drinking.
• Champion Inclusion and Diversity
We believe the most inclusive and diverse culture
makes a better business and a better world so we will
champion inclusion and diversity across our businesses,
with our partners and communities to celebrate diversity
and help shape a tolerant society.
• Pioneer Grain to Glass Sustainability
We are committed to preserving the natural resources
on which we all depend. Working in partnership to
tackle climate change, water stress and biodiversity loss,
and helping to create a more sustainable world. l
Further information:
Diageo:
www.diageo.com
Glass Futures: www.glass-futures.org
Encirc:
www.encirc360.com
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Focus Israel

Israeli glass industry under threat
Covid-19 has wreaked havoc on Israel’s glass market, hitting its container and float
glass plants heavily, reports Vladislav Vorotnikov. Struggling to recover from a fall in
demand, combined with a determined boycott organised by religious groups, it is
not yet clear when pre-crisis levels of production might be achieved.
In the first half of 2020 the construction industry output in
Israel dropped by 11% compared to the same period of
the previous year, dragging down the domestic demand
for all kinds of construction materials, including float glass,
research conducted by the Israeli government showed. In
the residential building sector, the drop was close to 40%
in the second quarter of the last year. This decline occurred
despite the construction and infrastructure industries not
being subject to strict coronavirus-related quarantine
restrictions. Several sectors considered essential to the
market were declared exempt, including construction and
infrastructure. Government regulations stipulated that a
workplace in the building and infrastructure sector may work
at 100% capacity.
In the hollow glass industry, things are likely to be worse.
Various estimations showed that the demand for glass
containers slumped by up to 80% compared to the previous
year.
However, some optimism mounts over solid progress
with the country’s vaccination campaign. With almost 54%
of its 9.3-million population having received both shots of
the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine as of late April, Israel has logged
sharp drops in contagion and cases. As a result, the Israeli
government has already begun withdrawing some quarantine
restrictions, with analysts forecasting that the country’s
economy is set for a swift rebound in 2021 and 2022.

Glass container manufacturer struggling to survive

Phoenicia Glass Works Ltd seems to be caught between the
hammer of the pandemic and the anvil of the long-standing
conflict with the ultra-Orthodox community. For the country’s
sole hollow glass producer, the pandemic caused an 80%
decline in revenue, the company estimated. The Yeruhambased plant experienced an unprecedented decline of orders
from its main customers – Coca-Cola, Tempo, Yafora, as
well as wine producers, since the beginning of 2020, when
the Israeli government ordered all cafes, pubs, restaurants,
and banquet halls to be closed for a lockdown.
The company has also been stripped of Palestinian
and Italian markets – both major export destinations. In

Phoenicia Glass Works produces bottles for Coca-Cola, Heineken and many
other brands.
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Before the pandemic Phoenicia Flat Glass Industries was producing 500 tonnes of float glass per day.

March 2020, Phoenicia Glass Works
Ltd produced large stocks of glass
containers that it was not able to
sell and in April, 200 workers and
managers – more than half of the
entire staff – were put on unpaid leave.
According to the company’s CEO
and Chairman, Amnon Cohen, the
plant resumed operations in early
June with only 70 workers. Given the
large inventories, the plant expected
to generate a net loss of 15–20 million
New Israel Shekel (NIS) (US$4.6–6.1
million) out of a sales turnover close to
NIS 130 million (US$40 million).

Mr Cohen claimed that the
company needed some state support,
either in the form of government grants
or export grants, which would make
its product more competitive in the
overseas markets. Another solution
could be to delay payment on bank
loans.
“We are the only company that
recycles glass in Israel today, after
the closure of another glass recycling
plant,” said Mr Cohen, adding that the
closure of Phoenica’s Yeruham plant
would entail harsh consequences
for the domestic environment.

Phoenicia Flat Glass ceased operation in May 2020.
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Focus Israel

Even before the pandemic, Phoenicia Flat Glass was generating losses.

Phoenicia Glass Works co-operates with the state-owned
Drink Containers Collection Corp Ltd and municipal glass
collection stations throughout Israel to collect cullet for
reuse. In previous years, it was estimated that 77% of
bottles in the country, both plastic and glass, were ending
up at recycling lines.

Orthodox campaign to halt Saturday production

The Covid-19 pandemic is not the only and possibly not the
biggest issue Phoenicia Glass Works has to face. In 2019
the company was hit by a so-called Orthodox boycott when
several religious groups claimed that the plant’s seven-daysa-week operation is a desecration of the Sabbath. Phoenicia
Glass Works issued several statements explaining that its
ovens cannot be turned off every Saturday, but they were
of little help. Sources in the ultra-orthodox community are
putting the factory’s customers under heavy pressure and
threatening its very existence, the company said in one
statement.
“Due to these pressures, the purchase of the factory’s
products has been significantly reduced by some of its
customers, and this incurred substantial losses,” Phoenicia
Glass Works added.
Israel’s ultra-orthodox community, known as Haredi,

accounts for 12.6% of the country’s
general population. Its members
distributed informational leaflets
in synagogues and approached
companies working with Phoenicia
Glass Works, urging everyone to
boycott all products in bottles that
might have been produced on
Saturday.
In the 2000s the Haredi also had
issues with Phoenicia Glass Works,
but at that time the two sides reached
a compromise – deciding that bottles
for the ultra-Orthodox communities
would be produced only during
weekdays. Currently the Haredi are
not questioning whether imported
glass containers are [only] made during
weekdays.
Phoenica Glass Works estimated
that shutting down its furnace every
Friday would cost NIS 70 million
(US$19.4 million) a year, an amount
that would make the entire factory
financially unviable. Before the
pandemic, the Israeli glass market
was estimated at 500 million glass
containers per year, with Phoenicia
Glass Works accounting for half of the
sales. It is estimated that the boycott
has already cost the company around
10% of sales. However, the impact
could be more profound, as some
religious groups demand to withdraw
kashrut certificates from companies
purchasing bottles from Phoenicia
Glass Works.
“This is a matter of great concern
for some companies, primarily wineries
since they would lose an opportunity
to sell their stuff to hotels, restaurants,
and supermarkets,” commented a
source in the company.
“Imported glass containers are
rather cheap, so some producers may
decide that working with Phoenicia
is not worth this headache when
there are no substantial benefits,”
continued the source, adding that so
far, most customers stay loyal to the
plant, but the prospects of this conflict
remain uncertain since the religious
communities are apparently not going
to step back.

Float glass plant out of operation

Israel’s only container plant has the capacity to produce more than 1 million
bottles per day.
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Over the past several years Phoenicia
Flat Glass Industries has been putting
a lot of effort into expanding foreign
sales, as the domestic market was in
the state of oversupply. The company
was producing 500 tonnes of float
glass per day, but as the pandemic
began it had to turn off furnaces and
switched to importing glass.
“Phoenicia as a manufacturing

factory has been closed,” said Shimrit
Alon, the company’s Marketing
Communication Manager.
In early 2020, the company’s
CEO Eyal Zagagi promised to close
the factory if the Israeli government
refused to issue a NIS 30 million ($9.2
million) grant and restrict cheaper glass
imports from Turkey. Neither of these
happened.
Phoenicia Flat Glass Industries
escaped bankruptcy in 2012, despite
enormous debts of around NIS
320 million (US$79.6 million) it had
accumulated. The company was
rescued when the Israel private equity
investment group Fortissimo bought
it from Guardian Industries Inc in late
2012 and came up with a strategic
restructuring plan.
At that time, Fortissimo promised
that the plant would start generating
profit again in 18 months. Fortissimo,
however, decided not to save the plant
for the second time.
In late 2016, the Ministry of
Economy and Industry introduced
an anti-dumping duty of 26% on
float glass produced in Turkey after
it was sold at 46% under cost price.
However, this measure has not been
extended for the next several years.
The coronavirus pandemic halved
Phoenicia Flat Glass’ sales to NIS 1.8
million ($553,000) per month in April
of 2020. The company was generating
losses even before the pandemic, so
there was no surprise when production
was completely stopped in May due
to a sharp decline in operational
performance. Phoenicia Flat Glass
Industries has declined to provide any
information on whether the plant could
resume operation in the future.
“From the moment the crisis
began, we experienced a dramatic
drop in orders,” said Mr Zagagi. “Our
expenses are $6 million a month
– since the price of gas has not
dropped, despite the decline in global
price,” he continued, adding that
labour and the cost of raw materials
also went up.
Local analysts believe it unlikely
that Phoenicia Flat Glass Industries will
resume operations in the foreseeable
future, at least not without substantial
state aid and a government guarantee
that restrictions on imported glass
would be restored and maintained for
a long time. l
About the author:
Vladislav Vorotnikov is an
independent international journalist.
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Focus ASEAN

Container glass market
poised for future growth
Despite huge market opportunities for cosmetics and perfumery container glass
in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), not many container glass
producers have ventured into production for this sector. Freelance correspondent
Sunder Singh presents an overview of the ASEAN market and some of the major
producers for Glass Worldwide, official journal of the AFGM.
With a population of 622.5 million
comprising of some of the most
beauty-conscious nations – Thailand,
Indonesia and the Philippines –
Southeast Asia represents one of the
most promising markets for container
glass producers for cosmetics and
perfumery industry.
In relative and absolute numbers,
the total cosmetics market of the
region is smaller when compared to
the Western countries and some of
the other Asian countries (Japan and
South Korea). However, in the short,
medium and long term, the growth
rate for this sector is expected to
surpass the other regions.
The Southeast Asian cosmetics
and perfumery market for container
glass assumes more significance when
one considers that the median age [for
consumers] in these countries is only
29, which is quite young compared to
not only developed markets, but also
other emerging markets in Asia.
In terms of yearly revenue,
Indonesia is the top market in
Southeast Asia: the country registered
an average annual growth of 8%
between 2016 and 2019, according
to research company Euromonitor
International. The company forecasts
that by 2022 the Indonesian cosmetics

and perfumery market will be at
US$11.2 billion. Mass beauty, skincare
and hair care products are among the
categories with the best performance.
Thailand closed 2020 with a
total market value of $6.8 billion.
After suffering a -0.9% loss between
2019 and 2020, due to the Covid-19
pandemic, Thailand is returning to
positive figures thanks in large part to
the strategic strength of Thai Beauty,
with local brands that continue to
disseminate treatments and principles
connected to Thai culture. According
to Euromonitor, in 2022 the beauty
sector in Thailand will be worth $7.3
billion, with an average annual growth
of greater than 2% over the next twoyear period.
The Philippines, Malaysia, and
Vietnam together account for $8.8
billion of revenue in the cosmetics
and perfumery sub-segment. The
Philippines suffered a major setback
in 2020, with a decline in turnover
of 4.1%, but it is expected to grow
between 3 and 5.7% in the next two
years. Malaysia recorded an average
annual growth of over 6% between
2016 and 2019, and after closing
2020 with a slight increase (+1.6%) in
2021–2022 it will return to an average
annual growth of 6.5%.

Evolution Dim NEO machine installed at Wellgrow Glass in Thailand by IRIS Inspection machines.
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The impact of the pandemic was higher on the
region’s cosmetics and perfumery markets, with a steep
drop in consumption and in sales for most segments and
distribution channels. The perfumery segment was impacted
most by the pandemic, due to the significant drop in retail
sales – and especially high-end perfumery, on account of the
continued closure of travel retail.

Gaining prominence

Until a few years back, the cosmetics and perfume sector
was not taken very seriously by container glass producers
outside Europe and North America. However, with the
steady rise of demand of cosmetics in Asian, African and
Latin American countries, container glass producers have
started to pay greater attention to this sub-segment in these
geographies.
According to global consulting firm Delloite, the global
cosmetic packaging market was valued at $49.4 billion
in 2020 and is expected to expand to reach $60.9 billion
in 2025, representing a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 4.1% from 2020–2025. The largest segment
of the cosmetic packaging market is bottles, in both
volume and value. Growth in the market can be mostly
attributed to rising demand for grooming products from
younger populations and increasing demand for innovative,
sustainable and attractive packaging solutions.

Glassification in cosmetics and perfume

The cosmetics industry has been traditionally dominated by
plastic packaging. Barring a few sub-segments (for example,
nail polish and paints) plastic packaging has made huge
inroads in the industry during last two decades. The trend for
plastic packaging is more evident in countries and regions
with low purchasing power or where the consumer is very
price sensitive. All these factors are present in the Southeast
Asian markets. Despite rising disposable incomes, a vast
section of the population is very price sensitive, which favours
plastic packaging in the cosmetics industry in the region.
However, container glass packaging has made significant
inroads in the packaging of cosmetics in the recent years.
For cosmetic products, packaging is much more than
just containment or protection – it is an essential partner for
branding and communication in the world of beauty. Recent
initiatives by major cosmetics producers are expected to
translate into significant gains for container glass producers
for this sub-segment in the coming years. For example,
leading cosmetic producer L’Oreal is replacing plastics in
the packaging of its products. “We are working on different
types of packaging that replace most of the plastic with a
renewable material from certified sources,” said Delphine
Bromberger, Director of Packaging Innovation Fragrances
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and Open Innovation Packaging, L’Oreal.
Universally, perfumery has been one of the
strongholds of container glass industry since
the beginning. Metal packaging has taken some
share from container glass producers in the
deodorant sub-segment, but overall glass is still
the packaging of choice.
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Home to more than 260 million people, Indonesia
is the most populated country in the entire
Southeast Asia region. The country’s huge
market size has made it a major target market
for international and regional cosmetics and
perfumery companies in the last 10 years. Global
cosmetics giant L’Oreal has invested significantly
in Indonesia.
With rising disposable incomes and growing
urbanisation, Indonesian consumers are focusing
increasingly on appearance and wellbeing,
which is expected to drive up the demand for
personal care products in the country. The per
capita expenditure of cosmetics and toiletries in
Indonesia stood at (US) $20.2 in 2019, which was
lower compared to both the regional and global
levels in the same year.
The rising dominance of various international
beauty and personal care brands is likely to drive
the cosmetics and toiletries industry in Indonesia
to (US) $7.6bn in 2024, at a CAGR of 8.1% over
the next three years, according to Global Data, a
leading data and analytics company.
Container glass demand for domestic
cosmetics and perfumery industry is met by huge
imports. The country’s leading container glass
producers, O-I Indonesia and PT Mulia Glass are
more focused on meeting the demand of food
and beverage industries. Mulia Glass’s recent
addition (fully operational in November 2020) of a
third furnace is expected to meet the demand of
cosmetics and perfumery sub-segment to some
extent in coming years.
Packaging suppliers such as ACS Indo
and Derma Pack meet the demands of glass
containers through imports from China, Japan
and India.

Thailand
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It wouldn’t be wrong to term Thailand the hub
of the Southeast Asian region. In addition to
being one of the busiest tourist traps in the entire
region, the country’s geographical location, vibrant
culture and more than average economic growth
rate makes it an important market for cosmetics
and perfumery business. Despite being a quarter
of the size (in terms of population) of the largest
cosmetics market of the region, Thailand only
trails Indonesia by a slim margin.
Tourism plays a big role in the Thai economy
and its container glass industry. The cosmetics
and perfumery sub-segment of container glass
industry is expected to register setback in the
current year as the Thai Government has halved
its expected number of international visitors to
3–4 million this year and slashed its tourism
revenue forecast. Total tourism revenue for 2021

was being revised down from 1.218
trillion baht to 850 billion baht.
Thailand’s two major container
glass producers – Thai Glass Industries
and Bangkok Glass – meet only a
small proportion of container glass
demand for cosmetics and perfumery
sub-segment. Other than Siam Glass
and Wellgrow Glass Industry (see
below), there are a number of very
small producers and importers of
container glass for this sub-segment
in the country. For example, Japanese
company Takemoto, which is a leading
producer of packaging products for
cosmetics and perfumery has been
operating a representative office in
the country since 2013, importing a
significant volume of container glass
for this use.

Siam Glass

A subsidiary of energy drink producer
Osotspa Public Company, Siam Glass
has an installed capacity of 1500tpd of
container glass through its four plants.
The company supplies the cosmetic
glass for a personal care segment that
Osotspa operates, which registered
sales of THB 2,502 million in 2020.
Siam Glass also supplies cosmetics
glass bottles to some other big names
in the Thai cosmetics industry.

Wellgrow Glass Industry

Wellgrow Glass Industry Co. Ltd.
(WGI) is a Thai independent glass
manufacturer focused on producing
container glass bottles for the cosmetic
and pharmaceutical industry. The
company’s production facility is located
in Chacheongsao Province about
50km east of Bangkok. With over 35
years of experience in the container
glass market, WGI can produce green,
red and blue glass. Operating a total of
three furnaces and 12 production lines,
the company has an installed capacity
to produce 250tpd of cosmetics and
pharmaceutical glass. Nearly 60% of
WGI’s output is sold on the domestic
market, while the rest is exported to
other ASEAN countries.
Earlier this year, IRIS Inspection
machines installed a new set of
inspection machines at WGI’s
production facility. In 2016, a new
batch plant and cullet returning system
was supplied by German company
EME Maschinenfabrik Clasen GmbH.

The Philippines

In general, the Philippine market for
cosmetics and perfumery slumped
during 2020 as it was deemed
non-essential. Consumption was
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low as domestic consumers did not see the need to
wear cosmetics and perfume as movement outside was
prohibited or limited in 2020.
With a population of 110 million at the end of 2020, the
Philippines has the third largest cosmetics and perfumery
market in the ASEAN region. In the last few years, a number
of cosmetics and perfumery companies have commenced
production in the country.
Recently, Japanese cosmetics maker Shiseido expanded
into the Philippines to seize growth opportunities in Southeast
Asia’s lucrative beauty market. The newly-established Shiseido
Philippines Corporation was a joint venture in partnership with
Singaporean beauty distribution company, Luxasia.
Koji Nakata, Managing Director of Shiseido Philippines,
explained: “We believe that this was the right time to further
our ambitions in the Philippines. It is an exciting time to
be a part of the country’s booming beauty industry, which
represents close to (US) $3 billion in annual sales. The time
is also right to seize growth opportunities in Southeast Asia,
a dynamic and diverse market with an emerging middle
class that wields considerable purchasing power, and their
own diverse set of needs and concerns.”
The Philippines’ largest container glass producer, San
Miguel Yamamura Packaging Corporation currently does not
have customers in the cosmetics and perfumery market.
There are several smaller producers that manufacture glass
containers for the cosmetics and perfumery sub-segment:
Bestpack was founded in 1959 and started with a
single product. As the company expanded, it became a
multi-service packaging business. Since then, Bestpack has
become the preferred supplier to leading beauty companies
in the country. It has three manufacturing plants located
in different areas in the Philippines. The company has also
partnered with container glass companies in Europe and Asia.
Established in 2006, The Grasse Fragrance (TGF) Co.
is a manufacturer of cosmetics and perfumes. Recently,
TGF entered into an agreement with San Miguel Yamamura
Packaging Corporation to meet customer demand for
container glass, but the glass that SMYPC is supplying to
them is for food and beverage applications.

Malaysia and Vietnam

Malaysia and Vietnam have registered steady growth rates in
the cosmetics and perfumery market over the last few years.
However, overall the market is smaller than that of other
countries from the region.
Malaysia’s O-I BJC Glass Malaysia and JG Container
Glass, Vietnam’s Malaya Vietnam Glass, GO VAP Glass
and San Miguel Yamamura Haipong Glass meet a small
proportion of container glass demand from the cosmetics
and perfumery sector in their respective countries. The
region needs specialist cosmetics and perfumery container
glass producer/s
A handful of the ASEAN-based container glass
producers are meeting the container glass demand for
cosmetics and perfumery, but this is confined to simple
designs and mass products. The main focus of ASEAN
container glass producers has been the alcoholic beverage
and energy drinks industry.
Demands from the cosmetics and perfumery industry
are often very complex. Producers constantly require
differentiated glass containers so that their products stand
out from competitors’. As a result, container glass producers
are inundated with demands to produce complex shapes
and contours.
However, it may not be very easy for ASEAN-based
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Southeast Asia boasts a vibrant cosmetics and perfume industry.

container glass producers to produce
specialist cosmetics and perfumery
containers in the short-to-medium
term; it took a long time for Europebased container glass producers
in this sub-segment to emerge as
specialists.

Large imports in the region

Due to the smaller size of glass
container glass needed for the
cosmetics and perfumery industry,
these products are imported and
exported in larger quantities compared
to glass containers for food and
beverage, which are relatively bulky in
nature.
Libo Cosmetics Company and
HEINZ-GLAS are specialist container
glass producers for the cosmetics
and perfumery sub-segment based
in China. The companies are leading
exporters of cosmetics and perfumery
container glass in the region. Japanese
container glass producers in the subsegment also have a significant share
in the imports in the region.

Verescence enters
the neighbourhood

Verescence, the global leader in luxury
glass packaging for the cosmetics
and perfumery industries has made
its entry in the fast growing Asian
market. In February 2021 the company
announced its acquisition of a majority
stake in Pacificglas, the South
Korean leader of glass packaging for
cosmetics. South Korean cosmetics
and perfume producers are among the
largest suppliers of these products in
ASEAN region.
Verescence is the container
glass supplier to some of the biggest
perfume and cosmetics brands. The
company produces nearly one billion
glass bottles per year at its three glass
production sites and its four decoration
sites in Europe and North America. In
2019, its achieved sales revenue was
309 million euros.
Thomas Riou, CEO of Verescence
said at the time of acquisition, “We
are delighted with the acquisition

of a majority stake in Pacificglas
and the long-term partnership with
Amorepacific. This is a major step
in our Strategic Plan, Verescence
2022. Amorepacific will become a
top customer of Verescence group
and with Pacificglas, Verescence
will reinforce its leadership in highend Perfumery and Cosmetic glass
packaging. From this strong base
Verescence plans to become a
pan-Asian leader and will invest in
technology and capacity to meet
growing demand of high-end glass.”
Pacificglas is a subsidiary of global
cosmetics company Amorepacific, a
South Korean beauty and cosmetics
container manufacturer established
in 1973 that has contributed to the
growth of the Korean beauty industry.

Bormioli Luigi has an
eye on Asian markets

Glass specialist Bormioli Luigi is
looking to expand its business into
Asia Pacific in order to capitalise on
the strong skincare market. Currently,
the bulk of the company’s business
is derived from the luxury fragrance
market, which mainly involves
European companies and brands.
However, it has recently observed
growing opportunities in Asia Pacific’s
skincare market.
“At the moment, we don’t have
much business in Asia. However,
we are starting to grow a little in
the skincare market,” said Federico
Montali, Business Development and
Marketing Manager at Bormioli Luigi.
“Our customers are doing well mainly
because they sell their skincare
product[s] in Asia. Skincare is very
strong in Asia; the growth is certainly
higher and stronger than in Europe,”
he concluded. l
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Sourcing high quality hydrogen
With increasing environmental scrutiny, producing greener hydrogen is important.
Khairul Anam, Jan der Kinderen, Ellart de Wit from industrial gas supplier HyGear
discuss a techno-environmental analysis of hydrogen supply options and gas
recovery for tin baths.
Hydrogen is expected to play a
major role in the energy transition [to
decarbonise the glass industry]. It
reacts with oxygen to produce energy
with zero emissions, and water as its
only waste product. It is a non-polluting
fuel that can be generated from several
(renewable) energy sources.
Additionally, hydrogen is used in
the flat glass industry as a protective
atmosphere to prevent oxygen from
entering the tin bath. This ensures that
the high quality of the glass can be
maintained.

Obtaining hydrogen

Despite being a clean fuel, hydrogen
is not a natural resource and can be
obtained through processes such as
steam methane reforming (SMR) or
electrolysis. These processes do not
only produce carbon emissions, but
also NOx and particulate matter (PM).
With increasing environmental
scrutiny, producing greener hydrogen
is important. However, not all hydrogen
is equal. Different production and
transport options have an impact
on the environmental footprint of the
hydrogen. This is because by using
SMR, methane is still consumed, while
using electrolysis, non-renewable
electricity is used. Moreover, trucking
hydrogen produces emissions due to
the internal combustion engine. CO2,
NOx and PM emissions should be
considered when choosing hydrogen
with the least impact.
The current process used to make
hydrogen on large scale is SMR, while
electrolysers are catching on in the
industry. To make hydrogen from SMR,
steam is mixed with methane in the
presence of the catalyst to produce
H2 and CO2 while electrolysers work
by splitting water molecule into H2 and
O2 using electricity. There are other
technologies that are in development
but are not ready yet for industrial use.

Method of delivery

In addition to how hydrogen is made,
the method of delivery should also be
considered. The best solution will be
through pipelines; this would generate
the least emissions. However, the
user will always need to be near the
hydrogen production plant. In most
cases customers will have to truck in
their gas or produce it on-site. A lot of
energy is needed to truck in hydrogen
gas. The gas must first be compressed
or liquefied so that the truck can
transport more gas per trip. Additionally,
the truck’s internal combustion engine
will produce emissions.
Until a hydrogen infrastructure
can be established, the majority of
hydrogen will be trucked to customers.
However, we can tap into an existing
infrastructure to reduce trucking. The
natural gas infrastructure and electricity
grid have already been established in
many regions. Therefore, by having an
on-site SMR or electrolysis system, we
could leverage on this infrastructure
and reduce the environmental
concerns of hydrogen production and
transportation.
For a fair comparison between
supply-chains we use the emissions of
the average European power mix and
natural gas emissions, and transport
of the hydrogen to the customer by
Euro-5 trucks. As can be seen from
emissions figures, hydrogen produced
by steam methane reforming, using
natural gas, is more environmentally
friendly than using electricity to
produce it. The current electricity mix
is too emission heavy and produces
more CO2, NOx and particle matters
compared to SMR plants, even if
diesel truck emissions are included.
The most environmental solution
today is hydrogen produced on-site.
It combines the low SMR emissions,
while eliminating the diesel truck
emissions.

Figure 1: CO2 equivalent emissions per kg H2.

Figure 2: NOx emissions per kg H2.

Figure 3: Particle Matter emissions per kg H2.

This article is based on a paper presented at GlassTrend’s
2020 autumn seminar on decarbonisation technologies.
www.glasstrend.nl
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European CO2 equivalent emissions of electricity (g/kWh) in recent years. The break-even
limit for CO2 emissions from hydrogen produced by electrolysis is on a par with emissions
from SMR plants.

Pollution analysis

HyGear has done extensive research to quantify the pollutants
emitted by different production and delivery methods. The results of
this investigation are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3.
However, it will take further research and development to make
hydrogen truly carbon neutral. Renewable electricity generation
and storage will have to be further developed and carbon capture
technology will have to be more effective. Uses and storage of carbon
dioxide also will have to be matured. Until then, producing and
supplying hydrogen will result in a substantial amount of pollutants.
Each year the power mix in Europe has lower emissions. When the
average emissions become lower than 186g CO2/kWh, electrolysis
hydrogen will have the same CO2eq emission as SMR plants. With the
current speed of decarbonisation, this moment will be beyond 2030.
Therefore, a more innovative way to reduce emissions will have
to be implemented in the meantime.

HyGear’s solution for flat glass manufacturers

Flat glass manufacturers use a hydrogen and nitrogen mixture as
a protective atmosphere. This gas mixture is vented continuously
due to the presence of impurities. Therefore, HyGear has developed
the Hy.REC which is tailor made for the flat glass industry to
intake the vent gas, and separate the particulate matter followed
by oxygen removal. The purified gas can be reintroduced into the
mixing station or directly into the tin bath. By recycling the gas,
no non-renewable resources such as electricity or natural gas will
be consumed. The emissions per kg H2 are reduced to ultra-low
levels: 0.20g CO2, 0.28 NOx and 0.01g PM per kg H2. Additionally,
this technology has been proven to greatly reduce the operational
cost of float glass production caused by a substantial decrease of
the gas consumption. A comparison of the emissions produced
by recycling hydrogen using Hy.REC compared with traditional
production methods is shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3.
Ultimately, until green hydrogen can be produced and delivered,
having the Hy.GEN [HyGear’s on-site system for producing hydrogen
by converting natural gas with SMR] and the Hy.REC work in tandem
for the flat glass industry offers a solution to reduce the release of
harmful gases into the atmosphere. Not only is it an environmentally
conscious choice, it is also reliable and cost efficient. l
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Generating a better understanding
of process and machine behaviour
Supplying production technology to the glass container industry, Heye International
has now reached over 1000 process controls delivered to customers. Head of
Product Management Hans Renders explains why the Heye Process Control 4.0
(HPC) was the crucial milestone to initiate Industry 4.0 within the glass industry.
The Heye Process Control 4.0 is a
closed-loop-solution for the press
process of all plunger mechanisms
within an IS machine. Simultaneously,
it keeps the gob weight stable. Its
computer interface displays a number
of forming events on selectable charts
and allows users to improve parameter
setting by comparing data.
Early detection of malfunctions
increases production efficiency. The
integrated plunger cylinders guarantee
precise and consistent parison
parameters for press-blow and NNPB
production.

Leading partner for
process optimisation

By delivering the 1,000th HPC, Heye
comprehensively demonstrated that
it has recognised and fulfilled the
approach required by the market for
stable and sustainable process data
management in the past decades. The
Heye Process Control is the essential
closed-loop- system for every glass
manufacturer in order to meet the
high quality requirements of NNPB
production.
Changes in customers’ process

GobMaster weight positions: screen displays value per cavity – same terms and visualisation in all systems (set points and erratic values).

requirements have driven Heye
International engineers to modify the
Heye Process Control (HPC) from solely
a plunger sensor to a holistic solution.
The data acquisition from different
sensors and the regulation of process
parameters are now realised in the
Heye ProcessMaster in which the Heye
Process Control becomes a subsystem.

Heye ProcessMaster

Overview of available functions with the Heye
ProcessMaster.
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The Heye ProcessMaster (HPM) is
a modular central software solution
which is used as a basis for most
sensor solutions in hot end production.
HPM makes it now possible to
implement single sensors as well as
complex sensor systems.
These sensors could be, for
example:
• The Heye GobMaster for
weight control of BB-process
and additional information like
gob-shape, temperature and
dimensions
• The Heye BlankMaster, which
monitors different mould part
temperatures and gob loading at
the blank side
• Stand-alone gob temperature
sensor
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Data extraction and analysis

All collected sensor and machine data can be used
inside the production process to regulate process
parameters like gob weight, press duration or mould part
temperatures.
All collected process data is stored in the HPM for
seven days.
The collected data can also be extracted via Heye
SmartLink to be used by a third-party Manufacturing
Execution System (MES) to produce a long-term history
of all relevant machine and process data. This helps
to generate a better understanding of the process and
the machine behaviour and consequently to implement
optimisations on process and machine.
In addition to all these hardware optimisations, Heye
is always in contact with its customers to set up user
interfaces for a friendlier and more intuitive operation.
Hence, the HPM gets a reworked user interface on each
operating system update to help the operator to feel more
comfortable and familiar when handling the system. l
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Decarbonisation through process
electrification and digitalisation
The glass industry is expected to go through significant changes in order to meet
the 2030 and 2050 decarbonisation targets set by the Paris Agreement. Mikael Le
Guern discusses how this transformation to ‘green’ glass can be achieved through
electrification and digitalisation of the glass making process.
The glass industry currently faces
three main challenges to reach zero
carbon manufacturing. The first is
meeting decarbonisation targets,
driven by the Paris Agreement and
other government- and company-set
climate/energy zero carbon targets.
Emissions reduction of NOx and SOx
is also a key environmental driver.
Secondly, the expected changes
needed to achieve decarbonisation
will put pressure on CapEx and OpEx
that could affect profitability and
glass quality. As an energy-intensive
industry where traditional technologies
are poorly efficient, glass needs to
remain competitive against other
packaging materials such as aluminium
and plastic. Finally, with consumers
demanding rapid changes, this
traditionally conservative industry will
need to significantly accelerate its rate
of change to adapt to the new reality,
for example through electrification
and digitalisation of the process, with
the agility to meet its customers’
sustainability goals.
In order to meet the carbon
emission reductions, the industry
needs to dramatically reduce its use
of natural gas. In December 2020,

Pre-fabricated E-Houses can be more cost effective than traditional equipment-buildings and reduce the commissioning time and cost.

the EU announced targets to reduce
carbon emissions by 55% by 2030. By
early September 2021, the European
Union Allowance (EUA) carbon price
in the EU Emissions Trading System
(ETS) had reached around €60/tonne1.
An 80% increase compared to early
January 2021. The trend is likely
to continue, with some projections
estimating over €90/tonne by 2030
and beyond.
Obviously, this applies to Europe
but the decarbonisation challenge is
valid everywhere. Including China which

has created its own carbon trading market, initially covering
the coal- and gas-fired power plants that account for ~40%
of China’s carbon emissions. It is expected that China’s ETS,
will extend to other sectors, including glass. Trading in China’s
ETS began in July 2021 at a much lower price compared to
Europe, at ~€6/tonne. According to the 2020 China Carbon
Pricing Survey2, undertaken during July–August 2020, from
hundreds of stakeholders, “Respondents expect carbon
emissions trading to increasingly affect investment decisions
in coming years. 37% of respondents expect investment
decisions to be strongly or moderately affected in 2020. By
2025, this number rises to 69%.” China has pledged to bring
its carbon emissions to a peak before 2030 and to reach
carbon neutrality by around 20603. The US has also rejoined
the Paris Agreement. This is a global movement. The market
and consumers are demanding it.

Electrification makes sense

A network of Eurotherm water-cooled power supply boxes offers redundant power capability.
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The majority of CO2 emissions in glass manufacturing
(typically 75 to 85%) come from fuel combustion in the
melting process. So replacing gas burners with electrical
heaters is a very direct way to quickly achieve CO2
reduction. Other technologies are currently being assessed
such as hydrogen and biogas. However, Eurotherm by
Schneider Electric believes that in terms of technology
readiness and availability, electrical melting, including hybrid
melting (using 50% to 90% electrical energy) is the solution
that makes the most sense to address the decarbonisation
challenge for years to come.
Process electrification is the fastest way to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions to meet the Paris Agreement and
to achieve company commitments and pledges made via
initiatives such as the RE100 or the Science Based Targets
(SBTi). Therefore, it is anticipated that the number and size
of electrical systems will need to increase to take over from
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usually involved in the design phase,
often only being consulted during the
request for quotation process once the
design has been decided.

A grid to glass approach

Eurotherm power supply solutions are based on the
EPower SCR power controller.

traditional fossil fuels. The advantage of
electrical melting is that it is already a
proven and commonly used technology,
suitable for scaling up to energise larger
electrical melting systems. As a global
supplier of advanced power products,
electric melting/boosting systems,
and related services to the glass
industry for over 50 years, Eurotherm
has the know-how to do this and is
electrification ready!

Consider the entire process

The electrification of the process is
not limited to the furnace itself. With
electrical systems growing in size, it is
important to have a holistic approach
by including the complete power
system and distribution architecture.
For the best results, a complete
vertical approach is needed, from
the electrical grid to the glass. Being
part of Schneider Electric enables
Eurotherm to combine the power
distribution system with the process
automation and power system
architecture to optimise CO2 reduction
as much as possible. This integration
includes the high- and medium-voltage
(HV and MV) distribution equipment,
transformers, switchgears, VFD drives,
etc. all the way to the melting and
boosting power control system.
Traditionally, power systems for
glass furnaces have been designed
by engineering companies (EPCs)
and/or mining end-users, who apply
their industrial process knowledge
and experience from previous
projects. While this can result in
robust installations, they are often
not optimised for cost and footprint
because the electrical design process
focuses on individual parts of the
system, rather than considering
the system as a whole. Electrical
equipment manufacturers are also not
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The Eurotherm approach is different,
where, as part of the electrification,
the complete power system can be
further optimised in terms of cost
and reliability through modelling and
simulation with software such as
ETAP (now part of the Schneider
portfolio), a leading software platform
developer for electrical power systems
modelling and simulation, optimising
customer electricity power systems
based on their digital twin equivalents.
Through this type of end-to-end
design, complex mission-critical power
systems can be streamlined, and
integration of renewables, microgrids,
fuel cells, and battery storage
technologies to the power grid can be
improved and accelerated. A ‘grid to
glass’ design approach can not only
help to provide resilient power grids
and decarbonised energy transport
and generation, it can also lead to
significant savings of up to 20%
CapEx by improving the design and
performance.
For cost optimisation in large
electric systems, Eurotherm also
recommends installing all the
equipment in a pre-fabricated electrical
house (E-House); a factory-integrated,
tested, validated, compact, power
distribution solution. Both brownfield
and greenfield sites can benefit from
significant cost savings of up to 20%
by reducing the civil engineering costs
of traditional buildings for housing
industrial equipment. Additional
advantages are: lead-time reduction
of up to 20%, and drastically
reduced equipment start-up time
and commissioning costs, resulting
in shorter, less stressful rebuild
campaigns.
For the melting and boosting
processes, a preferred solution to
deliver energy to the melt is through
water-cooled power supply boxes that
control one or two pairs of electrodes
(typically from 100kVA to 1000MVA).
The benefits are plentiful with a
compact design that can be located
very close to the furnace to reduce line
current and heat losses, and eliminate
expensive large busbars for smaller
cables. A network of multiple power
supply boxes provides flexibility to
scale up and offers sufficient power
redundancy to help enable continuous
and reliable operation.
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Digitalisation for data driven performance

The next phase of electrification is digitalisation. With all those
assets deployed it becomes important to connect the devices.
IoT-enabled power management architectures with connected
devices are the perfect choice for intelligent distribution
systems. Equipped with smart sensors and 24/7 connectivity,
real-time data analytics support effective decision making.
This can aid the safety of both people and equipment, improve
equipment reliability through predictive maintenance, simplify
asset management through digital features, and enhance
network security. Connected equipment can include circuit
breakers, power meters, power controllers, drives,
MV/LV switchgears, and transformers, etc. The result can be
significant asset utilisation improvements, reduced maintenance
costs, and reduction of unplanned downtime. From the shop
floor to the global enterprise level, personnel can know what is
happening and when, anytime, from anywhere.
Digitalisation applies at all levels and Schneider
Electric’s IoT-enabled, open and interoperable architecture
platform EcoStruxure, creates collaborative environments
for connecting the field level to the enterprise level. So,
from connected products (such as discrete controllers and
protection devices), to edge control (such as programmable
automation controllers (PAC) and supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) systems), through to software/
analytics and services, the EcoStruxure platform allows IoT
enabled solutions to seamlessly connect, collect, analyse
and act on data in real-time, from design to maintenance.

A defence-in-depth cybersecurity approach

With more equipment connected, end-to-end cyber security
is a must-have. As part of its electrification and digitalisation
services, Schneider Electric provides cybersecurity
solutions and ongoing services across multiple operating
environments including energy management (power
distribution equipment) and industrial automation products
and systems. Industrial cybersecurity services offered by
Eurotherm include risk assessments, architecture based on
a defence in depth approach, monitoring, software/operating
system patching and more.

High-efficiency, integrated power and automation

Eurotherm continues to help the glass industry meet its
sustainability goals by reducing greenhouse gas emissions
in line with the Paris agreement while remaining profitable.
Working closely with furnace OEMs and glass manufacturers
as a digital partner for optimised sustainability and efficiency,
Eurotherm is helping the industry to go through its
transformation to electrification – from the grid to the glass. l
1
2
3

https://ember-climate.org/data/carbon-price-viewer/
http://www.chinacarbon.info/sdm_downloads/2020china-carbon-pricing-survey/
https://www.csis.org/analysis/chinas-new-nationalcarbon-trading-market-between-promise-and-pessimism

About the author:
Mikael Le Guern is Global Glass Business Development
Manager
Further information:
Eurotherm Ltd, Worthing, West Sussex, UK
tel:
+44 1903 268500
email: mikael.leguern@se.com
web:
www.eurotherm.com/glass
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Revolutionising batch house software
As a supplier of batch preparation plants, cullet handling equipment and batch
charging technology, EME provides custom-designed and efficient solutions for
almost all types of glass, from float glass and containers to fibres and tableware.
Roger Knüttel looks at the latest updates to the company’s batch house software.
Recently EME introduced WinCC Unified
to its BatchSystem, a completely webbased system to revolutionise batch
house software architecture. Combining
the Siemens TIA Portal V17 with WinCC
Unified means that the EME BatchSystem
is now browser-based and can now
be used without any local installation
or hardware. The system can also be
accessed via tablets, smartphones and
desktop computers with any existing
operating system. This makes it more
accessible whilst also allowing direct
access to control hardware and highperformance databases.

Ensuring a smooth transition
with WinCC Unified

As well as a user-friendly interface and
modern design, simple navigation enables
existing EME customers to migrate
their old EME system without learning
everything from scratch. For the batch
house operator, it provides a smooth
transition to an upgraded system.
The new EME BatchSystem reflects
the EME core philosophy: sophisticated
software and system architecture;
well-proven concept for migration
from the existing control system to
the new solution; strict modularisation
and standardisation; fully modular and
based on proven standard building
blocks; developed completely in-house;
all hardware components are easily
available on the open market; no use
of proprietary equipment for weighing;
customers can rely on a technically
mature and well-proven design.

Start screen.

Batch plant overview.

EME BatchSystem advances

The EME BatchSystem is a universal,
independent batch system fully integrated
in WinCC Unified, as well as in PCS7,
S7 and Rockwell. It is operable via any
standard internet browser, such as
Google Chrome, Firefox, IE and others.
This batch application includes:
• Co-ordination of the production
process via the recipe settings
• High performance batching
• Route control
• Production data management
• Recipe management (MS SQL
Server or MS Access)
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State-of-the-art regenerator
chequerwork for glass furnaces
Saving energy and contributing to an economical production process for glass,
regenerators is an essential part of most existing glass melting furnaces. Experts
from refractory supplier RHI Magnesita analyse the evolution of regenerator
chequerwork and report on the latest material choice and chequer shapes.
Regenerative heating is today by far
the most important technique for
manufacturing glass products. The
lifetime of modern glass furnaces
is between 15 and 20 years. Such
longevity can only be reached through
continuous improvements of the
chequerwork lining [the ‘chequered’
arrangement of refractory bricks in
the regeneration chamber where hot
exhaust gas is piped out]. To maintain
high efficiency of regenerators, the
chequerwork must fulfil several
requirements:
• High resistance against thermal
stress and chemical attack
• Immense mechanical stability
during the whole campaign
• Great efficiency to recover heat
from waste gas
• Low tendency for clogging
The challenging task for regenerators
and the corresponding chequerwork
is to store and dispense heat. Waste
gas enters the regenerator and
passes through the chequerwork.

MgO-MgO direct bonding. Example: RHI Magnesita
ANKER DG1. Image courtesy of RHI Magnesita.

The heat is stored in the bricks of the
chequerwork. After approximately 20
minutes, the waste gas stops passing
through the regenerator chamber.
The combustion air enters the
chequerwork, absorbing the heat and
preheating before reaching the fuel in
the glass melting furnace.

Development of chemical
and physical properties
Material solutions: top courses

Since the main component of the raw
materials for glass production is sand,
the main attack in the top layers of the
regenerator chequerwork is caused
by sand carryover. In the 1940s,
magnesia bricks started to be used
in the glass industry because of their
low potential to react with alkalis from
waste gas. However, they react with
SiO2 in the carry cid:D6F47554-61E24229-A48A-90AC90D923BD over
to form forsterite, which can cause
so-called ‘silicate bursting’.
In the 1990s, the first magnesia
zirconia grade was developed with
zircon as one of the raw material
components. As a result, the coarse
magnesia grains become protected
by a forsterite and zirconia bonding
matrix, which is formed during the
brick firing process. Magnesia zirconia
bricks have become the leading choice
for top layer checkers and can be
used for a situation of strong carryover
and oil firing.
Over time, measures for energy
and cost saving led to more carryover
attacking the chequers’ magnesia
zirconia top layers (in cases of cullet
pre-heating or batch pre-heating)

Low fired – no direct bonding. The lack of direct
bonding on low firing results in reduced hot
properties, in particular lower creep resistance.
Image courtesy of RHI Magnesita.
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TG brick.

WASTE GAS PHASE

AIR PHASE

Waste gas phase/air phase. Sketch of a regenerator chamber with chequerwork.
Image courtesy of RHI Magnesita.

and/or an aggressive atmosphere in the waste gas (when
using alternative fuels such as petroleum coke). For these
conditions, zirconia mullite was developed in the 2000s
and has proven to be a well-performing solution. The
highest corrosion resistance, however, has been achieved
by chrome corundum material since 2008. It is suitable
for strong sand carryover, cullet preheating or batch
preheating, even petroleum coke firing.

Material solutions: hot zone

Below the top layers of the chequer, in temperatures of up
to 1100°C, pure magnesia brick material is suitable for gasfired furnaces. High firing temperatures enable the so-called
MgO-MgO direct bonding between magnesia grains, which
leads to good performance at high temperatures and high
corrosion resistance.

Material solutions: condensation zone

The regenerator zone with temperatures between 800 and
1100°C is the most critical area for chequerwork. In most

TL brick.

TLW brick.

TLZ brick.

Images courtesy of RHI Magnesita.
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Assembly of different shapes of
regenerator chequerwork.
Image courtesy of RHI Magnesita.

cases, the waste gas contains a certain amount of oxygen.
Under such oxidising conditions the condensed components
in the waste gas form a liquid corrosive sulphate slag
which interacts with the refractory materials. For this reason
zirconia magnesia was developed in the 1980s to withstand
this attack. Since zircon is widely used in different refractory
products, the availability of this raw material is restricted.
Therefore, zircon-free products such as magnesia with a
spinel-bonding matrix have become increasingly important

Large channel pieces stand directly on the rider arches. Image courtesy of Wang
Guangfeng/RHI Magnesita.

Double-sized chimney blocks stand over the large channel pieces. Image
courtesy of Wang Guangfeng/RHI Magnesita.
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Large channel piece chequer shape.
Image courtesy of RHI Magnesita.

Double-sized chimney block.
Image courtesy of RHI Magnesita.

since the 2000s, being resistant to
sulphate attack and protecting the
periclase [colourless mineral consisting
of magnesium oxide, used in refractory
bricks].
The only reliable solution is the
installation of highly pure magnesia
bricks with MgO-MgO direct bonding
and a high C/S ratio, because
NaOH shows no reaction with basic
magnesia components.

which becomes thicker over time. Thus,
the open cross-section of the flue gas
channel becomes smaller (clogging).
To minimise clogging, a larger
flue size at the lower part of the
chequerwork (<800°C) is necessary in
some cases (when high sulphate load
in the waste gas eventually combines
with great dust quantity). A new
chequer shape (large channel piece;
LCP) allows for an increased flue size
of the regenerator channels, reducing
the risk of clogging. This state-ofthe-art chimney block setting can be
installed directly on the rider arches
and offers particularly high stability. A
double-sized chimney block can be
used for the same purpose or serves
as very stable transition layer between
standard chimney blocks and the new
LCP shapes.

Development of the
regenerator checker shape

There are several aspects that can be
influenced by the shape of the chequer
bricks. A rectangular shape (popular
since the 1940s) offers several options
for building a chequerwork, but has
weak spots in the setting, making it
less stable. Therefore, in the 1980s,
chimney blocks were developed. Each
chimney block in the chequerwork
is 100% supported by the subjacent
blocks and has direct contact with
eight other blocks.
To increase the thermal efficiency
of the chequerwork, the shape of
chimney blocks was further developed
to improve heat exchange. Some
examples from RHI Magnesita include:
• TG bricks (without openings)
provide best mechanical stability.
• TL bricks (with openings on each
side) induce turbulence in the
waste gas stream and improve
heat exchange between flue gas
or air and the bricks.
• TLW bricks with a waved inside
surface provide a larger heat
transfer area.
• TLZ shapes provide even more
heat exchange surface.
Today, chimney blocks with a height
of 175mm are state-of-the-art as they
represent an optimum in terms of
weight and assembly time.
The condensed liquid Na2SO4
[sodium sulphate] can drain down the
channel walls. At lower temperatures
(<800°C), it starts to solidify on the
surface of the bricks, forming a crust
of condensates on the brick surface,

RHI Magnesita drives innovation
for the glass industry

Supplying a technologically innovative,
high-quality portfolio to the flat glass,
container glass and special glass
sectors, RHI Magnesita has been
developing solutions and innovations
for regenerator linings for many
decades. The company’s optimised
material choice and checker shapes
ensure that refractories have high
resistance against thermal stress and
chemical attack, high mechanical
stability, high efficiency to recover heat
from waste gas and low tendency for
clogging. RHI Magnesita is continuing
to drive breakthroughs in materials,
products and solutions, constantly
implementing efficient processes
that push the boundaries of what is
possible under extreme conditions. l
About the authors:
Rongxing Bei, Markus Dietrich,
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Upgraded forming
for ampoules and vials
This year OCMI-OTG, supplier of complete lines for the production of tubular
borosilicate glass containers for medical and cosmetic use, celebrates its 100th
anniversary. As a result of this extensive experience the company can now
introduce a completely renovated solution for the production of borosilicate glass
ampoules, says Alessandro Crescentini.
OCMI-OTG’s 100 years of operation
have been crowned with the
acquisition of former competitor Kyp
Accesorios, a Spanish manufacturer
of ampoule-making lines with almost
30 years of experience in the market.
Thanks to enriched know-how and
complementary skills, OCMI-OTG
can now introduce a completely
renovated solution for the production
of borosilicate glass ampoules,
characterised by full automation,
integrated functions control and easier
set up – with a consequent reduction
in job change-related downtime.

Upgraded ampoule line

The 30-station forming machine
manufactured in OCMI’s factories in
Madrid (Kyp Accesorios) and Chelles
(Moderne Mecanique) is now available
with an integrated separate control
cabinet with touchscreen for the full
control of all machine functions such
as loading, chucks and machine speed
setting, cam setting, dimensional
control of products through camera.
The touch panel’s software can be also
updated with controls for an automatic
loader if this equipment is installed.
The operator can select the
stations to be loaded during machine
settings for new ampoule production,
and has the option to exclude specific

stations from loading if they require
maintenance.
Alerts for any malfunctions can
be checked directly on the screen
and the operator can apply a ‘hold
cycle’ function if tubes need to be
lifted over the loading stations, or for
maintenance operations.
The after-forming line has been
upgraded with a new family of motors
and servo-motors, with drivers
controlled by the same PLC. The
motors’ parameters can be managed
from an all-in-one integrated panel.
Offering greater efficiency, the motors
are manufactured in full compliance
with current environmental regulations.
Of particular note is the new resolver
mounted on a V-chain motor, which
significantly reduces noise during
operation.

New features

One of the main features of OCMI’s
upgraded ampoule line is the ability to
centralise the control of all functions.
From a single integrated panel the
operator can manage all operations
related to colour rings, OPC, printing,
Form B cutting and Form D closing
(if present).
The control software, available in
multiple languages, also allows remote
visualisation of the same screen pages

Ampoule after-forming line.
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MM30 forming machine.

on portable devices such as mobile phone and tablets.
Recipes can be named and saved via the control panel,
and recalled for future production batches.
Electronic control can even be extended to ampoule
lifting devices for the different processing stations that are
driven by electronic parametrizable cams.
Usefully, statistics about production and working shifts
can be uploaded from the panel.

FLA18 Vial forming machine.
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The improvements applied to the new ampoule line are
designed to reduce job change times and manual handling of each
device, and consequently to improve the daily productivity.

Preview in Milan or via webinar

The completely renovated ampoule line was officially introduced by
OCMI at the beginning of October in the company’s new showroom
at its Milan headquarters. Customers and prospective clients who
are interested to see the machine in operation are welcome to visit
OCMI’s facilities in Milan. Alternatively, interested parties are invited
to attend virtual webinar sessions in direct connection with OCMI’s
commercial and technical staff.
During these webinars any questions about the new generation
ampoule production line will be answered in real time.
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Vial forming

In the same showroom, OCMI’s recently-launched FLA18 vial
forming machine with index rotation is also available for tests and
inspections. With 18 upper stations and nine lower stations, the
machine is able to maintain maximum productivity, even if one of
the lower stations fails for any reason.
The machine has been developed to reach a maximum output
of 55pcs/min with 2R vials and is able to process glass tube
diameters ranging from 10mm to 30mm.
Turret rotation is driven by torque motor that is supplied with
a water chiller for its cooling. The same chiller can be used for the
cooling of the forming plungers.
Forming operations are performed at three dedicated stations:
roughing and shoulder preparation, pre-finishing and finishing. As
with all of OCMI’s continuous rotation forming machines, these
stations follow the rotation of upper chucks through rotating bearings
mounted on forming heads so they do not require need any manual
alignment with chucks. All three stations can be removed to make
maintenance and job-change operation easier for the operator.

Enhanced precision

The vial forming machine’s tools, plungers and rollers are servodriven, making setting and forming operations smoother and more
precise. Thanks to this feature, the operator can adjust parameters
related to the tools’ start/end positions and acceleration from the
control panel.
Following mouth forming, the vials’ main dimensions are
controlled by the OPTIVIAL camera system. This new generation
camera can take up to 15 pictures of each rotating vial and
therefore obtains a more precise average value for each dimension.
Servo-motors also drive the setting of the tube-receiving plates
and cutting station. The nine lower chucks of the lower turret are
driven by independent motors. Before unloading, one dedicated
station flattens the bottom with a containment buffer, which is
particularly important for large size vials.
Lower chucks are equipped with blowers (enabled by solenoid
valves) which remove smoke from inside the vials, in order to keep
alkalinity within limits fixed by ISO standards.
The new after-forming line specifically developed for connection
with OCMI’s FLA18 machine is under development and will be
ready by the end of this year. l
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Enhanced surveillance
of IS machinery

Spanish engineering firm Avacon is a specialist in hollow glass, offering a wide
range of advanced products for glass processing. Raul Rodríguez introduces
SENTINEL, the company’s artificial vision system for surveillance of IS machinery.
Individual Section (IS) machines
are a critical component of glass
factories in terms of safety. However
well a machine has been set up,
there can still be glass blockages
and sundry mishaps. If these are
not detected in time or resolved
quickly, they may potentially become
a source of accidents, cuts, burns or
even fires due to the extremely high
temperatures involved in glass-making.
The machine operator has to remove
any blockages or build-up of material,
halting sections, removing glass from
inside the machinery, etc. All of these
steps carry the risk of burns and
snagging for the worker, as well as
time wasted in downtime, calling for
a lengthy reaction and supervision
time. Yet what about a sentinel that
is continuously alert and ready to
automatically intervene on the machine
in the event of any failure?
SENTINEL is an artificial vision
system from Avacon. It involves a near
infrared detection arrangement for
providing a clearer view of the bottles
to avoid any reflections of light on the
machine or any interference by the
operator. The camera is mounted on
the upper part of the machine conveyor,
from where it can monitor the entrance
to the tunnel, the conveyor itself, and
the dead plates, allowing the detection
of incidents both on blank side and
blow side. The SENTINEL camera is
connected to a computer that analyses
the sequence of images, enabling
actions to be taken on the timing.

intuitive interface that is both powerful and effective. The
system is operated via a control panel for choosing the
machine’s surveillance mode. Every incident is recorded,
allowing each one to be displayed and its causes and effects
analysed. It also provides a statistical breakdown of the
machine’s status and the average time between incidents.

How does SENTINEL operate?

Blockage in the tunnel: Any blockage in the tunnel can
build up very quickly, as all the bottles in each and every
section will start accumulating. The operator needs to act
swiftly to avoid large amounts of glass building up in the
machine and on the floor. The SENTINEL system will issue

an alert, as well as provide access
to the tunnel for freeing the blockage
and operating the ejector for stopping
the flow of bottles and avoiding their
build-up.
Blockage on the conveyor: A
blockage on the conveyor due to faulty
operation of the pusher will lead to
a build-up of bottles in the upstream
sections. The faster the machine,
the more bottles involved, and the
longer the operator will take to clear
the backlog. To avoid this happening,

SENTINEL’s main screen.

Operating modes

The safety level is adjustable, operating
on two different levels.
Surveillance mode: The system
operates in a passive surveillance
standby setting, without acting upon
the machine, but detecting and issuing
alerts for any incidents.
Automatic mode: The system not
only detects and gives alerts about
incidents, but also adopts specific
measures to deal automatically with
each case.
SENTINEL has a straightforward,
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SENTINEL detects the location of the blockage and issues an
incident alert. SENTINEL will stop the molten glass gob being
fed to the sections prior to the blockage. There is no need to
stop the sections, as we want to take out all the glass inside
the machine and let the operator remove the bottles in the
cycle. This will stop the blockage from growing and creating
extra work for the operator. Once the blockage has been
removed, the operator can restart the gob feed to the sections.
Blockage in a section: The dead plate in each section is
monitored, showing the bottles of each cavity. If the number

of bottles on the dead plate is not
as expected, this means that some
glass has been left behind (either in
the blank side or in the blow side).
SENTINEL can stop the gob and/or
halt the section to allow the operator
to access it and remove the glass
blockage in a simple and risk-free
manner. The automatic operation of
SENTINEL means a faster response

and alerts the operator to avoid the
glass blockage causing a more serious
problem.

Performance assessment

SENTINEL is designed to operate
with both standard IS and TANDEM
machinery, being compatible with any
IS on the market. According to Avacon
it has recently been mounted with
great success on several machines,
as the operators themselves are the
ones calling for the system to be put in
place. Even the more basic surveillance
operating mode helps them to detect
blockages in the blow side while they
are lubricating the blank side.
In terms of improvement in
performance, it stands to reason that
reducing the downtime caused by
incidents will lead to better results. l
About the author:
Raul Rodríguez works in Systems
Department at Avacon

Example of blockage detection.

Further information:
Avacon S.A., Álava, Spain
tel:
+34 946725736
email: sales@avacon.com
web:
www.avacon.com
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How big is my carbon
footprint… revisited
As Senior Vice President – Technical Director of Toledo Engineering Co., Inc (TECO), a
group of companies that supplies furnaces, batch plants and complete plants for the
production of all types of glass, Christopher J Hoyle, is well placed to revisit a 2009
TECO presentation on carbon and to assess its hypotheses and findings 12 years on.
In 2009 TECO presented a paper at the 70th Glass
Problems Conference entitled ‘How Big is My Carbon
Footprint’. In it we compared the carbon dioxide emissions
from an air-gas regenerative furnace, an oxy-gas furnace
and a cold top electric furnace producing 300 ton/day of
container glass. The purpose of the comparison was to
determine what the impact of ‘The American Clean Energy
and Security Act of 2009 (HR2454)’ would have had on the
glass industry.
The act, which was never signed into law, would have
progressively reduced greenhouse gas emissions such
that by 2050 they would be 17% of the 2005 level. The
reduction would have been achieved by a cap and trade
system similar to that implemented by the EU. Today,
you can’t open a glass industry magazine without seeing
advertisements and articles regarding the push to lower
or eliminate emissions by 2030 and 2050, respectively. In
light of this, we thought it would be interesting to revisit our

previous analysis and see where we
stand as we near the end of 2021.

Local/national level
considerations

In 2009, two scenarios were
investigated, one at the local glass
plant level and one at the national
level. For both scenarios we looked

at what reductions the act would
have required and how they could
be achieved. At the local level, the
all-electric furnace was the clear
technology choice to meet the carbon
requirements, converting fossil-fuel
fired furnaces to cold top electric
furnaces with increased use of cullet
would have met them. At the national

Figure 3: USA Electricity Generation by Source. Source: US Department of Energy (DOE).

Figure 1: Carbon Dioxide Emission by Furnace Type – local. Graph by Chris
Hoyle.

Figure 2: Carbon Dioxide Emission by Furnace Type - National. Graph by Chris
Hoyle.
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Figure 4: Carbon Dioxide Emission by Electricity Generation Method. Source: US Department of Energy (DOE).
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Pressure to replace fossil fuel

Figure 5: Carbon Dioxide Emission by Furnace Type and Cullet Level. Source: US Department of Energy (DOE).

level, the clear winner was the air-gas
regenerative furnace. The reason for
this surprising result was the amount
of carbon dioxide emitted by the
generation of electricity as shown in

Figures 1 and 2. If the purpose is to reduce national and
global carbon dioxide emissions, then just looking at the
local level is not good enough. Whichever type of energy is
used to melt glass, it must be produced or generated with
minimal carbon dioxide emissions in total.

In 2009 about 50% of US electricity
was generated in coal fired plants,
which resulted in a carbon dioxide
emission of 1.34lb/kWh. At the time,
the forecast for the generating mix in
the US did not foresee a significant
change before 2030. However, despite
the fact that HR 2454 was never
enacted, there has been a significant
change in the generating mix over the
last 11 years, resulting in a reduction in
CO2 emissions of 38% to 0.83lb/kWh
(see Figures 3 and 4).
The change in the US generating
mix is mainly due to the availability of
cheap natural gas. As existing power
plants have reached the end of their
useful lives and new power plants
are brought on line, coal has been
replaced by natural gas as the fuel
of choice. Over the last five years,
the slow rise of renewable sources
such as wind and PV solar can be
clearly seen. The cost of new wind
and solar PV installations is steadily
falling to the point where they are
economically more justifiable to build
than fossil fuel fired plants. With the
renewed impact of climate change and
legislation to reduce carbon dioxide

OPTICAL NON-CONTACT MEASURING
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE GLASS INDUSTRY
container glass

+49 36785 587-0

flat glass

laboratory measurement

info@vma-online.de

special solutions
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All-electric option

Figure 6: Global Production of Hydrogen. Source: US Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Fossil Fuel
Energy, Hydrogen Strategy – Enabling a Low Carbon Economy (July 2020).

emissions, coupled with technology
advancements, this trend will continue
and indeed accelerate.
The natural result of this goes
back to our 2009 study; the national
scenario will increasingly become
identical to the local scenario. This
means that there will be considerable
pressure to replace fossil fuel-fired
furnaces with ‘green’, highly boosted
non-fossil fuel or all electric furnaces
able to operate with high fractions
of recycled cullet (shown in Figure 5
below). TECO has instituted several
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
modelling development programs to
fully realise the technology of these
types of furnaces, such that they can
be implemented with confidence in
their success.

but at higher cost.
The US Department of Energy
(DOE) is focused on developing
technologies that can produce
hydrogen at $2/kg by 2025 and $1/kg
by 2030 via net-zero-carbon pathways
(see Figure 7).
TECO considers the third scenario
of hydrogen to be an interim solution.
To be more specific, TECO sees the
steps to be oxy-fuel, to hydrogen-fuel,
to all-electric melting as the roadmap
to meeting the future carbon emission
requirements of glass melting and
refining.
Currently, the solution seems to
be focused on replacing natural gas
with hydrogen however, TECO believes
that this is only an interim solution. We
believe that the ultimate solution will be
all-electric melting technology.

Even if hydrogen becomes an economically and
environmentally viable energy source, the energy transfer
to glass will remain at approximately 50% whereas electric
methods are near 100% efficient. Therefore, at the local level
going to all-electric glass manufacturing will by far be the
most efficient approach and using green electricity will be the
best national solution. Effort should be spent on engineering
out the perceived roadblocks such as operating at high cullet
ratios and reduced glass quality. The industry must therefore
shift focus to creating solutions to produce all types of glass
product through all-electric means while still meeting stringent
industry quality requirements, managing impacts to total cost
of ownership so as to remain economically competitive, and to
developing and implementing low environmental impact (LEI)
electric generation. If LEI cannot be produced by the grid, glass
manufacturers must look to implement it independently.
As part of the TECO Group, Toledo Engineering, Tecoglas
and KTG Systems offer total furnace capabilities in glass
furnaces of all types, with KTG Engineering supporting this
activity as glass plant equipment manufacturers. Zedtec
are the TECO Group specialists in forehearth and working
end technology. EAE Tech provides high-quality industrial
automation engineering services and custom control systems.
Since the publication of the original article in 2009,
‘How Big is My Carbon Footprint?’, TECO has continued to
develop an exceptional technical team, building on TECO’s
90+ years of experience and service to the glass industry,
dedicated to helping customers implement solutions toward
becoming carbon neutral by 2050. l
About the author:
Christopher J Hoyle is Senior Vice President – Technical
Director at Toledo Engineering
Further information:
Toledo Engineering Co. Inc., Ohio, USA
tel:
+1 419 537 9711
email: sales@teco.com
web:
www.teco.com

Viability of hydrogen

Since 2009, and more specifically
the last couple of years, a third
scenario now has to be investigated.
This scenario involves the replacing
natural gas with hydrogen in fuel-fired
furnaces. However, as is the case with
electric melting, there is a difference in
hydrogen’s green credentials. Locally,
hydrogen eliminates the carbon
emissions from the fuel, but on the
national level 96% of the world’s
hydrogen production comes from
natural gas, oil and coal. For every
ton of hydrogen produced, nine to 12
tons of CO2 are produced (see Figure
6 above).
In order for hydrogen to be viable
using these methods of production, it
must be coupled with carbon capture
and storage, which presents another
set of issues. Hydrogen production
through electrolysis can be done using
alternative energy sources such as
nuclear energy and renewable, such as
wind, solar, geothermal and biomass
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A sustainable approach to
performance-driven forming
Intelligent mechanical design combined with flexibility, high production speed
and cost efficiency are key requirements for today’s container glass equipment.
Jan Koren and Mark Ziegler offer an insight into Sklostroj’s approach to a
modern equipment portfolio, from feeder right through to stacker.
The IS machine is the core of the forming process. More than a
decade ago Czech engineering company Sklostroj Turnov CZ,
which specialises in the production of hot end container glass
lines, launched its ‘ISS’ full servo IS machine – now a reliable
staple in glass plants all over the world. The first generation of
ISS machines have been running for 10 years without a major
overhaul. This can be attributed to a robust design which
reduces causes of wear to a minimum. Energy efficiency
is guaranteed by the latest Siemens servo controllers and
motors. More than 90% of ISS parts are manufactured on
high-end CNC machines in Sklostroj’s main site in Turnov,
close to Prague. All components and mechanisms are
assembled and tested in the company’s local workshop.

Production speed up to CR20

High speeds are based on cooling performance. On a [glass
jar] baby food line, the ISS offers a cavity rate of 19.75
over a long period. This is due to the design of the parallel
MOC [mould open and close] mechanisms which allow
precise guiding of the mould halves, combined with high
performance 360-degree cooling. Compared to other IS
machines, the design of the ISS allows greater air flow to the
blank and blow side cooling, reports the company’s Deputy
CEO for Production.

Use of existing mould sets

The number of greenfield projects in the container glass
industry can be counted on one hand. Brownfield projects
or the modernisation of existing lines is the more popular
option. Therefore, high flexibility concerning the use of
existing mould sets is a priority – something to which Jan
Koren and his R&D team at Sklostroj have paid a lot of
attention. This resulted in the parallel MOC design and
cooling technology; apart from a few situations, the existing
mould sets can be reused.

Individual Section (IS) machine with the
option for double to quad gob configuration.

Even the plunger in NNPB productions
is available in servo configuration.
Returning to the energy management
of the servo axis: the brake energy
recovery, based on latest Siemens
technology is standard. An IS machine

with many servo axes following
precise timing and consuming
energy in planned sequences is the
ideal application for this concept.
A 12-section full servo IS machine
including feeder and ware handling

Covering a wide article range

When it comes to decision making criteria about large
investments, flexibility is a major subject. For IS machines
this means the possibility to cover a wide article range, of
course at low unit costs. The ISS can produce wine bottles
in triple gob, as well as baby food jars or standard beer
bottles in quad gob. Of course, narrow neck press and blow
(NNPB), press-blow (PB) and blow-blow (BB) is standard,
and for BB productions the unique light production blowblow (LPBB) technology is often used to save weight whilst
improving the wall thickness distribution.

Energy efficient drive concept

By using Siemens servo-technology for most of the
IS mechanisms, Sklostroj reduces consumption of the
compressed air for driving the mechanisms to minimum.

Mobile control interface for the SDT-10.
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has an electricity consumption of less than 30kW for all
actuators. This value cannot be reached by pneumatic
machines.

reconfiguration and fewer moulds
for each low-volume job are the
consequence.”

Low maintenance

Pusher system
suitable for retrofit

The cost of spare parts is important when it comes to
the TCO or lifecycle cost management. Sklostroj’s Sales
Manager Karel Maruška reports positive feedback from
customers, as the company’s equipment is based to a large
extent on standard components, which are readily available
on the market.
Another influencing factor for lifecycle costs is reduced
downtime. Short job change times are critical, as well as
long service intervals. Both topics were mapped very well
in the ISS, according to the purchasing manager of a large
French container glass group.

Pushers are a key element in fast and
accurate ware handling. The EP16
is Sklostroj’s latest model, based on

Multi-weight feeder

The IS machine is the core of the forming process; good
production starts with a good gob. Depending on the pull
rate, two different feeder versions are available, reaching
from 14in spout width to 28in. The shears mechanism can
cover speeds up to 250 cuts per minute, reaching long
service intervals in the same time.
Apart from the mechanical design, the Siemens control
allows straightforward connection to all kinds of sensors,
such as a gob weight camera or process control sensor.
For trials or glass plants with smaller jobs runs, a multiweight option is available. Feedback from customers for the
multi-weight system is very good, reports Mr Koren: “Fewer
machine-wide mould changes, less downtime for machine

Sklostroj’s ZO230 servo stacker.

a dual-axis mechanism, suitable for
a broad portfolio of glass items and
machine belt speeds. Customers value
the combination of competitive pricing
and reliability. The EP16 pushers
have been designed with compact
dimensions, making them suitable for
installation on any IS machine of any
brand.

Technology • Forming
Stacker with high safety level

Stackers comprise the final part of the hot end ware handling
chain. For unstable articles (tall/thin bottles) an optional ware
steady bar is available. Importantly for operator safety and better
working conditions, the ZO 230 stacking system shifts automatically
between operation and service positions. Additionally, the pushbar’s
unique anti-collision system enhances safety. Also controlled by
Siemens, the set-up wizard guides the user through the entire setup process step by step, combining easy-to-understand images
with detailed descriptions.

Siemens-based SDT-10 timing and drive system

Siemens is a leader in industrial safety. The SDT-10 timing and drive
system is based on this high standard, using Sinamics and safety
PLC functions. One of the most important features is ‘safe torque
off’ (STO) combined with different modes for manual operation and
maintenance for the different mechanisms.
SDT-10 is a proven solution for IS machines and the entire
hot end line. “It can also be used for retrofit of any existing IS
machines,” states Mr Maruška. “In the past, the SDT-10 was
applied as controller for GPS machines.” The main components
are the timer and motion control unit for servo motors and valves.
User-friendly visualisation is standard, as well as a job database and
tools for preventive maintenance and remote diagnostics.
Hot end inspection and sensors for closed-loops are
increasingly used in plants. The SDT-10 is capable of processing
all manner of sensors; e.g. process control, gob watch cameras
and blank side temperature data. By using Siemens MindSphere
as an innovative industrial IoT-as-a-service solution, it is possible
to integrate analytics and AI to increase production performance,
bridging the gap between hot end and cold end.

ON-SITE GAS GENERATION SYSTEM
COST-EFFECTIVE AND RELIABLE SUPPLY

With HyGear’s cu�ng-edge
technology, we provide highly
eﬃcient hydrogen generation and
recycling systems customized to
match your needs for your glass
manufacturing process.
We combine on-site generation
with our own ﬂeet of trailers to
guarantee the reliability of supply
while reducing the environmental
impact.

Integration of multi-tool robots

Offering unique multi-tool technology, Sklostroj’s robot is able to
carry different tools, from servo-brush to spraying unit, and from
temperature sensors to handling grippers. A great advantage is
that the robot changes tools automatically. Mr Ziegler is proud of
this fully automatic solution: “We receive very positive customer
feedback, as the robot becomes more and more flexible. We can
cover all kinds of swabbing procedures, from mould to neck ring
and soon on the blow-side of the machine as well. Of course, the
blank side is key in the forming process, but we are sure that there
is room for improvement on the blow-side. Also important on the
road to a smart plant is the temperature measuring of gob and
mould.”

Our approach is unique because
of our strong technology
backbone and the way we
partner with you as our customer.

OUR PROMISE

Team spirit for success

Technology is a defining factor for success, but not the only one.
Team spirit and motivation are equally important. As a family-owned
company, Sklostroj is able to pursue a long-term innovation strategy,
combined with a dedicated HR strategy where skill management and
diversity play an important role, leading to a mixture of senior design
engineers with younger, digital-native technicians. The company’s
team spirit and diversity, combined with open communication has led
to positive customer feedback – perhaps the most important factor,
remarks Mr Koren with a smile. l
About the authors:
Jan Koren is Director of R&D and Operations; Mark Ziegler is
Sales and Marketing Manager at Sklostroj
Further information:
Sklostroj Turnov CZ, s.r.o., Přepeře, Czech Republic
+420 481 350 111
tel:
email: sklostroj@sklostroj.cz
www.sklostroj.cz
web:
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Using sensors to achieve
optimum energy efficiency
CelSian’s René Meuleman examines advanced process control based on CO,
O2, H2O and temperature sensors and explains how they can be used to elongate
furnace lifespan, reduce emission levels and facilitate energy-efficient manufacturing.
It is unavoidable that the glass industry, specifically
the commodity glass manufacturers will keep on using
combustible fuels, either fossil or renewable for an extension
of time. This is why it continues to be important to keep on
improving combustion processes obtaining attractive energy
savings, emission reductions and extended furnace lifetime.
A stable combustion space environment will also have a
positive impact on the glass quality and melting behaviour of
the furnace. Modern CelSian sensor technology is capable
of providing the missing links to achieve potential energy
efficiency improvements together with CO2, NOx and SOx
emission reductions, also providing an attractive return on
investment.

Combustion

Combustion is a high-temperature exothermic redox
chemical reaction between a fuel (the reductant) and
an oxidant, usually, atmospheric oxygen, that produces
oxidised, often gaseous products, in a mixture termed as
smoke or exhaust gasses.
In glass manufacturing, different fuels (reductants) are
used such as oil, natural gas and recently also hydrogen. It
is foreseeable that other renewable fuels will be considered
as well, e.g. bio-gas, biofuels and synthetic fuels alone or
in mixtures of several fossil or renewable fuels. Although
the combustion processes of natural gas or oil are already
rather complex mixtures, being involved in the so-called
fuel switching process will likely become even more difficult.

Figure 2: Suggested point of installation for a sensor in an oxy-fuel furnace.

Figure 3: In a regenerative furnace, just one sensor looking through both ports is
sufficient to measure CO.
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Oxygen is used as an oxidant coming
from pure oxygen or air, either preheated or not.
All those different fuels, fossil
or renewable have their properties
and with them an impact on the
glass melting process and furnace
performance. Most likely the industry
will have to proceed in reducing
fossil fuels, replacing them with
renewables and electrical energy in
order to potentially lower their CO2
emissions. That will take years of
conversion in which probably all kinds,
technically as well economically viable
mixtures will be used as long as it
leads to acceptable glass quality in a
competitive market.
Unless you are already taking
action to move completely away from
fossil fuels, moving to an all-electric
melting method or more sophisticated
sensor and control technology should
be considered.

Unwanted processes

Let’s start with a very simple chemical
reaction, that of oxygen with hydrogen.
In this specific combustion
process, controlled very precisely,
there will be no residue of either
oxygen or hydrogen to be found in the
exhaust gasses, but only pure water.
We call this stoichiometric combustion.
Unfortunately, it is not very
likely, at least not in the next decade
that we will have the availability of
sufficient, cost-effective pure oxygen
and hydrogen. Most likely there will
be an extensive period in which a
gradual fuel switching will take place
and during that period a variety of
complex fuel mixtures [will] need
to be controlled. What adds to this
complexity is that furnaces will keep
on showing uncontrollable, unstable air
leakages, or parasitic air entering the
combustion space and there is, next
to decent furnace and regenerator
maintenance, little that can be done
about it.
Concluding: even if we can control
precisely the volume of oxidant and
reductant into our furnaces, there

Figure 1: A simplified gas/air ratio controller with
two setpoints (SPs) for the flow of gas and the ratio
of gas to air.

will still be an unwanted – either over
stoichiometric or under stoichiometric
– combustion processes going on.

Collecting data

In a simplified gas/air ratio controller
(see Figure 1), we normally find two
PID controllers. One controlling the
gas flow and one controlling the
combustion airflow. Two setpoints
are required: the flow of gas and the
ratio between gas and air. Defining
the gas-air ratio is complex and needs
the precise natural gas composition to
calculate the amount of air (oxidant)
that needs to be available to achieve
stoichiometric combustion. That alone
can be a challenge as the natural gas
composition can be subject to change
and this situation is likely to become
worse as soon as hydrogen or biogas
is mixed into it. Adding an expensive
gas chromatograph, capable of
providing real-time information on
the gas composition, calculating the
amount of air (oxygen) and adjusting

Figure 4: CelSian sensors can provide either CO
or a combination of CO, O2, H2O and exhaust gas
temperature readings.
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Figure 5: CelSian sensors can be
interfaced with the process control
system by either their communication
ports or via 4–20mA signals.

the gas/air(oxygen) ratio dynamically
will improve the combustion stability,
energy efficiency and emissions.
However, it will not help to control the
parasitic air entering the furnace.
Note: Gas flow, as well as
combustion airflow transmitters/
measurements, can be extremely
precise if well installed, maintained
and temperature and pressure
compensated (Boyle’s law). More
sophisticated controllers and sensors
will be able to mask [under-]performing
basic flow measurements but should
not be used like that.

Enhanced measuring

To potentially improve the process an
exhaust or waste gas measurement
should be installed. To prevent
the misreading of CO and O2, the
measurements should be [taken]
as close as possible to the finished
combustion process, hence the
exhaust port(s) (see Figures 2 and 3).
CelSian sensors can provide either
CO or a combination of CO, O2, H2O
and exhaust gas temperature readings.
They can be interfaced with the
process control system by either their
communication ports or via 4–20mA
signals (see Figure 4).

Comms or 4–20mA
considerations

The sensor can be interfaced by either
Modbus TCP/IP or traditional 4–20mA
analogue and 24Vdc digital inputs.
Modbus communication will make all
parameters of the sensor available,
while traditional 4–20mA loops will
be limited to the number of inputs
available on your process control
system. However, for normal control
operations, several signals will most
probably be sufficient.
Once the signals are available
in the process control system and
validated, they should be taken into
control. It is good practice to leave
the existing ratio controller in place to
secure a decent fallback situation in
the unlikely event of a sensor failure.
The functionality that needs to be
added to the process control system
is another PID controller with sufficient
filtering of the CO and O2 signal
coming out of the sensor. This will
allow a limited adjustment of the ratio
controller to achieve a reasonable
level of CO and O2 in the exhaust
gasses (see Figure 5).
Note: If the gas/air ratio starts
to come close to stoichiometric
value, the excess of oxygen value
(lambda = 1) will come close to zero
and CO levels will start going up
exponentially. In other words, the
oxygen measurement will not be very
reactive/representative anymore but
the CO measurement will become
very aggressive, thus better to control
(see Figure 6).

introduced, especially with heavier filtering, which can have
an unfavourable effect on the timely detection of changes in
the underlying signal (see Figure 7).
Unfortunately, in many cases, filtering is used in an
attempt to mask the effect of an unmeasured disturbance
or a problem such as a valve resolution or dead-band in
the control loop. In many cases, filtering makes the problem
worse. A filter will often be set and then forgotten until the
loop is re-examined due to loop troubleshooting of poor
performance, or when a control project is executed.
Notice: For CO control we are not looking for an
aggressive reaction of the ratio controller setpoint
adjustment. However, filtering the signals coming from the
sensor should have the purpose of potentially reducing
noise by still keeping the true CO, O2 and H2O signals intact.
First or second-order filtering will be most suitable for this
purpose.1 The raw signal and the filtered signal could be
used in real-time trending to observe the behaviour of the
filter strategy settings.
Note: The single value CO sensor has a built-in filter
which could be used in case the process control system
doesn’t provide any filters suitable for the purpose.

Interlocks

Optical transmission should be checked regularly.
Transmission can be monitored continuously using
the current output, mapped to the digital output for
transmission. A warning should be generated to indicate that
an intervention is required long before the transmission value
drops below its minimum value and measurements are not
reliable anymore.

Oxy-fuel furnace

In an oxy-fuel furnace, there is a constant, uninterrupted flow
of exhaust gasses available at the outlet port of the furnace.
This is where we advise installing the sensor, preferably the
one which is capable of measuring both CO and O2 (see
Figure 2).

End-port regenerative furnace control

In a regenerative furnace, the set-up is slightly more difficult
as each port will either supply pre-heated combustion air to
the furnace or will lead the exhaust gasses towards the top
of the regenerator. If measuring CO alone is sufficient, only
one sensor looking through both ports is needed (see Figure
3). This is because the port running combustion air into
the furnace will not contain any CO. Therefore the sensor’s
CO readings will consequently correspond with the port
containing the exhaust gasses.
Note: After filtering of the signal the process control
system needs to take care to split the CO value coming
from the sensor to become CO-right and CO-left for further
processing.
If CO, O2, H2O measurement is required, two sensors
need to be installed

Control

Signal filtering

Figure 6: There is a trade-off between the most
energy-efficient way of controlling the combustion
process and achieving the lowest NOx and SOx
emissions.
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When a noisy signal is used in control,
filtering is important for effective
derivative action and for avoiding
excessive movement in the controller
output as we do want to keep ratio
control as smooth as possible and
frequent adjustments are not desired.
The downside of filtering is the lag
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The biggest advantage of having reliable measurements of
CO (and O2, H2O) will be achieved by using them tuning the
gas/air or gas/oxygen ratio controller to achieve a stable,
close to stoichiometric combustion.

Nitrogen oxide

NOx is produced from the reaction of nitrogen and oxygen
during combustion, especially at high temperatures (see
Figure 6). Next to other measures, one of the important
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Technology • Process Control
ones is low excess of air (LEA) firing – a simple, yet effective
technique. Excess air is the amount of air over what is
theoretically needed to achieve 100% combustion. Studies
have shown that reducing excess air from an average of
20% to an average of 14% can reduce emissions of NOx
by an average of 19% (Cooper and Alley 1986).2 It is typical
for the NOx emission to increase with decreasing CO.
Note: From the total emission standpoint, it is
advantageous to run at some hundreds of ppm of CO to
lower other harmful emissions and keep reasonable flue
gas heat losses.

Carbon monoxide

Carbon monoxide (CO) is produced when combustion
reactions are not fully completed, either through lack of
oxygen or due to low mixing. As soon as combustion
comes close to being stoichiometric the forming of CO will
start to increase rapidly due to incomplete combustion,
increasing energy consumption. Other effects could be
post-combustion in regenerator leading to deteriorating
regenerator chambers and increased evaporation from
batch and glass melt impacting the lifetime of the furnace.3
The higher the air ratio and the better the mixing, the
lower the CO emission. Operating with a high furnace
temperature and a long residence time decreases CO
emission.
Note: Because carbon monoxide emission behaves
in a similar way to many other hydrocarbon emissions, it
is often used for regulatory purposes as a signal for the
overall efficiency of combustion. Thus regulating CO is
often associated with imposing restrictions on hydrocarbon
emissions.4

Sulphur dioxide and dust

Figure 7 shows the results of an
experiment to lower NOx emissions
by a decrease of the excess air in the
combustion process carried out at
an industrial container glass furnace
in the Netherlands. The furnace is a
full-scale end-port fired furnace with
regenerators and using Groningen
natural gas as fuel. The results are
given as concentrations of CO, NOx,
SO2 and dust in the exhaust gases of
the furnace measured at the position
before the exhaust gases enter the
regenerator (at 1,350–1,500°C).
Downstream from the measuring point,
the CO is almost completely converted
into CO2. Therefore, the CO emissions
in the chimney are very low or nil. The
chart shows clearly the decrease of
the NOx emission as the air number
is decreased (decreasing O2 content
on the X-axis). But below about 0.8%
oxygen in the exhaust gas (5% excess
air), the CO concentration [and] SO2
content increases rapidly by a further
decrease of the air number.5

Finding the optimum
working point

As explained, there is a trade-off
between the most energy-efficient way
of controlling the combustion process
and achieving the lowest NOx and SOx
emissions. Moving more into reducing
combustion conditions will result in
lower NOx but consequently, lead to
more CO, possibly more SOx by giving
up a little bit of energy efficiency (see
Figure 8). Since burner settings have
a huge impact on, specifically, NOx
emissions we advise finding and fixing
their optimum setting before the sensor
signals become operational.

Signal interfacing and filtering

Figure 7: Results of an experiment to lower NOx emissions by decreasing excess
air in the combustion process.
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CelSian’s instruments can be either
interfaced via 4-20mA analogue
and 24Vdc digital signal or Modbus
TCP/IP interfacing to the process
control system (see Figure 5). The
corresponding signals will be available
for further processing either from the
hardware interface software blocks
or the Modbus table. We advise
running all analogue signal through
a signal dedicated filter first, as
described above. This first filter aims
to flatten out the signals [leaving]
its reactivity, specifically for aligning
and maintenance activities. Later,
just before or in the ratio controller,
averaging strategies will be used. Of
course, all signals should have TAGnames according to your local TAGname standards.

Trending

If possible, specifically for
maintenance purposes, we advise
having a dedicated trend for each
signal showing both the raw signal
and the output of its filter along
with its transmission factor. A
dedicated emission trending should
show the actual used averaged
signals together with the gas/air or
gas/oxygen ratio and if available
the CEMS (continuous emission
measurement system) measurements
(see Figure 9).

Proposed control approach –
pre-processing

The first step is to make sure that
the measured CO, O2, and H2O
concentrations are measured
correctly. For that, the sensor
needs to operate at an acceptable
and stable transmission level. The
transmission level is also an analogue
signal and needs some first-order
filtering. The most commonly used
filter is the exponential, or firstorder filter1. A warning should be
generated 10% above the minimum
transmission value to initiate a
maintenance interval. During
maintenance, which is normally
limited to cleaning the mirrors, lenses
and glass screens in the port, the
controller should be set to manual.
Having a trend available showing the
transmission factor will be useful to
observe the degrading of the signal
due to building up contamination of
the optical parts of the measurement.
If the transmission value drops
below the specified low threshold,
CO, O2 and H2O values should be
considered to be unreliable and
consequently, the controller should
be pushed and fixed into manual and
the operator should be warned.
The oxygen level in the air at
0m altitude is 20.9%. At 1,000m
altitude is 20.1%; at 2,000m 19.4%
and at 3,000m it is 18.6%. The
concentration of oxygen does not
depend on density in a well-mixed
air. Temperature does not have
an impact on the concentration of
oxygen in pre-heated combustion
air. In that respect, the measurement
in the port that runs the pre-heated
combustion air should show, after
sufficient flushing of the regenerator,
the correct percentage of oxygen
(around 20.9% at sea level). It would
be advisable to generate a warning
if the oxygen level is not showing
the correct value whilst the sensor is
measuring combustion air only.
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Control considerations

Figure 8: As soon
as combustion
comes close to being
stoichiometric the
forming of CO will start
to increase rapidly
due to incomplete
combustion, increasing
energy consumption.

Figure 9: When a noisy signal is used in control, filtering is important for effective
derivative action and for avoiding excessive movement in the controller output.

CO is very reactive and any small amount of parasitic
air (oxygen) will cause CO to immediately reduce to CO2.
Therefore, the CO level measured in the port can only be
compared with a manual CO measurement in the port and
should not be compared with a measurement at any spot in
the top of the regenerator.

Signal post-processing

The combustion process doesn’t allow harsh, fast control
actions. In that respect, the CO, O2 and H2O readings
should undergo more filtering. A running average calculation
is suitable but should not be activated during reversal;
[allow] some additional time – for example, 180 secs after
reversal – to allow the combustion process and CO, O2 and
H2O stabilise. Each measurement would need an average
calculation and should not exceed 60 seconds. Trending the
output of the averaging algorithm together with the filtered
raw value will help to find the correct settings.

The glass furnace melting process is
very complex and one of the most
important control considerations
is: trying to control the process
as smoothly as possible. Every
fast control action will result in the
introduction of unwanted disturbances
and side effects. The control of
combustion is already disturbed by the
inevitable reversal sequence. However,
the regenerative principle gives us an
efficiency improvement of 80% so
there is no way of working around that
disturbance.
To improve the efficiency of the
combustion process the fuel-air ratio
controller has the task of finely adjusting
the combustion process as close
as possible to a stoichiometric value
without the production of CO. Therefore
the fuel/air ratio controller needs to take
the parasitic air into account which
is, in fact, the difference between the
calculated value of air available at
combustion and the actual combustion
air available at combustion, measured
by the oxygen probe in the exhaust.
Such a combustion controller normally
uses the lambda value for control
which is the ratio of actual air-fuel ratio
to stoichiometry for a given mixture.
Lambda of 1.0 is at stoichiometry.
Since parasitic air tends to vary during
the time to reversal and will not be
the same for both sides of firing, the
controller needs to act differently for
each firing side and will also need to
store the historic values from the time
it was controlling that specific side (see
Figure 10).

Ratio adjustment controller

Since the controller inputs will be
averaged values there is no need to
cycle the controller faster than the

averaging algorithms. The output
of the controller depends on the
requested ratio control strategy. Either
it acts as an adjuster (see Figure 10)
of the already installed gas/air or gas/
oxygen ratio controller(s) or it acts
like the ratio control itself. In both
situations, there must be an external
operator gas/air or gas/oxygen ratio
setpoint SP as input for the basic gas/
air or gas/oxygen ratio controller. The
operator should be in control of setting
the controller to automatic ratio SP
adjusting mode.

Conclusions

Although an excess of air control
is complex, a modern controller or
process control system together
with reliable and accurate sensor
technology (see Figure 4) is perfectly
capable of managing such a
sophisticated strategy. Perhaps the
most important part is to educate
furnace operators so that they
understand how such a control works,
to monitor its behaviour and judge
possible malfunctions. If applied
correctly, the control will provide stable
combustion, improved fuel efficiency,
reduced emissions of NOx, SOx,
CO and dust. Overall the furnace will
perform better and will live longer. l
1 https://www.controlglobal.com/
assets/digital_edition/2019/July/
filtering.pdf
2 Nitrogen Oxides: Pollution
Prevention and Control - Pollution
Prevention and Abatement
Handbook
3 CelSian – Glass Technology
Training Course
4 https://www.sciencedirect.com/
topics/engineering/carbonmonoxide
5 https://www.nederlandseglas
fabrikanten.nl/wp-content/
uploads/2013/06/SO2-NL-GlassIndustry-TNO-report.pdf https://
www.wcrouse.com/what-iscombustion
About the authors:
René Meuleman is Business
Development Director, Marco van
Kerbergen is a Glass Technologist
and Sjoerd Stelwagen is Senior
Project Manager Glass Technology
& Equipment at CelSian.

Figure 10: CelSian’s instruments can be either interfaced via 4-20mA analogue and 24Vdc digital signal or Modbus TCP/IP interfacing to
the process control system.
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Further information:
CelSian Glass & Solar BV,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands
tel:
+31 40 249 0100
email: rene.meuleman@celsian.nl
web: www.celsian.nl
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Mexican firm doubles
up on vacuum supply
A supplier of the centralised vacuum and compressed air systems required for
the pneumatic workings of IS machines, Pneumofore supports the hollow glass
industry. Daniel Hilfiker provides an update on two Pneumofore UV100 vacuum
pumps installed at Industria Vidriera de Coahuila’s glass manufacturing plant in
Piedras Negras, Mexico.
In 2019 Industria Vidriera de Coahuila (IVC) commissioned
two Pneumofore UV100 vacuum pumps, which the Mexican
company has been running 24/7 at its glass manufacturing
plant in Piedras Negras. The air-cooled pumps, equipped
with variable speed (VS) drive provide the vacuum supply to
three IS lines in IVC’s fifth furnace, which the firm lit last year.

Pre-installation preparation

Commissioning of the vacuum system took place in
November 2019. In just two days a Pneumofore engineer
had verified the correct positioning and installation of the
vacuum pumps, the connections to pipes and the electric
system, as well as the remote communication channels.
A vacuum installation of this size necessitates
specific and detailed attention to the piping system, the
pipe diameters and accessories. The entire system was
designed, discussed and verified well in advance and the
technical teams of Pneumofore and IVC collaborated at the
outset of the project. Pneumofore’s expansion into the glass
industry of Mexico was supported by assistance from local
partner, Alejandro Ontiveros Lozano (Ontal).

Pneumofore UV100 vacuum pumps installed at Industria Vidriera de Coahuila in Mexico.

Tailor-made, flexible system

The installation at IVC comprised of two UV100 vacuum
pumps and supplies a total capacity of 12,800m3/h, with the
ability to reach as low as 1,900m3/h based on production
needs. The vacuum level at IVC is set at 350 mbar to run the
hollow glass moulding process on the IS machines.
Production requirements, which can vary considerably due
to the different mould shapes and the changing number of IS
machines in operation, are afforded constant vacuum thanks to
the immediate data exchange that adjusts the rotation speed of
the UV100 vacuum pumps by means of the on-board VS drives.
At IVC digital communication is based on Rockwell
Allen-Bradley components. Pneumofore designed a tailormade vacuum system using the same communication
protocols for the full integration with the remote monitoring
and management system of the entire plant, a flexible

IS machine in operation at IVC’s plant in Piedras Negras.
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Bottle production at IVC’s IS machine.

engineering approach that fully met the
customers’ needs.
Local climatic circumstances in
Mexico were taken into consideration;
the pump room daytime temperature
in Piedras Negras can easily reach
42°C, thus oversized cooling systems
were installed on the two UV100
machines for the lubricant circuit and
the electrical panel.
Pneumofore machines offer peace
of mind even in difficult circumstances,
such as the Covid-19 pandemic. All of
the company’s equipment is designed
for efficient longevity and has been

extensively tested before delivery.
Hundreds of Pneumofore vacuum pumps
are working in glass production plants
around the world – some have been in
continuous operation for over 50 years. l
About the author:
Daniel Hilfiker is President of
Pneumofore
Further information:
Pneumofore, Rivoli, Italy
tel:
+39 011 950 40 30
email: info@pneumofore.com
web:
www.pneumofore.com
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Suppliers in the News
Following the disruption to trade events during 2021, Glass Worldwide is pleased to round up
the latest innovations and developments from a vast selection of leading suppliers to the hollow,
flat and specialty glass sectors. Additional information on many of these companies can be
found in the Technology and Supplier Focus pages in this issue, as well as in the Who’s Who /
Annual Review 2021-22 yearbook and the Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Glass Service Italy advocates electricity to cut carbon and costs
To reduce emissions in the glass
industry in line with EU targets for
carbon reduction, Glass Service Italy
(GS) has developed an electric heating
system for forehearths that compares
strongly on sustainability numbers
against its counterparts, gas, oxy fuel
and hydrogen.
Electric heating technology offers a
potentially carbon-free source, removes
combustion gas (which can be
expensive or sometimes unavailable),
and provides better heat conversion
efficiency, greater insulation (no
need for gas exhaust chimneys) and
improved installation and customisation
options. With hydrogen still in the
testing phase, electric heating is the

arguably the best option for now,
believes the company.
Glass Service Italy’s electric
heating system generates 0kg/h
of CO2 compared to 24.38kg/h for
gas power, the same for air-gas and
7.99kg/h for oxy-gas (this refers to
a standard zone with L=2860mm).
Moreover, electrical heating systems
also run at 2.88 euros per hour
compared to 4.42 euros for its air-gas
counterpart, and finally, but perhaps of
most interest, running energy costs are
reduced by 40%.
The choice moving forward is
becoming increasingly clear and Glass
Service Italy is ready to work with
customers to achieve better results for

Innovative Lahti solutions for batch plants

A supplier of industrial weighing
and dosing systems for the glass
industry, Lahti Glass Technology Oy
has developed solutions for batch
plants to improve the cleaning of
the return belt with belt conveyors,
along with an inexpensive way to
replace obsolete control system
components.
Belt cleaning package supplied
by Lahti Glass combines the
company’s know-how with the
high-quality cleaning devices.
In conjunction with correct
engineering the devices will
prevent leakages caused by the
return belt. Reportedly, customers
who have utilised the new cleaning
package have had “extremely
good” experiences.
To assist long-running batch
plants struggling with obsolete
control system components, Lahti
Glass has developed a versatile
Automation Package that enables
a company to upgrade its batch
plant control system, even while
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GS believes electric melting is the best option for a sustainable glass industry.

both the carbon footprint and the economic cost of glass
manufacturing.
www.glassservice.it l

the furnace is running. Lahti Glass’s
new LBC-S and LBC-M batch
controllers are designed to replace
and fit into the space occupied by
the old controllers (obsolete Raute/
Lahti-supplied WB950 and WB951
batch controllers, for which spare parts
are unavailable). Users can keep the
existing control system mainly ‘as is’;
there is no need to modify the PLC or
SCADA systems. The new controllers
combine Lahti’s expertise in dosing
and weighing systems with Siemens
technology, and are offered with
support for the whole life cycle of the

batch plant. The Automation package also covers up-todate systems for SCADA, PLC and remote connection.
www.lahti-glass.fi l

Before installing the Lahti cleaning package.

After running the new Lahti cleaning package for one year.
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Glass furnaces

Glass Service Italy is a 100% Italian company priding itself on
excellence and innovation. Servicing the global glass industry
for more than 40 years, GS designs and manufactures
highly-specialized furnaces, automations and systems
and also offers tailor-made technological solutions.
Our expert engineers work side by side with customers to provide
extensive training, dedicated customer support and complete
after-sales assistance for the entire life of the plant.

S O LUTI O N S F O R T H E G L A S S I N D U S T RY
www.glassservice.it
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Heye International appoints managing director

Hans-Peter Müller is the new Managing
Director of Heye International.

On 18 October Hans-Peter Müller
joined Heye International as Managing
Director. Mr Müller will be responsible
for delivering new business projects
to develop and implement the future
strategic approach of the company,
which supplies production technology
and performance equipment for the
container glass industry. Mr Müller will
oversee the continued development
of Heye’s customer base, maintaining
customer relations and supporting the
development of a prospect pipeline.
He will be setting up a long-term sales
and innovation strategy, aligned with

SORG and AFICO rebuild furnace despite pandemic restrictions
Saudi-based C-glass manufacturer
AFICO called upon its original
furnace builder, SORG, to re-build
its 38m² S-Melter. Despite the
original plans being changed
because of Covid-19 restrictions,
thanks to a great working
relationship and considerate
collaboration between AFICO and
SORG Group divisions, Nikolaus
SORG and SKS, the rebuild was
achieved on time.
A spokesperson for SORG
said, “The quarantine was a
huge challenge because travel
restrictions changed daily but we
managed to complete the project
(glass-to-glass) ahead of time –
one day before the initially planned
commissioning date.
“In co-operation with AFICO
and our specialists, the condition of
the system was checked at regular
intervals and steps were considered
to keep the system alive until entry
was possible again.”
SORG managed the entire

process alongside the AFICO team,
including planning, equipment,
demolition and assembly. Due to the
pandemic situation SORG controlled
the commissioning of the SCADA
system via remote access from its
headquarters in Lohr, Germany.
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A spokesperson for AFICO said, “We really
appreciate the effort and professionalism by which SORG
Group team […] completed the project successfully,
safely and on time. We appreciate their responsiveness,
effective communication and co-ordination throughout
the project.”
www.sorg.de l

SORG’s team was able to complete the AFICO furnace rebuild ahead of time despite Covid-related restrictions.

HEGLA strengthens service and sales network for Eastern Europe
For maximum proximity to customers
requiring system solutions for the
storage, cutting, processing, and
sorting of flat, automotive, and
functional glass, and to continue to
meet the requirements of the rapidly
growing eastern European market, the
German-headquartered HEGLA Group
has opened a subsidiary in Wrocław,
Poland.
HEGLA’s sales and technology
team at the new location will provide
direct support for all projects, enquiries
and service cases in the region and
will offer fast local assistance when

the company’s vision and transformation into actionable
operational plans, including clear goals for performance,
cost competitiveness and growth. The role will also
involve overseeing company operations and employee
productivity, building a highly inclusive culture, ensuring
team members thrive and organisational outcomes are
met.
Mr Müller holds a university degree in Mechanical
Engineering and most recently worked as Managing
Director and Director of Global Filtration/Drying &
Powder Handling business for Dietrich Process
Systems, where he was responsible for the
development and adaptation of the existing organisation
to the future market challenges.
www.heye-international.com l

spare parts are required. The Group is
also setting up a software centre in the
subsidiary that will provide customers
with programming services for both
HEGLA and HEGLA-HANIC.
To assist with the expansion
Michał Siergiejewicz and Thomas
Wellendorf have been appointed
co-managing directors of HEGLA
Poland. Mr Siergiejewicz has worked in
Poland in all areas of the glass industry
since 2011 and is considered a
professional consultant. Mr Wellendorf
has worked at the HEGLA Group since
2003 and is known to customers as
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the company’s Head of Sales for
northern and eastern Europe and
Russia/CIS.
“In Michał Siergiejewicz, we are
pleased to have found a managing
director who has many years of
experience in the glass industry and
an outstanding network that stretches
well beyond Poland,” commented
HEGLA GROUP COO Bernhard
Hötger. “Along with his co-managing
director, Thomas Wellendorf, we
are extremely well positioned for the
region in future.”
www.hegla.com l

Michał Siergiejewicz.

Thomas Wellendorf.
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Hunprenco promotes long-term colleague

Yorkshire-based supplier of plungers and coolers to the
glass container industry Hunprenco has promoted Ben
Henry to fulfil the role of Production Manager, following the
retirement of Dennis Langfield as Production Director in
July this year. A former mechanical engineer, Mr Henry has

Hunprenco produces a wide range of components to meet customer
requirements.

worked at Hunprenco for 23 years,
17 of which were in his previous role
as Shop Foreman for the company’s
cooler division.
According to the company,
Hunprenco strives to always implement
personnel changes to maintain
expertise and knowledge whilst
minimising any impact on its business.
Hunprenco has enhanced its
portfolio with a precision engineering
division that is capable of producing
a wide range of components to suit
customer requirements. For example,
the company’s robotically-controlled
thermal spraying facility is capable of
spraying a wide range of thermally
applied coatings including alloys,
carbides and ceramics, using HVOF
and Plasma. Hunprenco maintained its

ISO 9001:2015 accreditation in May
this year.
www.hunprenco.com l

Former mechanical engineer Ben Henry has been
promoted to Production Manager at Hunprenco.

Pennine finds new ways to communicate with customers
Hot end glass
conveying specialist
Pennine met with the
Glass Manufacturers’
Association of the
Philippines (GMAPI)
over TEAMS in late
July. During the
virtual meeting Will
Law, Pennine’s new
Technical Sales
Engineer, gave a
presentation with the
help of International
Pennine’s new Technical Sales Engineer
Sales Specialist Chris
Will Law.
Smith, outlining all of
Pennine’s products and how they can benefit the hollow
glass making process – and which of these products
would be right for the GMAPI to help produce better

REDWAVE sorting technology for Reiling

The latest REDWAVE sorting technology has been installed at
Ruhrglas Recycling’s Lünen plant following an investment of
almost four million euros by German recycling company Reiling.
The recently commissioned CSP glass (ceramic,
stone, porcelain waste after non-ferrous/white glass
sorting) processing plant was planned as a completely
independent system. The glass stream passes from the

“Conserving resources protecting the environment” – REDWAVE offers sorting
solutions with a robust industrial design for the recovery of recyclable materials.
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glass. As a thank you from the GMAPI,
Mr Law and Mr Smith were given
‘certificates of appreciation’ for their
presentation.
Pennine has found video chatting
with its and customers to be “an
extremely useful tool” that helps
the company to stay connected.
Although the past 18 months have
made it extremely difficult to meet with
customers around the world, Pennine
has used other ways and means of
staying in touch and making sure that
customers know it is still around and
available to help. The company is now
looking forward to being able to travel
again and meeting face to face in the
near future.
www.pennine.org l

Mr Law and Mr Smith were presented with
certificates after making their pitch to the GMAPI.

feed hopper to the drum dryer, where
the material is dried and freed from
labels by heating in combination with
agitation. Afterwards, the material is
freed from light organic matter using
zig-zag sifters or separating tables.
Subsequently, impurities such as glass
ceramics and lead glass are detected
and deposited by a REDWAVE XRF
x-ray fluorescence-based sorting
machine. Further optical sorting takes
place by means of sensor-supported
REDWAVE CX camera sorting
machines for fine material.
“We chose REDWAVE for several
reasons,” explained Stefan Rothues,
Technical Manager at Ruhrglas
Recycling GmbH & Co. KG. “The
space requirement was solved very
well by using our three-way machine

and the detection of dark shards
using REDWAVE CX also contributed
positively to the decision. Glass loss is
avoided and the productivity rates of
the plant increased.”
The entire plant was designed
for a feed capacity of 12 tonnes of
CSP glass per hour and has been
producing high-quality white, green
and amber glass since July 2021,
which is largely free of impurities such
as ceramic, stone, porcelain, metal/
non-metal, plastic and paper. This
recycled product is now available for
sale to glassworks in the highest purity.
Reiling Glas Recycling GmbH
currently owns five REDWAVE XRF
sorting machines which are utilised in
three different production facilities.
www.redwave.com l
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ISO 9001

Manufacturing quality
components and
providing excellent
after sales service for
over 50 years to the
global glass container
industry.

HUNPRENCO (Precision Engineers) Limited, Hunmanby Industrial Estate,
Bridlington Road, Hunmanby, Filey, North Yorkshire, YO14 0PH, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1723 890105 • Email: info@hunprenco.com • www.hunprenco.com
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Equipped with latest generation
equipment from iPROTec, the new
production line for high quality
stemware features an advanced
platinum tube system for perfect gob
feeding, a press machine with torque
drive for table and pressing system,
a blowing machine with iPROTec’s
patented gob loader for reduced moil
size, an LFC laser filament moil cutting
machine and intelligent software for
total control of the line.
Having successfully completed
projects requiring the delivery of
sophisticated production lines in
Europe, USA and China, IPROTec is
keen to cement its reputation as a
worldwide leading machine supplier
for the high-end segment of stemware
manufacture.
Part of the Zwiesel Kristallglas group
(previously Schott Zwiesel), iPROTec is
continuously developing new concepts
for the tableware industry, focusing on

Intelligent stemware line from IPROTec

German glass machine manufacturer IPROTec GmbH
recently delivered its newest intelligent stemware line to
Shanxi Dahua Glass Intelligent Manufacturing Ltd., a leading
producer of tableware and stemware in the Chinese market
that is establishing the country’s first smart glassware factory
in North China’s Shanxi province.

IPROtec’s blow moulding machine can produce up to 60 glasses per minute from
a modular design that can be equipped with 6–32 blowing stations.

Ramsey Products announces new sales representative

Stacey Heafner has joined the Ramsey
Products team as Customer Service/Inside
Sales Representative.

Silent Chain manufacturer Ramsey
Products has appointed Stacey
Heafner as Customer Service/Inside
Sales Representative. Ms Heafner’s
duties at Ramsey will include
responding to customer inquiries
and assisting them in determining
the best silent chain product for
their needs. In addition, Ms Heafner
will be responsible for generating
quotes, processing orders, and setting
up shipments. Her duties include
co-ordinating with the manufacturing
plant to assure timely product
availability.
Ms Heafner comes to Ramsey
from a leading manufacturer in the
textile Industry where she held similar

Eight Marposs VisiQuick machines installed at Verallia

Marposs has successfully installed
eight VisiQuick machines for glass
container measurement in several
Verallia plants in France. The machines
were delivered and installed in the first
half of 2021.
VisiQuick is a flexible measuring
machine that can process any kind of
container, without job change. Glass
packaging producer Verallia chose the
full optional configuration to measure
external dimensions, weight, pushup, bore diameter and profile, wall
thickness and labelling area profile
(sinks and bulges) with an optical
system patented by Marposs.
The VisiQuick machines were
supplied with multiple infeed
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conveyors to autonomously measure,
in sequence, different batches of
articles. Based on the number of
infeed conveyors, the machine can
work 4–6 hours without the operator’s
attendance.
Containers to be measured
are loaded on the conveyors and
are automatically processed by the
machine. After measurement, they
can be delivered to an accumulation
table, a scrap chute or to another
machine to carry out other controls, for
example an automatic pressure tester
or capacity measurement system.
The co-operation between Verallia
and Marposs began a few years ago
and the glassmaker is now operating
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improved solutions for pressing, blowing,
polishing, laser cutting, inspection and
packaging machines that are controlled
by 4.0 intelligent software.
www.iprotec-gmbh.com l

IPROTec’s press machines are mainly designed for
speciality ware, such as crystalline stemware or
borosilicate ware and are available in 18–16 station
configuration with single and double gob drop.

responsibilities as a Key Account Lead. According to
David Holcomb, Vice-President of Sales at Ramsey,
“We hired Stacey because she has a proven history
working in a technical environment, a can-do attitude
and is an all-around great person to work with. We
appreciate her commitment to providing the best
customer service possible and I believe our customers
will feel the same working with Stacy.”
“I believe each customer should feel important and
believe they are my only customer,” stated Ms Heafner.
When asked why she chose Ramsey, Heafner quickly
replied “The people! When interviewing at Ramsey, I had
the opportunity to meet a variety of employees from
the CEO to production workers. Everyone was friendly
and mentioned that Ramsey was a great place to work.
I agree! We are a family at Ramsey and we treat our
customers like family too.”
www.ramseychain.com l

12 VisiQuick machines in its French plants. “The
partnership with Verallia made both companies grow,”
reported Eleonora Bordini, International Industry Manager
for Marposs.
www.marposs.com l

Glass packaging producer Verallia purchased eight VisiQuick machines for
container measuring at its plants in France.
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THE RIGHT WAY TO

PERFECTION

Cold and Hot Cutting · Fitting with Press&Blow and Blow&Blow process ·
Non-sensitive to wall thickness distribution and ovality · No washing and
grinding · Extraordinary rim quality, yield and process stability · Low Energy
Consumption, Operation and Maintenance cost

IPROTec
CRACK-OFF
LFC MACHINE

IPROTec GMBH
Dr.-Schott-Straße 35
94227 Zwiesel · Germany
www.iprotec-gmbh.com

Tel.: +49 (0) 99 22 98-676
Fax: +49 (0) 99 22 882-590
info@iprotec-gmbh.com
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BÜRKLE confirms quality standards for inline lamination process
Machine and system manufacturer
BÜRKLE launched easy-LAM IFL
for inline lamination of flat glass in
2018. The three-stage laminating
concept, comprising heating,
vacuum and cold press, enables
flat and laminated safety glass

manufacturers to replace the cost- and
energy-intensive autoclave in their
production with an efficient lamination
process that can be fully integrated
into new or existing production lines.
Following successful installation
of the ‘IFL-Process’ test system
in BÜRKLE’s Technology Centre,
development and test trials with
partners and interested parties can
now be carried out at the company’s
Freudenstadt site in south-west
Germany.
The test system also permitted
BÜRKLE to complete another
important part of the technology’s

Robert Gaiser, Sales Director Glass Division
at BÜRKLE. Photo: BÜRKLE.

Grenzebach celebrates Automationfest
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development strategy: the initial type test according
to DIN EN 14449 (Test parts: DIN 12600 & DIN ISO
12543-4) quality standards. This has enabled the
manufacturer to confirm its promised quality standards
for easy-LAM IFL with regard to breakage, temperature
and irradiation safety.
“The initial type test according to DIN standards are
a central part of being able to guarantee our customers
the highest end product quality,” said Robert Gaiser,
Sales Director Glass Division at BÜRKLE. “It makes us
all the happier that we have achieved these standards
after intensive process development.”
www.burkle.tech l

The easy-LAM IFL from BÜRKLE offers low energy
consumption compared to autoclaves. Photo: BÜRKLE.

On 14 September 17 vendors presented the latest
developments in industrial production at Grenzebach
Corporation’s Automationfest in Newnan, Georgia, USA.
Around 150 guests took advantage of the opportunity
to engage in personal exchanges and receive first-hand
information. Workshops, product demonstrations and
presentations around topics covering future technologies
(such as digitalisation of float glass lines and sustainable
technologies for the cold and hot end), automation and
robotics guided the day.
“Last year we were unable to participate in any
tradeshow due to the pandemic. But today, we are even
more pleased to look at the future of the glass industry
and other markets with our customers and partners
together and in person,” said John Fluker, CEO of
Grenzebach Corporation in Newnan.
Dr. Steven Althaus, CEO of the Grenzebach Group,

was also present: “The Automationfest
was and is a meeting place for
the production of tomorrow,” he
commented. “I feel and experience this
spirit and desire to drive innovations
forward.”
For the first time, Automationfest
was held in Grenzebach Corporation’s
remodelled building. In 2020, the
Newnan office space underwent
comprehensive energy renovations
to insulate facades and install more

Grenzebach and Millennium colleagues were pleased to meet their US
customers and partners. Photo: Katie Cooper/ Grenzebach.

This year’s Automationfest featured a fun Oktoberfest atmosphere with Bavarian specialties and music.
Photo: Katie Cooper/Grenzebach.
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efficient heating, air conditioning
and sprinkler systems. “By
redesigning our site in Newnan,
we are supporting the group-wide
goal of conserving resources and
reducing emissions permanently,”
explained Mr Fluker. Compared
to the same period last year, the
renovation measures have already
resulted in savings of over 20% in
electricity and water consumption.
www.grenzebach.com l
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Autoclave-free
Lamination System for
Flat Glass Production
Energy- and cost-efficient inline
production of laminated glass

• Fast lamination due to contact heat
transfer under vacuum
• No Pre-Nip, No Vacuum bagging or
rack preparation necessary
• Low energy and manufacturing costs
compared to autoclaves
• Short cycle times of 5 to 20 minutes
depending on the glass build-up

Engineering
is our DNA
burkle.tech

Experience a live demonstration at Lüscher’s
new demo and training center
In our new demo and training center in Oftringen, Switzerland, we are pleased to present you our latest Computerto-Screen (CtS) and Computer-to-Plate (CtP) systems.

Are you interested? Get in touch via our website.
We look forward to welcoming you at our premises
in Switzerland or at a live online session.

Even if you are currently unable to travel due to the
circumstances, be assured that we are here for you:
We can offer you a live video demo on MS Teams.

Lüscher Technologies AG
4665 Oftringen, Switzerland
www.luescher.com
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Applied Vision opens Europe
parts & service centre

Jeff Hartung, Vice President Glass Division at
Applied Vision.

A member of the Antares Vision Group and a leading
provider of machine vision inspection systems for rigid
containers, Applied Vision Corporation has opened a
parts and service centre in Alseno, northern Italy.
“The recent opening of the service centre in Italy
allows us to deliver parts and service on an expedited
scale to our customers in Europe and the Middle East,”
stated Jeff Hartung, Vice President Glass Division.
“Coupling our product technology with excellent aftersale service and support has enabled Applied Vision to
continue its sustained growth worldwide.”
While its world headquarters are located in Akron,
Ohio, USA, Applied Vision maintains multiple international
offices to better service its global customers.
www.AppliedVision.com l

Advanced Energy ensures continuous furnace temperature measurement
A sophisticated infrared camera
system for inside natural gasfired furnaces, Advanced Energy’s
FurnaceSpection system measures the
temperature of the product, refractory
and heat transfer surfaces.
The system consists of a 640 x
480-pixel focal-plane array thermal
imaging camera within a rugged,
heat-protected housing equipped with

a special borescope optic system to enable monitoring of
temperature distribution through the furnace wall. By utilising
high quality optics, a resolution more than 300,000 pixels
can be achieved. In addition, the borescope lens system
is available in several different lengths to suit virtually any
application.
Providing real-time continuous temperature
measurements, the FurnaceSpection system helps
glassmakers to quickly and accurately identify process
abnormalities to prevent unplanned outages. Operators can
monitor and analyse temperature uniformity via software that
is also ideal for analysis and historical trending. Digital and
analogue outputs are available for efficient data transfer to
the plant’s local network.
www.advancedenergy.com l

The borescope lens system from
Advanced Energy is available in
several different lengths.

DELTA THERMIQUE markets
new equipment based on UV dryers

DELTA THERMIQUE’s MR-UV-120 LED or
traditional UV dryer is suitable for small batches.
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For more than 30 years, DELTA THERMIQUE has
been designing and manufacturing ovens for perfume
and aeronautic markets. The company specialises
in furnaces that can reach up to 1600°C with high
precision and repeatability.
In 2019 DELTA THERMIQUE acquired a measuring
device for profiling ovens. Temperatures are recorded
at each end and in the centre as well as over the
entire length of the oven. These profiling operations
can also be useful in the analysis and maintenance of
decorating lehrs.
Having conducted research and development into
drying methods that consume less energy, DELTA
THERMIQUE also markets equipment based on
UV dryers with traditional lamps and LED. This new
equipment makes it possible to test, qualify a process
or produce in small series.
www.deltathermique.com l
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Emisshield Inc.’s space technology helps to
improve glass furnace operational efficiency.

Emisshield Inc. inducted
into Space Foundation Hall
of Fame

Coating materials specialist
Emisshield Inc. produces
heat-protective/high emissivity
coatings created originally for
use in spaceflight, now sold
worldwide for applications in the
glass industry. The company’s
technology has been applied to
furnace linings in over 150 glass
plants.
During the Space
Foundation’s 36th Space
Symposium held in August in
Colorado, USA, Emisshield
Inc.’s President, Dr. John Olver,
was inducted into the Space
Foundation Hall of Fame for
contributions to worldwide
technology derived from space
technology.
Helping glass manufacturers
to increase energy efficiency,
reduce downtime and increase
overall production, Emisshield
works by re-radiating escaping
heat that would have been
absorbed and transferred to
the exterior side of the wall
back into the process gases or
furnace. That heat is channelled
back into the production. Given
typical refractory flue design,
often the only thing that can
be changed is the emissivity
of the checker itself. By doing
this, the amount of heat
absorbed, and the amount of
heat released from the checkers
and simultaneously from each
recuperator can be significantly
improved.
In addition to coating
crowns and upper sidewalls,
Emisshield’s technology is now
available for coating regenerator
checkers to improve the
heat usage and reduce fuel
consumption in checker packs.
www.emisshield.com l
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Fermac hones digital marketing strategy

Stefano Paini, CEO of Fermac.

In order to be able to offer solutions and fresh ideas to the
market, Italian supplier of equipment for decoration of glass
objects Fermac has implemented a new strategy for its
marketing and communications.
Dedicated personnel at the firm will have responsibility
for activities such as updating the website to present the
latest technological innovations, identifying reference targets
according to customers’ needs and updating the company’s
environmental protection objectives. Additionally, there will
be definition of editorial plans and periodic publication of
newsletters.
Fermac is also creating a platform for remote technical
assistance to customers to encourage customer loyalty in
an increasingly global market.
www.fermac.it l

Sjoerd Stelwagen has been appointed
Senior Project Manager Glass Technology
& Equipment at CelSian.

New project leader
for CelSian
AMETEK Land offers transportable borescope for thermal surveys
A thermal survey using AMETEK
Land’s near-infrared borescope
(NIR-B-2K) is frequently the starting
point for process optimisation on
a furnace in the second half of its
life. An in-furnace thermal survey
can take from one to three days,
depending on the furnace type and
size and the support provided by
the site. When troubleshooting a
quality issue, a survey can prove its
worth in just hours.
Using a transportable NIRB-2K from AMETEK Land for the
thermal survey can enable swift
optimisation of a thermal profile
to improve yield and reduce CO2
and NOx. The manufacturer
of measurement solutions has
documented the potential to
recover lost production through
thermal profile optimisation, identify
regenerator blockages, increase

heat transfer, lower NOx and support refractory repairs
with the NIR-B.
The images generated from the NIR-B-2K are “not
just a pretty thermal picture,” says Philippe Kerbois,
Global Industry Manager – Glass, AMETEK Land but a
meaningful tool to optimise the furnace for yield, pull,
energy, NOx and CO2.
www.ametek-land.com l

AMETEK Land’s transportable NIR-B-2K borescope can assist with
furnace optimisation.

HORN to rebuild Russian container glass furnace
The sole glass container manufacturer
in the Ural federal District in Russia,
Steklotech LLC produces glass bottles

and jars with a manufacturing capacity of 300 million
glassware products per year. At the beginning of August
2021 furnace specialist HORN was commissioned to
rebuild Steklotech’s Furnace 1. The project in the Tyumen

HORN will repair Steklotech LLC’s end fired furnace for amber and green glass.
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At the beginning of September
Netherlands-based glass
melting specialist CelSian
appointed Sjoerd Stelwagen as
Senior Project Manager Glass
Technology & Equipment. Mr
Stelwagen will support CelSian
Academy courses, CO+
sensor installations throughout
the world and will lead the
company’s customer projects.
A Dutch national, Mr Stelwagen
obtained a Master’s in Chemical
Engineering from Eindhoven
Technology University. For more
than 16 years he has worked
at Ardagh Glass in several
engineering and managerial
roles. He spent the last seven
years as an Environment, Health
and Safety manager for plants in
Belgium and The Netherlands,
and as Ardagh Group’s Project
Specialist for Furnaces.
www.celsian.nl l

region (Russia) involves the repair
of the company’s 200tpd end fired
furnace for amber and green glass
that has two production lines for
container glass with a melting area of
100.8m².
HORN’s scope of supply includes
the combustion system (heating
from natural gas burners), an electric
measuring and control system
and several engineering services.
The furnace will be equipped with
the company’s new GCS Series
301-Advanced forehearth. This
system is characterised by the most
advanced technology in forehearth
design for high-pull forehearths and
the highest temperature homogeneity
requirements (K-factor).
www.hornglass.com l
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Furnotherm rebuilds Indian furnace in record time

This summer furnace specialist Furnotherm began the challenge of rebuilding a
450tpd glass furnace designed by SORG for AGI glaspac in a limited time period.
The job required the erection of 4500MT refractories in Bhongir, Telengana,
India within 43 days. Furnotherm started the project on 13 August, completing it
within just 36 days with assistance from the SORG engineers whose guidelines
helped make the endeavour a speedy success. On 16 September AGI glaspac
successfully lit its rebuilt furnace.
Furnotherm is continuing its international operation by undertaking another
project in Egypt. MEG (Middle East Glass) Glass has tasked the company with
glass draining, controlled cool down and heat up of its no. 2 furnace in Cairo,
along with HORN Glass Industries. The project was scheduled to start in mid
October 2021.
A further international project is taking place in Uzbekistan, where Furnotherm
is constructing a 300tpd float glass furnace designed by HORN for Zarafshon
Oyna LLC.
www.furnotherm.com l

The Furnotherm team together with SORG and AGI personnel.

Electric forehearths success
continues for Electroglass

Distributor and forehearth control panels under assembly at Electroglass’ headquarters in the UK.

Vertech’ tightens up quality control with pallet-blocking facility
Software provider for the glass
industry Vertech’ has upgraded
its SIL supervision system with a
pallet blocking mode.
By running SIL, which provides
glassmakers with very precise,
real time KPIs on the performance

of the whole plant, quality acceptance levels are defined in
line with international standards and pallets are accepted or
blocked accordingly. This reliable process can be used for
any kind of glass production.
The new pallet-blocking feature is flexible and can be
enabled to suit glassmakers’ needs, production orders and/
or management style. For example, it can be activated for

Pallet blocking mode is a new feature in Vertech’s SIL production management system.
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Electric melting and conditioning systems specialist
Electroglass has successfully commissioned the latest in a
series of all-electric distributor and forehearth installations
for the Gerresheimer group. A further Electroglass
distributor and three forehearths have already been
delivered to a third Gerresheimer plant, and are due to be
commissioned in the coming months.
“We have supplied a total of 11 distributor and
forehearth channels to this leading glass making group,”
said Electroglass Managing Director Richard Stormont,
citing it as “another example of the trend to electric in both
melting and conditioning, typically driven by major energy
consumption and cost savings, emissions reductions and
glass quality requirements.”
www.electroglass.co.uk l
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some users and not for others;
or it can be activated for some
productions and not for others.
With the mode activated,
operators can very quickly select
if pallets are accepted or blocked.
Operators enter the pallet status
in the system for each pallet;
should it be necessary, the pallet
status can easily be changed. Full
traceability is guaranteed.
In the production process,
pallets are the last step for
produced articles. Using a
supervision system like SIL
that brings high efficiency and
reliability to the essential process
of carefully controlling articles on
pallets, glassmakers can send
their products to end customers
with complete confidence, having
guaranteed that the pallets meet
all acceptance quality levels.
www.vertech.eu l
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New appointments at Glaston

Joe Butler has been
appointed Glaston’s
Senior Vice President,
Sales and Service for
the Americas.

Konstantin Petrov.

David Charnock.

Finnish glass processing technology company Glaston has appointed Joe Butler as
Senior Vice President Sales and Service for Glaston Americas. Based in Glaston’s
office in New Jersey, USA, Mr Butler took over the position at beginning of September
2021. He has over 20 years of sales experience occupying various leadership roles
with top tier manufacturing companies focused on the fenestration industry.
“Joe will be a tremendous addition not only to our team in the Americas region,
but also to the entire Glaston business,” said Sasu Koivumäki, CSO and Deputy
CEO at Glaston. “North America is an extremely important market for Glaston. The
market demand for high-quality glass is strong in the region. We expect to see an
increased demand for high-quality heat treated glass and insulating glass units as
well as automotive glass, where we’ve also seen an increased activity.”
“I’m looking forward to working together with all our customers to improve
their businesses and to meet their growing demands for quality and productivity,”
responded Mr Butler.
In July of this year Konstantin Petrov was appointed Sales and Service
Director of Glaston’s Australian Branch Office. Mr Petrov began his career in
1996 as a senior operator and later as a chief technologist at glass processing
factories in Moscow, Russia. He has held a wide range of responsibilities in the
glass processing industry, most recently relocating to Sydney, Australia, in 2017 to
become Service Manager at Glaston Finland Branch Australia.
Mr Petrov replaces David Charnock, who after 50 years in the glass industry,
will retire at the end of 2021. Mr Charnock began working at Pilkington Glass in
St. Helens, UK in 1971. In 1988, he moved with his family to the other side of the
world, joining Glaston in 2019 after working in numerous management roles in
Pilkington Glass Australia and Viridian Glass.
Mr Petrov praised his predecessor’s leadership skills at Glaston, crediting him
with the growth and development of the glass industry in the region. He and Mr
Charnock will continue to work closely together for the rest of 2021 to ensure a
smooth leadership transition.
www.glaston.net l

Glass Service installs second EDX
microprobe at lab

In response to increasing demand from
the marketplace to deliver the highest
degree of glass quality and minimise
glass defect rejects, Glass Service
has installed a second advanced
electron microprobe at its facility in
Vsetin, Czech Republic. The new
machine will allow the company to study
solid defects, such as stones, cords
and knots with the highest degree of
accuracy. GS has expanded its highly
trained laboratory team to improve its
response times for customers. The
company runs the world’s largest
independent laboratory for glass defects.
www.gsl.cz l

GS’ laboratory is equipped with the latest technology,
including a new advanced electron microprobe.

IRIS Inspection machines expands international sales team

As part of its strategy to strengthen its global coverage and presence in some
regions of the world, IRIS Inspection machines has appointed Altay Capanoglu
as Area Sales Manager. Mr Capanoglu will be in charge of developing and
maintaining important relationships with hollow glass customers throughout the
world, as well as participating in and managing training and demonstrations.
Having spent 11 years within various functions in industrial leading companies,
Mr Capanoglu has strong technical and industrial expertise and he speaks fluent
Altay Capanoglu.
Turkish, French and English. “I’m excited to be part of the team and use my
experience to providing proactive service to customers,” said Mr Capanoglu, commenting on his new
role. “I’ve been immersed in the industry for many years and look forward to working with my customers
to understand their inspection needs and come up with a solution that best fits those needs.”
www.iris-im.com l
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AMETEK Land’s European regional
sales managers and directors of sales in
America and Asia now report directly to
Jesper Kristiansen.

Global sales team
restructured at AMETEK
Land

Jesper Kristiansen has been
appointed Senior Director of
Global Sales for AMETEK Land,
specialist in high accuracy,
non-contact temperature
measurement systems. The
appointment is part of an
organisational change that will
see the company’s directors
of sales in America and Asia,
and all European regional sales
managers, report directly to this
new position.
In his new role, Mr
Kristiansen will have full
responsibility for leading
AMETEK Land’s commercial
strategies, working with the
global sales teams to maintain
its market-leading position in
metals and power markets.
He will also have the goal
of accelerating growth in
the glass, hydrocarbon, and
industrial processing markets.
A member of the
AMETEK team for 17 years,
Mr Kristiansen has held a
variety of sales and marketing
management roles and was
most recently Director of Global
Sales for the AMETEK Sensor
Test & Calibration.
He will report directly
to Justin Smith, Divisional
Vice President/Business Unit
Manager of AMETEK Land.
“Jesper has a truly global
perspective of our operations.
He will be focused not only on
our worldwide business strategy
but also on supporting, driving,
and strengthening our regional
sales partners,” said Mr Smith.
www.ametek-land.com l
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Suppliers in the News
Imaca changes leadership and premises
Netherlands-based coating
technology specialist Imaca BV has
recently undergone a change in
leadership. Former General Manager
Christian Ibarra has taken the helm
and full ownership of the business
following the retirement of former
MD John van Dockum. At the same
time, the firm has moved to new
premises.
“We have a clear vision of where
we want to go and the energy and
motivation to realise our goals,”
said Mr Ibarra, who thanked Mr van
Dockum for laying the foundations
for Imaca’s future. “I’m committed
to taking the company to the next
level and exceeding our clients’
expectations with even better

service than they have been used to
in the past.
“Our new location will play a
pivotal role in this,” he added, “offering
the additional warehousing and
assembly space we need to facilitate
our growth plans.”
According to Mr Ibarra, Imaca
is facing the future with optimism
and purpose. “The last period has
been a difficult one for everyone. Our
industry is no exception of course.
I’m hopeful that we’ve reached a
turning point now. I’m looking forward
to industry tradeshows taking place
again and getting out there to meet
our customers and telling them more
about our renewed offer[ing].”
www.imaca.nl l

Shanghai Precision completes batch plant for Knauf Insulation

Manufacturer of building systems and green building materials Knauf
Insulation commissioned Shanghai Precision to supply the whole batch
plant and cullet return system for its glass wool furnace in Johor, Malaysia.
As a general contractor for the batch plant, Shanghai Precision took
responsibility for engineering design, equipment assembly and supply, as
well as equipment installation, on-site testing, commissioning and training.
The company also supplied the steel structure and silos of the batch
plant.
Shanghai Precision overcame difficulties for international travel due
to the Covid-19 pandemic, whilst maintaining frequent contact and
good relationship with the client, and completed the design, fabrication,
assembly, shipping, testing, commissioning and start-up within limited
time frame requested by Knauf to enable timely furnace light-up.
This project marked another overseas engineering, procurement and
construction (EPC) success for Shanghai Precision.
Founded in 2004, Shanghai Precision has supplied batch plant for
more than 100 production lines in China and abroad. The company’s
international customers for its products and services include Guardian,
Corning, Schott, AGC, Saint-Gobain, Knauf Insulation and Owens
Corning.
www.shpws.com l

LiSEC breaks order intake record again

For the second time this year LiSEC, a global group
offering technology for individual and complete
solutions in flat glass processing and finishing, has
managed to break its monthly order intake volume
record. In February 2021 LiSEC posted a monthly
order intake volume of more than 30 million euros –
for the second time since the company’s founding.
This was exceeded in August 2021 by the highest
monthly order intake in the company’s history:
34.5 million euros. In addition, the company managed
to hit its 2021 order intake target for machinery and
software by the end of July.
This success is reportedly attributable, for the
most part, to recent, highly automated projects
carried out by LiSEC in Poland, New Zealand, the
USA and Bosnia, and thus the trust that customers
in these countries have placed in reliable LiSEC
solutions.
“I would like to thank our customers for the huge
amount of trust they have placed in our solutions
and in ourselves as an all.in.one:solutions provider
to the flat glass processing industry,” said Christian
Krenn, Director of International Sales. “Our pioneering
role in product development, which is years in the
making, coupled with our production expertise in
the glass industry, which is brought to bear in our
sales consultation work, is hugely appreciated by our
customers. We can be proud of this,” he added.
“We are currently heading for a 60% increase in
our order intake volume in 2021,” noted Oliver Pichler,
CFO. “In addition to the commercial success, I am
particularly pleased that after 2020, the year of the
pandemic, our customers’ willingness to invest has
shot up again.”
www.lisec.com l

Headquartered in Hausmening/Amstetten, Austria, LiSEC has
exceeded a monthly order intake volume of 30 million euros for the
second time this year.

Sponsored by Siemens

Latest news round-up
from Glass Worldwide
Knauf Insulation plant in Johor, Malaysia.
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Digitising dinnerware design
A specialist in digital ceramic printing, Dip-Tech is branching into the dinnerware
industry in a move to give manufacturers more freedom for design and digital
printing. Eyal Porat, the company’s Architect Manager, explains how dinnerware
manufacturers stand to benefit from a speedier production process.
Dip-Tech is a pioneer of digital ceramic printing. This
technology has been around for 17 years, serving the
automotive, architectural and appliance market, with
thousands of projects around the world.
Using specially-designed digital ceramic printers and
highly durable ceramic ink, it has never been easier to print
on glass surfaces. Last year we launched the first ceramic
printer for the decal industry, employing the same core
technology that has been performing successfully for almost
two decades.
Why did Dip-Tech branch into this field?
We noticed that the decal and dinnerware industry was
facing the same inconveniences as architectural and
automotive glass processors: the use of screen printers for
dinnerware multi-colour applications [… has] led to hectic,
slow and non-sustainable production, especially for highly
customised products.
Going digital just makes everything faster. Starting from
the very early stages of the design and file preparation, all
the way to delivering a final product. Specially-developed
software avoids time-consuming file preparation, which
leads to better printing results. Avoiding the use of screens
for these prints not only reduces the machine set-ups and
saves on storage space, but considerably reduces ink
wastage, which converts the whole operation into much
more sustainable production. Overall, it is a less labourintensive process that produces less waste and allows for a
faster release of items to the market.

Digital decal printing allows up to eight colours to be printed at once.

With versatility of design, colours and customisation
being some of the many options available to users,
how will this help the production process?

Patterns for decals.

“Our target customers are decal and dinnerware manufacturers interested
in breaking the mould and thinking outside the box” – Eyal Porat, Architect
Manager at Dip-Tech.
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Dip-Tech’s FR-1 digital printer is equipped with a unique ink system and dedicated ceramic inks for creating
decal designs at high resolution and high throughput.
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In traditional printing technologies, we’re restrained from
printing several colours simultaneously, which slows down
our production. Digital decal printing allows up to eight
colours to be printed at once, which is great news for highly
customised and short batches that require different set of
designs. Colours can either be mixed digitally or premixed
and loaded as spot colour on the machine. For designers,
this means faster sampling and prototyping, which is key
element for a successful end product.
Plus, for management, this means a faster time to
market. Digital printing provides dinnerware companies with
a whole new world of design possibilities, from smoother
gradients, artistic effects, depths and outlines, and of
course, high-resolution photorealistic images.
Who are the target customers and how will they be
able to use this technology?
Ferro, Dip-Tech’s parent company, has extensive experience
over many years in developing inks for the dinnerware
industry and is testing its ink portfolio to match the industry
standards and safety requirements.
Our target customers are decal and dinnerware
manufacturers that are interested in breaking the mould,
and thinking outside of the box. Companies that are willing
to take a step forward and stand out from the crowd,
by complementing their printing production with a digital
process that allows them to expand their portfolios like

Under normal circumstances, would
Dip-Tech have launched this technology
at the major trade shows?
By all means. We exhibited our technology
at the last Ambiente show and had a great
response from the public, which only inspires
us to keep on participating in upcoming
industry events, whether these take place
on-site or online. We are thrilled to be able to
keep sharing our printing solutions with the
rest of the world.
What is the best way for customers to
get in touch or learn more about the
process?
If you’re a decal or a dinnerware company
interested to hear more about our printers,
or a retail buyer or designer wishing to learn
more about printing capabilities, the best
way to reach us is through our website.
Digital printing is revolutionising the
decal and dinnerware industry, and it is
here to stay. Our goal is to make sure both
manufacturers and designers are able to fulfil
their creative and financial needs by having
access to a whole window of technological
possibilities, updating their line of work for
a much more complex and customised
production, and keeping up to speed with
current (and future) demands and global
trends. l

IR Cameras. Pyrometers. Accessories. Software.
We measure temperature non-contact from –50 °C
to +3000 °C. Visit: www.optris.gobal
Our new glass inspection system
Top Down GIS 640 R is ideally suited for
process control in glass tempering machines.

Dip-Tech’s seven-colour Inglaze ink series can be used to create distinctive,
highly durable glassware.

they never could before. Nevertheless, we
are also in constant communication with
designers and retail buyers who are in need
of design and sample support. At the end of
the day, our mission is to bond between all
parties, to create new business opportunities
for all.

New

Plate decals printed with Dip-Tech’s FR-1 digital printer.

Crystal clear.
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About the author:
Keren Peleg is the Marketing Manager at
Dip-Tech
Further information:
Dip-Tech (a Ferro company),
Kfar Saba, Israel
tel:
+972 9 7908400
email: keren.peleg@ferro.com
web: www.dip-tech.com
Close-up of decal paper with patterns.
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Outstanding solutions
for the glass industry
A specialist in refractory technology, Rath produces base materials and finished
products for the refractory sector that it manufactures from its plants in Austria,
Germany, Hungary and the USA. The company has recently established a
dedicated global glass unit and has also built a new state-of-the-art pre-assembly
area at its Hungarian production site in Budapest.
More than 130 years of experience in refractory technology
have made one thing crystal-clear: Rath is at home wherever
heat-resistant materials are essential. Naturally, this includes
the glass industry, for which the internationally operating
Austrian company has developed a comprehensive range
of refractory and heat-insulating products over the past
20 years. Thanks to its extensive experience in the field of
refractory technology, the company is also predestined for
hot gas filtration and Rath supports various industries in
reducing emissions.

In-depth industry knowledge

Currently Rath has seven production sites in Europe and
the USA as well as sales offices in more than 30 countries.
Its customers benefit from a broad product and service
portfolio, coupled with extensive, industry-specific expertise.
In-depth industry knowledge is at the top of the agenda for
the approximately 550 employees. Whatever the industry –
aluminium, ceramics, iron or steel, for example, the specialists
at Rath have the required know-how and understand the
specific needs and processes of each customer.
This also applies to the glass industry. Including the
original Emhart Glass Feeder System, Rath offers the
complete range of highest-quality refractory materials for
the entire glass-making process. The refractory specialist
delivers refractory and insulating products for regenerator
chambers, furnaces, distributors, forehearths and the original
Emhart Glass’ designed feeder expendables. All former
Emhart refractories are now manufactured by Rath.

Rath offers a comprehensive product range of refractory materials for application
temperatures up to 1800°C.
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Daily pot for art glass manufacturing.

Products for a wide
range of applications

Rath’s precision-crafted refractory
products are designed for a wide
range of applications, including
container glass, float glass, C-glass,
E-glass and tableware. Furthermore,
Rath is a supplier of glass house
crucibles and accessories for art glass

manufacturers. The product range is
extensive and includes dense bricks
and cast components, as well as
refractory, dense, low-cement, ultralow cement, non-cement, insulating,
gunning and pumping castables,
insulating bricks and other insulation
materials such as high temperature
wool, and vacuum-formed and

FILTRATH hot gas filter cartridges.
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Rath specialises in base materials and
finished products for the refractory sector.

Tailor-made solutions for hot gas filter cartridge
length are available.

microporous products. Beyond the full
portfolio of feeder expendables, Rath
produces specially shaped products
for the glass industry in the USA and
EU, such as burner blocks, spy holes,
camera blocks, doghouse protection
arches, and fused-silica suspended
bricks. In addition, Rath provides
refractory concepts for distributor and
forehearth channels, including roof and
burner courses, forehearth channels
from different bonded high alumina
and AZS-based refractory materials.

Bundling of glass know-how

Rath’s efforts to always meet its
customers’ requirements in the best
possible way have now led to the
establishment of a dedicated glass

unit. The company has bundled all
its resources and know-how in the
field of glass in one global sales
division. Robert Nusszer, until recently
Managing Director of Rath Hungaria
Ltd, has been appointed Managing
Director of the global Sales Unit
Glass. “With this new unit, we will be
able to meet customer requirements
even better in the future,” he says.
“Our clients can count on Rath’s
highly qualified experts: our engineers
and technicians for industrial glass
applications have outstanding
expertise to develop the most powerful
refractory materials, which are tailored
to the client’s individual requirements.”

State-of-the-art
pre-assembly area

Rath has recently built a new stateof-the-art pre-assembly area at its
production site in Budapest (Hungary).
This allows professional pre-assembly
to be carried out to international
standards, so that customer
requirements can be met even more
perfectly in the future. In addition to

the high product quality, absolute fitting accuracy is a top
priority for Rath refractory products. The newly refurbished
and modernised pre-assembly area enables optimal results
in this respect – the pre-assembly hall has been completely
rebuilt on 400m2, levelled (+/-1mm flatness, accuracy to
DIN 18202) and equipped with perfectly aligned reference
markings for angle marking.

Meeting the challenge of hot gas filtration

Fine dust, sulphur dioxide emissions and nitrogen
emissions caused by high melting temperatures all cause
poor air quality. As a result, the glass industry – like many
other industries – faces a big challenge: to filter and remove
dust from flue gases and pollutants as efficiently as possible
and to reduce emissions. Rath is rising to this challenge; for
many years the company has been developing innovative
ceramic hot gas filter elements that make it possible to filter
particle-laden industrial flue gases at temperatures up to
1000°C and reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides.
Since 2016, all resources, capabilities and expertise
in hot gas filtration have been pooled in Meißen, Germany.
This Rath research and production site is now home
to cutting-edge facilities for the manufacture of Rath’s
FILTRATH hot gas filter cartridges and FILTRATH CAT
catalytic filter elements. The latter were developed for
pollutant emission control: these rigid yet highly porous
and catalytically coated ceramic filter elements are used for
multiple pollutant control of (fine) dust, acid gases, dioxins
and nitrogen oxides in hot gas flows (at temperatures of
250–420°C) and can easily replace conventional textile
filters.
Rath offers also tailor-made solutions in terms of hot
gas filter cartridge length: using a unique and specially
developed ‘screw & glue’ connection, filter cartridges up to
a length of 6m can be produced from several segments.
The segments are assembled into a long filter element
when the filter cartridges are installed on site. l
FILTRATH is a registered trademark of RATH AG

Further information:
RATH AG, Vienna, Austria
tel:
+43 1 5134427 0
email: info@rath-group.com
web: www.rath-group.com/glass
Refractory feeder expendables for gob forming.
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Family firm makes history
To mark its centenary year of becoming a limited company, independent
manufacturer of specialist refractory products and glass conditioning equipment
Parkinson-Spencer Refractories (PSR) opened up its archives to Glass Worldwide.
Although established as a partnership
in 1800, it wasn’t until 7 July 1921
that the limited company Parkinson &
Spencer Limited which sold firebricks
to the glass container industry was
formed by Caleb Parkinson and his
mother Agnes, making 2021 the
centenary year of the company’s
incorporation.
Born in 1889, Caleb had joined
the business in 1903 at the age of 14
and at the age of 32 he presided over
the new company as its Chairman
and Managing Director. Remarkably
we still have the handwritten notes
he made for the first shareholders
meeting between the Parkinsons and
the Spencers, reveals Simon Parkinson
– Caleb’s great grandson, now the
company’s Managing Director.

Shareholder notes from 1922

This is what Caleb Parkinson noted
down during that meeting:
“This is the first time I have ever
had the pleasure of presiding at a
company meeting so please forgive
me if I make a few blunders. I shall
not trouble you too long with my
report as I am sure you are all well
acquainted with the position of our
firebrick trade.
Since our meeting last August
we have experienced some very bad
trade and am afraid the prospects
are not too good for the remainder of
1922.
The chief reason for the bad trade
is the slump in the glass trade, the
high taxes on spirits and beer which
means the call for ordinary bottles
is very low, and then no tariff on
imported common bottles.
200 tanks, 175 bott, 25 flint.
Taking the brick trade throughout the
country I am confident we are getting
our share.
At present we are not working
full time but we are hoping for better
times.”

Parkinson-Spencer Refractories’ line-up today (L–R): Simon, David and Joanne Parkinson.

how the company has evolved from
being a supplier of firebricks to the
glass container industry 100 years
ago to being a supplier of forehearth
engineering, forehearth refractories
and feeder expendables to the same
industry today.
Caleb died in 1967 and control
of the business was passed down
the generations to his son Henry,
his grandson David and his great
grandchildren Simon and Joanne.
In 1976 the name of the company
was changed from Parkinson &
Spencer Ltd to Parkinson-Spencer
Refractories Ltd and in 1997 the last of
the Spencer family shareholdings were
bought out so that today the company
is solely owned and controlled by the
Parkinson family. l

Founder Caleb Parkinson’s handwritten notes for Parkinson & Spencer’s first
shareholders meeting in 1922.

About the author:
Simon Parkinson is Managing Director of PSR

Keeping it in the family

Bearing in mind that the automatic
production of bottles was still in its
infancy, and that forehearths and
gob feeders were only just being
developed, it is interesting to see the
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Caleb Parkinson with children Kathleen and Henry.
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Further information:
Parkinson-Spencer Refractories Ltd, Halifax, UK
+44 1422 254472
tel:
email: admin@parkinson-spencer.co.uk
web: www.parkinson-spencer.co.uk
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Platinum-level service and supply
Established in 1977 and known for its intensive technical support to glassworks,
Famor Engineering develops and provides machines, handling systems and feeders for
the hot forming of hollow glass. Renato Trotta provides an overview of the company.

The Famor plant in Torino, Italy.

Since its inception Famor has specialised in the prototyping
and overhauling of glass forming machines. Today, the
company manufactures a complete range of forming
machines as well as maintaining and upgrading existing
machines, thereby providing a valuable contribution to
industrial sustainability as well as offering cost efficiency.
Famor’s machine shop guarantees precision in parts
manufacturing and ensures fast deliveries.
The company’s portfolio of machines includes:
• Ball gatherer robot
• Feeder mechanism
• Platinum feeder
• Billet casting machine
• Injection press machine
• Automatic turntable press machine
• Section blowing machine
• Automatic turntable blowing machine
• Smart forming press & blow machine
• Automatic turntable spinning machine
• Fire polishing machine
• Handling equipment such as rotary transfer, conveyors
and lehr stackers

Platinum feeder technology

A glass ball gatherer tool.

Famor’s busy production department.

Famor and Eglass (manufacturer of
Platinum direct heated systems for
the feeding and stirring of molten
glass) have partnered for the sales
and service of Direct Platinum Feeder
Systems, known as DHPS. The
partnership allows Famor to meet
quality expectations for the production
of fine tableware as well as in technical
glass.
Together with its forming lines,
Famor offers complete solutions to
glassworks, including mould design,
installation and production start-up.
Eglass designs and engineers the

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Production of a 15-litre glass bottle.

feeder for the specific glass properties
requirement.
The most recent development has
targeted bottle production. Famor’s
large CBM3 container forming machine
is designed for different shapes of
bottles and jars, with a technology
relay on the IS bottle forming machine
allowing sizes over the typical IS
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Diagram of the Direct Platinum Feeder System in operation.

standard. The basic version is a single
section machine, which operates with
an operator or handling robot. The

machine can be fed with a gathering
robot or by a feeder. The neck of the
bottles can be large or narrow.

Tools, equipment and accessories

Famor manufactures and sells the Putsch-Meniconi brand of
glass tools and shear blades, which are now part of the FAM
product range. The portfolio also covers gathering robots,
burners and moulds. The warehouse of the parts and tools
has been transferred to Famor’s premises in Rivalta di
Torino, Italy.
Famor also offers FAM BURNERS – a large selection
of gas/oxygen burners that it has developed for use in the
different production phases of glass forming process. The
range includes power burners for heating moulds as well
as a series of fine burners for polishing glass articles. FAM
BURNERS are available either with gas/air or with gas/
oxygen supply, in different designs and dimensions, and can
also be customised as per glassworks’ requirements. l

About the author:
Renato Trotta is Sales Director at Famor

Gas/oxy burners.

Famor’s CBM3 new container forming machine.
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Further information:
Famor Engineering Srl., Torino, Italy
tel:
+39 011 952 629
email: r.trotta@famoreng.com
web: www.famoreng.com

Famor offers a range of glass tools.
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Unlocking the secret to
delivering full turnkey projects
Global process engineering and contracting firm Henry F Teichmann Inc (HFT) has
been providing turnkey solutions for over 70 years. President of the company Mark
Piedmonte discusses HFT’s progressive approach to projects and the importance
of collaboration to add value and support the evolving demands of glass making.

Mark Piedmonte, President of HFT.

A float manufacturing plant in Asia built by HFT.

HFT’s core focus is engineering,
procurement and construction,
which the company offers as
individual solutions or as a turnkey
EPC [engineering, procurement and
construction] package according
to project demands and resource
requirements of its clients.
While the need for dependable
and quality construction labour has
remained consistent, there has been
“a shift” in the approach to projects,
observes Mark Piedmonte, President
of HFT, citing many glass makers
facing the challenges of reducing
internal resources and challenges in
filling the talent gap.
“Throughout our 74 years, HFT
has achieved great success with the
EPC approach on large, complex
projects such as new greenfield or
brownfield facilities or process lines.
With an increasing number of glass
manufacturers looking to adopt this
EPC approach for ‘as-is’ cold-repairs
and smaller upgrades/modernisations,
HFT is in the perfect position to
leverage our strengths and experiences
to provide reliable and quality EPC
solutions on projects of varying sizes
and complexity,” he believes.
Earlier this year HFT underwent
a rebrand with a new logo and
colours designed to highlight the

qualities that the company embodies:
dependability, quality, innovation, trust,
and transparency. “As we continue to
grow and expand our team, it felt like
the right time to supplement these
efforts with a new company identity,”
says Mr Piedmonte. “We think of
ourselves as a cornerstone of the glass
industry providing a solid foundation
on which our clients can depend, and
our expanded capabilities to provide
additional critical services will support
their needs in all aspects of their
operations.
“The challenge with the rebranding
is to project our progressive approach
to projects while also giving a nod to
the past successes that have shaped
HFT into the organisation that we are
today,” he notes.

this effort, allowing for interactive remote meetings and
collaboration as well as 3D scanning and modelling technology.
This allows HFT to capture the as-build environment of a
glass facility and perform remote engineering that not only
reduces both costs and time, but also project risk through
comprehensive interference checking,” he explains.
Having built a reputation on consistently delivering
projects effectively, the company has made strategic
investments to grow its team and experience, adding
additional value to projects, and supporting the evolving
demands of glass making.
“HFT has expanded its project management team to
include more resources from Project Managers to Project
Controls Engineers with a diverse array of experiences
and backgrounds to complement HFT’s glass process
experience,” reports Mr Piedmonte.
“This includes site development, buildings and

Strategic investment

In February 2020 HFT was purchased
by a strategic investment group. “A
lot has happened since [then],” says
Mr Piedmonte. “Despite the obvious
challenges that Covid has presented,
HFT’s ownership and management
team continues to grow its range of
services and finding innovative ways
overcome challenges and serve our
global client base.
“Investing in technology and
innovation has been critical to support
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The HFT headquarters in McMurray, Pennsylvania, USA.
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infrastructure, and overall project execution. The team
employs project management processes and techniques to
coordinate resources to achieve predictable and controllable
outcomes. HFT’s Project Management Group adds cohesion
and value through all stages of the project from preliminary
engineering, pre-construction, procurement, construction,
and start up as well as operational support.
“Good project management takes time and effort
to proactively manage a project, but this value-added
service provides better project communication, cohesion
and proactive scope management, avoiding costly project
delays, improving cost performance, and resolving problems
quickly as they arise.
“Engaging our engineering team early can have an
immediate impact through proven cost controls, global
sourcing, and schedule management to provide a greater
opportunity for savings and a successful project outcome,”
he underlines.

Engineering

One of the most important objectives of HFT’s engineering
and pre-construction teams is the development of cost
budgets that synchronise with client programmes and
expectations. “Our pre-construction engineers and estimators
specialise in cost estimates from the initial programming
phase into detailed design and procurement and through the
construction and execution phases,” explains Mr Piedmonte.
“Our in-house refractory, site/civil, buildings, piping,
mechanical, electrical, and controls engineers and designers,
as well as glass process operation experts, estimators, and
construction leaders, develop the best solutions to meet
productivity and quality requirements within the budget
constraints and program needs of our clients. The engineering
team targets the critical details of importance to the success
of a project, such as site development costs, process
equipment, technology, structural and utility systems analysis,
material selections, cost saving alternatives and development
of project schedules, and execution plans.”

Procurement

“Because construction material and process equipment
acquisition can account for a significant percentage of a
project’s overall cost, this value-added service is an integral
and vital part of any HFT project,” continues Mr Piedmonte.
“Through years of designing and constructing manufacturing
facilities around the globe, HFT has established a truly global
procurement team with offices not only in the US, but also UK,
China, Philippines, and Singapore. This team has developed an
extensive global database of vendors and manufacturers who
are able to provide both cost effective and high-quality proven
product supply through direct acquisition agreements.
“HFT’s procurement team offers a single source and
integrated project approach by collecting and evaluating
material and equipment bids and managing factory
acceptance and quality inspection processes. This ensures
all materials and equipment meet performance and quality
criteria before leaving the factory. HFT’s expeditors will
arrange and schedule deliveries and handle all aspects of
the legal paperwork to ensure that materials and equipment
are delivered to site ready to be installed on schedule.”

HFT’s projects range from five metric tonnes/day specialist glass melting tanks up to and over 1,000tpd float
glass lines.

experience in site development, civil/
excavation, steel structures (buildings,
furnace, silos and forming areas),
refractory brick, utilities & infrastructure
and process equipment from raw
material reception through glass
melting, forming, annealing, inspection,
and packaging,” adds Mr Piedmonte.

Power Solutions Group

Continually looking for new and unique
ways to add value to its services and
better serve customers, this forwardthinking mindset led to HFT establishing
a Power Solutions Group, charged
with providing end to end solutions
for waste heat recovery, renewables,
and solar storage that can help glass
makers realize decarbonisation goals
and reduce energy costs.
To assist the continuing drive for
greater automation, improved efficiencies
and decarbonisation in the glass
industry, HFT’s Innovation Team and
Power Solutions Team is integrated
into every project. “We challenge
our innovations group to discover
and develop the next generation of
solutions for glass making to deliver
the most innovative concepts,” says
Mr Piedmonte. “Leveraging cutting
edge technologies, these teams bring
extra value to the HFT package as they
seamlessly incorporate waste heat
recovery systems, solar storage options,
alternative ‘green’ technologies, data
collection, and process automation to
push the envelope in design. This helps
HFT offer the most efficient and state of
the art options to glass makers.”

Productive partnerships
Construction

HFT’s construction team delivers projects of all types
and sizes including furnace hot repairs, as-is cold
repairs, upgrades, modernisations and greenfield factory
construction. “This team has extensive construction
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In 2019 HFT became the UK sales
agent North American construction
partner for German batch and
cullet systems specialist ZIPPE
Industrieanlagen GmbH and Nordic

supplier of industrial weighing and
dosing systems for the glass industry
Lahti Glass Technology Oy.
The two companies are long
term partners of HFT, with this latest
collaboration enabling HFT to offer
glass makers in North America turnkey
solutions for all their batch plant needs.
“HFT leverages ZIPPE and Lahti’s
expertise in raw material handling,
including reception, weighing, mixing
and conveyance, and combines that
with HFT’s expertise in local engineering
and construction to put all the pieces
of the puzzle together to deliver
full turnkey projects,” confirms Mr
Piedmonte. “This adds value to North
American glass makers by delivering
quality while meeting even the strictest
of local codes, and reducing cost,
schedule, and project risk.”
HFT’s EPC clients benefit from
the company’s close alliances and
relationships with specialists and
suppliers whose knowledge base
covers forehearths, controls, forming
machines, inspection, robotics, ware
handling and packing through to
abatement and emissions control.
“These partnerships allow HFT to
access knowledge and experience
in various areas of glass making
and the glass production line to
support HFT’s engineers’ in designing
solutions and ensuring that the most
suitable configuration and technology
is incorporated into one cohesive
package that meets or exceeds
performance criteria and expectations,”
concludes Mr Piedmonte. l

Further information:
HFT, McMurray, PA, USA
tel:
+1 724 941 9550
email: info@hft.com
web: www.hft.com
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Winning entries in the ‘Glass in our Lives’ photography contest.

Awards recognise outstanding
achievements in India
At its 2021 annual general meeting the India Glass Manufacturers’ Federation
(AIGMF) honoured the recipients of its highly contested industry awards, supported
by Glass Worldwide. A touring exhibition of its ‘Glass in our Lives’ photography
contest for young people was also unveiled to mark the start of International Year
of Glass 2022 activities in India.
On 10 September 2021, former AIGMF
Presidents Sanjay Somany and Mukul
Somany announced Udit Kapoor,
Director of Kapoor Glass India Pvt
Ltd., Mumbai as the winner of the
Preferred
AIGMF’s prestigious annual ‘CK
international
Somany
Award for Innovation and
journal of
Technology’.
M/s Borosil Renewables
AIGMF
Ltd. was the recipient of the ‘Balkrishna
Gupta Award for Exports’, presented by
former AIGMF President, Pradeep Gupta. Both awards
are supported by Glass Worldwide, preferred international
journal of the AIGMF in association with Kanch.

Kapoor Glass India Pvt Ltd. is one of India’s leading
manufacturers and exporters of high-quality glass ampoules,
tubular vials, Indulin & Dental cartridges, perfume samplers,

and laboratory test tubes. With
a manufacturing base in India, it
serves 29 countries including highly
regulated markets in the Americas,
Europe, and Japan. Mr Kapoor’s
primary focus for the business is
to innovate and build equipment
and systems to meet growing
international requirements and
expectations.
The first and only solar glass
manufacturer in India, Borosil
Renewables Ltd., part of the Borosil
group, has produced the “world’s
first” antimony-free solar glass and
fully tempered 2mm solar glass.
The company has set targets to
be a 5.0GW equivalent solar glass

manufacturer by July 2022, growing
to 7.5GW by April 2023. It expects
to raise exports significantly once the
additional production is available from
July 2022.
The jury for the 4th AIGMF
industry awards was comprised of
Dr. K. Annapurna, Senior Principal
Scientist, Glass Division, CSIR-Central
Glass & Ceramic Research Institute
(CSIR-CGCRI); Dave Fordham,
Publisher of Glass Worldwide,
London (UK); Sanjay Somany, Former
President of the AIGMF and CMD
HNG Industries Ltd.; P K Kheruka,
Former AIGMF President and
Chairman of Borosil Ltd.; and Vinit
Kapur, AIGMF Secretary.

Recipient of the CK Somany Award for Innovation and Technology 2021, Udit Kapoor,
Technical Director at Kapoor Glass, (left) with Dhruv Kapoor, Commercial Director.

Ashok Jain of Borosil Renewables with the 2021
Balkrishna Gupta Award for Exports.

First prize in the ‘Glass in our Lives’ photography
contest was awarded to S. Christy Laura.

Highly deserving
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PUT YOUR
FUTURE IN
SAFE HANDS
Design / Engineering
Procurement / Construction
Design-Build Turnkey Projects, Plus:
Furnaces / Batch Plants / Tin Baths
Heat Recovery Systems / Lehr

Comments from the judges

Dr. K. Annapurna congratulated Udit Kapoor on Kapoor Glass
India’s win “for developing [an] indigenously hot-end camera system
along with operating software to achieve online automation control
over key production parameters to end up with quality production
of glass vials of international standards,” and commended the
company for improving India’s “self-reliance in such a critical
technology.”
She also applauded M/s Borosil Renewables for bagging “yet
another esteemed BalKrishna Gupta award for its achievements in
quality productions and exports” and commented on the quality of
“worthy contenders for these 4th AIGMF glass awards.”
“It was a pleasure for Glass Worldwide to be part of the judging
process,” agreed Dave Fordham, Publisher of the magazine.
“The inhouse achievements overseen by Udit Kapoor during the
integration of advanced technology into Kapoor Glass’ production
line of ampoules and vials cannot be underestimated and has
resulted in multiple benefits.” Mr Fordham also congratulated
Borosil Renewables – “deservedly recognised for tremendous
export figures during unprecedented global market conditions.”

‘Glass in our Lives’ photography contest

During the AIGMF’s AGM, Chief Guest Prof. Dr. Reinhard Conradt,
Vice President and Elect President of the International Commission
on Glass unveiled a touring exhibition on ‘Glass in our Lives’.
To mark the International Year of Glass 2022 activities in India,
photographers aged 7–24 were invited to participate in a kickstarter
event in the form of the AIGMF’s first photography contest.
Approximately 7,000 online entries were received from India’s youth
and educational institutes across the country.
The top three photographs were decided by a distinguished
jury of AIGMF members representing a cross section of glass
sectors and regions: Sanjay Somany, Former President of the
AIGMF and CMD HNG Inds. Ltd.; Sanjay Ganjoo, Former President
of the AIGMF and COO of Asahi India Glass Ltd.; Dr. Suman
Kumari Mishra, FNASc, Director of CSIR-Central Glass and
Ceramic Research Institute and Adjunct Prof. AcSIR and Ex-Dean
Eng. Sc. AcSIR; Prof. Manoj Choudhary, Former President of
the Int’l Commission on Glass, Adjunct Prof. Materials Science
& Engineering, The Ohio State University and President of MKC
Innovations, LLC (USA); Dr. Arun K. Varshneya, Emeritus Professor
(Glass Science) at Alfred University and President of Saxon Glass
Technologies, Inc. (USA); Dave Fordham, Publisher of Glass
Worldwide (UK).

Results

WWW.HFT.COM
+1 724 941 9550
info@hft.com
HEAD OFFICE:
3009 Washington Road
McMurray, PA 15317-3202
USA

Dr. Suman Kumari Mishra of the CSIR-CGCRI congratulated the
winning students. First prize (Rs. 20,000) was given to S. Christy
Laura aged 15, a student of Sri Akilandeswari Vidyalaya, (Trichy)
Tamil Nadu. Second Prize (Rs. 10,000) was given to Medhansh
Singhla aged 8, a pupil at Delhi Public School (Vasant Vihar) New
Delhi and Third Prize (Rs. 5,000) was given to Brijesh Jethva aged
22 from (Junagadh) Gujarat.
The ‘Glass in our Lives’ roadshow will travel to other cities
showcasing the vital role of glass as a 100% recyclable packaging
and building material.
A digitised version of the exhibits may be viewed on the AIGMF
website. l

Further information:
The All India Glass Manufacturers’ Federation (AIGMF),
New Delhi, India
tel:
+91 11 23316507
email: info@aigmf.com
web:
www.aigmf.com

United Kingdom | China | Singapore | Philippines
www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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2021 Glass Packaging
Clear Choice Awards
Scott DeFife breaks down the judging categories and highlights
projects and companies honoured at The Glass Packaging
Institute (GPI)’s 2021 Glass Packaging Clear Choice Awards.
This year saw a cautious return to
normalcy for everyone living with the
realities of the Covid-19 pandemic.
For GPI, one of these markers was
the return of the popular Clear Choice
Awards (CCAs).
Since 1989, the CCAs have
honoured consumer product goods
(CPG) companies who have found
unique ways to use glass packaging
to tell the story of their brand, create
glass packaging designs that stand
out on the shelf and demonstrated
novel glass packaging looks. Previous
CCA winners include innovative
glass programme packaging such
as the BottleDrop Refillable Bottle
from the Oregon Beverage Recycling
Cooperative, or new market segment
entrants such as Oui yogurt by Yoplait
and one of the original hard seltzers,
Bon & Viv (formerly SpikedSeltzer).

New category

This year’s awards recognised eight products for
achievements in the Food; Non-Alcoholic Beverage; Wine;
Spirits; Beer, Cider & Flavoured Alcoholic Beverages;
Cosmetics, Fragrances & Pharmaceutical; Sustainability and
Innovation categories.
Cognisant of the many brands that introduced quality
glass packaging to the marketplace throughout the Covid19 pandemic, GPI extended the entry time frame for eligible
packaging. As a result, the association welcomed numerous
entries to the marketplace going back to 2019.
GPI’s decision to debut Innovation as a new CCA
category for the 2021 awards came from the increasing
trend for food and beverage companies to connect their
packaging and jar elements to touchpoints, events and
increased functionality.
The other non-specific food and beverage category,
Sustainability, highlights the ongoing effort from glass
container manufacturing companies to develop and promote
environmentally friendly bottles and jars across the food,
beverage and cosmetic industries. GPI strives to stay at the
forefront of these and other packaging trends, in support

Preferred
journal of Glass
Packaging
Institute

of the leading companies and brands
using sustainable glass to meet
their corporate environmental and
sustainability goals.

Judging panel

The 2021 CCA judging panel included
industry media experts Jeff Cioletti,
Editor-In-Chief, American Craft Spirits
Association (ASCA), Tom Bobak,
Editor-In-Chief, American Craft Beer
LLC and John Neata, Wine Director,
Ristorante TOSCA. The judges
determined the winners in each
category based on innovation (in
container form and product category),
package design (container, label, and
closure), shelf impact, and storytelling
strength of the product.
This year’s winners exemplified
the tremendous range of glass, from
distilleries pivoting to producing glass

The winning packages were
all manufactured by GPI
member companies.
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containers to meet hand sanitiser demand, to certified
carbon neutral beer, along with a unique and moving spirits
bottle, incorporating reclaimed steel from the World Trade
Centre, and honouring our nation’s servicemembers and
their bravery in the aftermath of 9/11.

•

Winning entries

The 2021 Clear Choice Awards winners are:
• Innovation – Horse Soldier Bourbon; Handmade and
bottled in the heartland with all natural ingredients, this
bottle uses steel from the World Trade Centre to honour
9/11.
• Sustainability – Fat Tire Amber Ale – Certified Carbon
Neutral; Fat Tire is the first certified carbon neutral beer in
the US and is committed to being carbon neutral by 2030.
• Fragrances, Cosmetics & Pharmaceuticals – Heritage
Distilling Company Hand Sanitiser; One of only a few
glass-packaged hand sanitisers on the market, Heritage
Distilling Co. Hand Sanitiser product stands out with
clean and simple design.
• Beer, Cider & Flavoured Alcoholic Beverages – Budweiser
Dream; The Budweiser Dream bottle was designed to
celebrate the company’s journey leading to recognition
of the Budweiser brand globally, while connecting to new
generations in pursuit of their dreams.
• Non-Alcoholic Beverages – Boomerang; Refillable glass
bottles like Boomerang take the world most sustainable

•

•

packaging material, glass, a step
further for a truly strong, low-waste
circular economy.
Food – Ball Flute Jars; Newell
Brands is the exclusive provider
of genuine Ball home canning
products. As a leader in home
food preservation, Newell Brands
is committed to continuing the
tradition started by the Ball
brothers and handed down
through generations to help
Americans preserve garden fresh
produce.
Spirits – Maestro Dobel Tequila;
The Maestro Dobel bottle
represents the nexus of beauty,
tradition, revolution and innovation,
all qualities required to forge the
first Cristalino Tequila.
Wine – King Estate Vineyard
Designate; King State Winery,
the largest certified Biodynamic
vineyard in North America,
continues to build a legacy with
sustainable agricultural and
winemaking practices.

The winning packages were all
manufactured by GPI member
companies, including Ardagh Glass
Packaging – North America (AGP –
NA), O-I Glass, Anchor Glass and
Saverglass.
Highlighting the
achievements of our member
companies is a top priority
for GPI and I congratulate
all the winners for their
contributions to the past,
present and future of
glass packaging
design. l

About the author:
Scott de Fife is President of GPI
Further information:
Glass Packaging Institute,
Arlington, Virginia, USA
tel:
+1 703-684-6359
email: sdefife@gpi.org
web:
www.gpi.org
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Classified

Air Compressors

Global
Combustion
Systems

Coating

TOTAL SUPPORT

•	Gas & Oil Burners for Melting
Furnaces
•	Complete Fuel Systems
•	Furnace Control Systems
•	Commissioning
•	Servicing

VACUUM PUMPS
AIR COMPRESSORS
SWISS ENGINEERING
ITALIAN DESIGN
GLOBAL PRESENCE

SINCE

1923

2 Elphinstone Square
Deans Industrial Estate
LIVINGSTON EH54 8RG
Tel: +44 (0)1506 416160
Email: Sales@globalcombustion.com
Web: www.Globalcombustion.com

www.pneumofore.com

Analysis / Consultancy

Screenprinting,
pad printing and
digital printing inks
for glass decoration

www.encresdubuit.com

Cold End Technology

EXPERTS IN GLASS

Low NOx

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

routine laboratory analysis
defects and inclusions
glass property measurements
failure and foreign body analysis
quality assessment
food contact materials
pharmacopoeial verification
melting trials and development
troubleshooting, consultancy
and research
www.glass-ts.com
+44 (0) 114 290 1801
enquiries@glass-ts.com

Air Fuel Burner
Oxy Fuel Burner
Electric Boosting
Bubbling

YOUR GUIDE THROUGH
THE WORLD OF GLASS

www.hotwork.ag

Combustion Technology

Decoration
Grenzebach Maschinenbau GmbH
www.grenzebach.com

POLYURETHANE SQUEEGEES
FOR FLAT & HOLLOW WARE
SCREEN PRINTING

Annealing Lehrs

ANNEALING LEHR

COLD-END COATING

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

Worldwide
distribution

Cold End from one source
n Palletising systems
n Packaging machines
n Shrinking machines
n Conveying systems
n Software systems
MSK Verpackungs-Systeme GmbH
Benzstraße, D - 47533 Kleve
Tel.: +49 (0) 2821 / 506-0
Fax.: +49 (0) 2821 / 17866
info@msk.de
www.mskcovertech.com

Combustion Systems
/ Burners

serilor@fimor.fr
fimor-serigraphy.com

SCREEN PRINTING
MACHINERY FOR:
· Appliance glass
· Cover &
technical glasses
· Architecture
· Automotive
www.sps-technoscreen.com
www.atma.com.tw

Application Systems

Gallus Screeny
G-Line & C-Line
Hollow glass printing
with system

www.gallus-group.com

Low-Emission Oxy-fuel Solutions
• Oxygen & oxygen flow control
equipment
• Global oxygen enrichment
applications
• Cleanfire® oxy-fuel burners
• Start-up services

SPS_Anzeige_40x60mm.indd 1

Inerting Applications

• Hydrogen, nitrogen & other gases
• Enabling flow control equipment
Keimstrasse 7a
D-86420 Diedorf
Phone:
Fax:

+49 821 88588 170
+49 821 88588 188

info@grafotec.com
www.grafotec.com

800-654-4567
info@airproducts.com
airproducts.com/glass

(39101)

27.02.19 11:10

CST GmbH
Königsberger Strasse 117
D-47809 Krefeld, Germany
office@c-s-t.de
www.c-s-t.de
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STRETCHING
COATING
WASHING

Your supplier of
applicators for powder separator
and liquid stain protection

Screen printing
technology to
produce the
perfect screen
Grünig-Interscreen AG
www.grunig.ch
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Engineering Technology

Decoration
(continued)

SAATIglass
DIGITAL
SCREEN PRINTING
HOT STAMPING
FULLY AUTOMATIC
UNIVERSAL DECORATING
MACHINES

The Pre-Press Package
For The Glass Industry
Screen Fabrics, Chemicals,
Stencil Materials and Equipment

Complete glass plants,
expert services and high
performance equipment.

SAATI S.p.A
Via Milano 14
22070 Appiano Gentile (CO)
Italy

www.heye-international.com

Tel: +39 0319711
Fax: +39 031933392
email: screenprinting@saati.com
web: www.saati.com

Weidehorst 80,
32584 Löhne, Germany
kammann.de

Complete Batch Plant & Furnace
Electrical Installations

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

IS Machine, Coating Hood, Lehr Installations
Conveyor, Inspection & Palletizer Installations
General Services, Distribution, Compressor,
Vacuum System Installations

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

for direct printing
Printing machines
tainers.
kag
onto pac ing con

“Engineering Excellence
within The Glass Division”
Get in touch for a free site survey and quotation

ISIMAT GmbH Siebdruckmaschinen
Rindelbacher Str. 36 - 40
D-73479 Ellwangen | Germany
Tel. +49 - (0) 7961 886 0

www.isimat.com
TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

Forming

Organic Glass Inks

Screen printing
mesh for the
glass industry

Marabu GmbH & Co. KG
Asperger Strasse 4
71732 Tamm
Germany
Your link to ink:
+49 7141 691 0
info@marabu.com
www.marabu-inks.com

Sefar AG
Hinterbissaustrasse 12
9410 Heiden – Switzerland
Phone +41 71 898 57 00
printing@sefar.com
www.sefar.com

High performance
decoration inks
for glass

D A Oldfield Ltd
BollinoNEW.indd 1

• RKS System and Carbon Squeegees
• RKS Squeegees & Holders for PVT
and Micro Electronic printing
• RKS Squeegee grinding technology
• RKS Special application machinery
RK Siebdrucktechnik GmbH
Nußbaumweg 31
51503 Rösrath Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 2205 949970
info@rk-siebdruck.de

· Screenmaking chemicals
· Specialty adhesives
· Resists and coatings

16-11-2010 11:38:25

OVERHAUL, UPGRADE
AND SUPPLY NEW PARTS
TO ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

HIGH TECH PRINTING
AND COATING EQUIPMENT
www.matthey.com

G L A S S W O R K S T E C H N O L O G Y • PA R T S • S E R V I C E

CtS direct exposing technology
and screen automation
SignTronic AG
www.signtronic.com

www.rk-siebdruck.de

• 81 Standard Feeder
• 503 High Speed Feeder
• Shear Mechanisms
• Spout Bowl
• Revolving Tube Mechanism
• Plunger Chuck Assemblies
• IS Machine Mechanisms
and Sub-Assemblies
Sole suppliers of I.S.Maintenance spare
parts and machinery.
DESIGN • ADVANCEMENT • ORIGINALITY

1, The Green, Elvington, York YO41 4AF
Phone/Fax: +44 (0)1904 607086
Email: sales@daoldfield.co.uk
www.daoldfield.co.uk

D E S I G N S • A D VA N C E M E N T • O R I G I N A L I T Y
1 The Green • Elvington • York YO41 4AF • United Kingdom • Tel: +44 (0)1904 607086 • Fax: +44 (0)1904 607086
Email: sales@daoldfield.co.uk • Website: www.daoldfield.co.uk

Germany
info@kiwo.de · www.kiwo.de
USA
info@kiwo.com · www.kiwo.com
Australia
info@kiwo.com.au · www.kiwo.com.au
Singapore
info@kiwo.sg · www.kiwo.eu
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RUCOINX Printing Inks
A. M. Ramp & Co. GmbH
Lorsbacher Straße 28
65817 Eppstein/Ts., Germany
Phone: +49 61 98 30 40
Fax: +49 61 98 3 22 88
info@ruco-inks.com
www.ruco-inks.com
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Screen Printing Machinery

Architecture
Automotive
Appliance goods
Glass displays
www.thieme-products.com
THIEME GmbH & Co. KG
+49 (0) 76 41 5 83-0 • info@thieme.eu
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Inspection
FOR THE GLASS INDUSTRY –

STRATEGIC SUPPLIER &
INNOVATIVE PARTNER
Designing, building and
modernising your furnaces,
forehearths, and furnace
equipment.

WALTEC.DE

Optical, non-contact
measuring technology
for the glass industry

container glass I special solutions
flat glass I laboratory measurement

www.teco.com
+49 9260 99010
INFO@WALTEC.DE

www.vma-online.de

ULG-GmbH / UL-GLASS
WORLDWIDE SERVICE FOR GLASS

WALTEC MASCHINEN GMBH
KRONACHER STR. 2A
96352 WILHELMSTHAL · GERMANY

Parc du Chêne,
14 rue du 35ème Régiment d’Aviation,
F – 69500 BRON, France
phone: +33.(0)4.72.78.35.27
Parc du Chêne, 14 rue du 35 Régiment d’Aviation, F – 69500 BRON, France
email:
contact@iris-im.fr

Harrbacher Weg 30
D-97753 Karlstadt
Germany

It‘s really
It‘s really
www.iris-im.com
scary
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not
to It‘s really
not toIt‘sscary
have
really
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notto to
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have
have
full
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Furnace Technology
ELECTROGLASS
YOUR LINK
TO ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

Tel: +49 9353 4926
Fax: +49 9353 996399
Email: office@ulglass.de
Web: www.ulglass.de / www.ulglas.de

Glass level measuring

picture!
picture!
Complete control, guaranteed.

Electroglass Ltd,
4 Brunel Road, Manor Trading Estate,
Benﬂeet, Essex SS7 4PS, England
t: (44) 01268 565577
e: info@electroglass.co.uk
w: www.electroglass.co.uk

Melting Technology

www.growth-group.com

end and beyond. If, like us,
believe –that
knowledge
is
Not you
just INformation
ALLformation:
www.tiama.com
power, allow Tiama to take the pressure off your hands –
Not just INformation – ALLformation: www.tiama.com
with real-time process and quality control that results
in improved efficiency and productivity.

www.growth-group.com

www.growth-group.com

Complete
guaranteed.
Not
just INformation – ALLformation:
www.tiama.com
That’s a promise only we can make
since control,
only Tiama
That’
s a promise
make
since only Tiama
offers monitoring and inspection
from
theonly
hotwetocanthe
cold
offersguaranteed.
monitoring and inspection from the hot to the cold
Complete
control,
end and
beyond. If, like
us, you end
believe
that
knowledge
is
and beyond. If, like us, you believe that knowledge is
allow Tiama
take the
pressure
power, allow Tiama to take thepower,
pressure
off to
your
hands
– off your hands –
That’s a promise only wewith
can
make
since
real-time
process
andonly
qualityTiama
control that results
with real-time process and quality
control
that
results
in improved efficiency
offers
monitoring
and inspection
from and
theproductivity.
hot to the cold
Intelligence
Monitoring
Traceability
Inspection
Support
Real-time Process & Quality Controls
in improved
efficiency
and productivity.

,
Tomorrow s Technology Today

Are you interested in CO2 reduction?
Come to FIC for superboosting and
large all-electric furnaces – we have the
answers to reduce carbon footprint
Innovative all-electric furnace
designs

Not just INformation – ALLformation: www.tiama.com
Intelligence

Inspection & Forming
Real-time Process & Quality Controls
Controls

Monitoring

Traceability

Inspection

Support

Electric boost for extra tonnage
and reduced emissions
Versatile bubbler systems to
eliminate floor wear

All-electric forehearths reducing
energy consumption by up to 80%
Mathematical modelling

Proven technical innovations

Monitoring

Traceability

Hot End Technology

Intelligence

Monitoring

Traceability

GLASS SERVICE s.r.l - ITALY
tel. +39.0571.4442
glass-service@glassservice.it
www.glassservice.it

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

To receive future copies
and download content, visit
www.glassworldwide.co.uk
Subscribers receive a FREE
copy of the Who’s Who /
Annual Review Yearbook!

Complete control, guaranteed.

Intelligence

SOLUTIONS FOR THE GLASS INDUSTRY

TODAY

That’s a promise only we can make since only Tiama
offers monitoring and inspection from the hot to the cold
end and beyond. If, like us, you believe that knowledge is
power, allow Tiama to take the pressure off your hands –
with real-time process and quality control that results
in improved efficiency and productivity.

www.growth-group.com

Furnaces
Forehearths
Robotics

SUBSCRIBE

Inspection

Inspection

Support

Support

www.fic-uk.com
+44 (0) 1736 366 962

Real-time Process & Quality Controls

Real-time Process & Quality Controls

,
The World s Number One in Furnace Technology
A Division of
Glass Service

FIC (UK) Limited, Long Rock Industrial Estate,
Penzance, Cornwall TR20 8HX, United Kingdom

Optimize Furnace Life
YOUR GUIDE THROUGH
THE WORLD OF GLASS
Cnud Efco Operations S.R.L.
www.cnudefco.com

www.xparvision.com
Measurement Systems
www.smartmelter.com

PENICO MOULD
GAUGE EQUIPMENT
Process Control
14701 PT 40mm x 40mm Ad.indd 1

12/4/15 11:28 AM

Penico Gauges Limited

www.rath-group.com

www.rath-group.com

Albion Works Keighley Road
Bingley BD16 2RD UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1274 511044
Fax: +44 (0) 1274 510770
E-mail: info@penico.com
Web Site: www.penico.com

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Explore the Possibilities for a
Sustainable Efficient Future
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Classified

Process Control
(continued)

Services

Ware Handling
D A Oldfield Ltd
G L A S S W O R K S T E C H N O L O G Y • PA R T S • S E R V I C E

SPECIALISTS AT
HOT GLASS WARE HANDLING

Furnace Heat-Up

www.hotwork.ag

Timing and Drive
Systems for IS Machines

Furnace Draining
Regenerator Repair
without Production Loss

Regenerator Cleaning
Tolnauer Straße 3-4 | D - 88069 Tettnang
Tel. +49 7542 5307-0 | info@futronic.de
www.futronic.de

Hot Drilling / Electrode
Holder Replacement

automation in a new dimension

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
• Quick change lehr cross conveyor
700 Series 3 flexible transfer
• New and reconditioned – Stackers –
Conveyor end – Transfers
• Suppliers of high temperature soft felt,
stainless steel insulation
SERVICES OFFERED:
• Ware handling audits & consultancy
• Design & build to customer requirements
• On site overhaul, commissioning & training
• Recondition & upgrade service
DESIGN • ADVANCEMENT • ORIGINALITY

'LJLWDOL]DWLRQHQVXUHV
ODVWLQJVXFFHVV

Worldwide supplier of glass furnace
heating, expansion control supervision,
regenerator sulfate burnouts, glass
draining with hot water recycling,
wet cullet filling, furnace cooldowns
and hold hots, and electronic crown
rise monitoring. The only continuous
operating Hotwork heatup company
since 1965 and proud sponsor of -

VLHPHQVFRPJODVV

Quality Traceability

Glass-Worldwide_Kampagne.indd 1

Hotwork-USA, 223 Gold Rush Road
Lexington, KY, USA 40503
1-859-276-1570 www.hotwork.com

23.11.17 15:16

UV Curing

UV curing systems
Exposure units
UV measuring devices
made in Germany

.

1, The Green, Elvington, York YO41 4AF
Phone/Fax: +44 (0)1904 607086
Email: sales@daoldfield.co.uk
www.daoldfield.co.uk

Forthcoming events
D E S I G N S • A D VA N C E M E N T • O R I G I N A L I T Y

1 The Green • Elvington • York YO41 4AF • United Kingdom • Tel: +44 (0)1904 607086 • Fax: +44 (0)1904 607086
Email: sales@daoldfield.co.uk • Website: www.daoldfield.co.uk

Visit www.glassworldwide.co.uk for latest information
NOVEMBER 2021
16 November: GlassTrend webinar
18 November: Glass Focus Awards 2021 (UK)
23–25 November: Celsian training: glass melting and process
improvement for Indian glass industry (Mumbai, India)
DECEMBER 2021
12–17 December: 14th Pacific Rim Conference on Ceramic
and Glass Technology / PACRIM 14 including Glass & Optical
Materials Division 2021 Annual Meeting / GOMD 2021
(Vancouver, Canada)
14 December: GlassTrend webinar
FEBRUARY 2022
10–11 February: IYOG Conference (Geneva, Switzerland)
16–18 February: GPD Finland (Tampere, Finland)
17–18 February: Glassman Asia (Seoul, Korea)
MARCH 2022
3–5 March: glasspex INDIA 2022 (Mumbai, India)

info@technigraf.de www.technigraf.de

APRIL 2022
2–3 April: Deco ’22 (Columbus, USA)
5–6 April: GlassPrint 2022 (Duesseldorf, Germany)
13–16 April: China Glass 2022 (Shanghai, China)
MAY 2022
11–12 May: Glassman Latin America (Monterrey, Mexico)
JUNE 2022
6–9 June: Mir Stekla 2022 (Moscow, Russia)
29 June – 2 July: Glass South America (Sao Paulo, Brazil)

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

JULY 2022
3–8 July: ICG 2022 - 26th International Congress on Glass /
DGG Conference (Berlin, Germany)
10–15 July: 16th International Conference on the Physics of
Non-Crystalline Solids (Canterbury, UK)

Raw Materials

SEPTEMBER 2022:
20–23 September: glasstec 2022 (Düsseldorf, Germany)
OCTOBER 2022:
11–13 October: GlassBuild America 2022 (Las Vegas, USA)
19–21 October: XXIV ATIV Conference (Parma, Italy)
26 October – 28 October: Glasstech Asia 2022 (Marina Bay
Sands, Singapore)
31 October – 3 November: 83rd Conference on Glass Problems
(Columbus, Ohio, USA)

Vacuum Pumps

• SODA ASH
• SODIUM SULPHATE
• FELDPSARS
• SILICA SAND
WWW.SODA-ASH.CO.UK
+44 208 332 2519
156

VACUUM PUMPS
AIR COMPRESSORS
SWISS ENGINEERING
ITALIAN DESIGN
GLOBAL PRESENCE

SINCE

1923

www.pneumofore.com
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Connecting the international
glass community…
www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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To make glass better, put us in the mix.
Improving combustion can enable you to increase glass production, reduce fuel
consumption, enhance glass quality, and reduce emissions, such as NOx, SOx, CO₂, and

particulates. Let Air Products’ in-house modeling and melting experts help you get there.
For more than 70 years, we’ve delivered safe oxygen solutions, from our very first oxygen
enrichment applications to our continuously evolving portfolio of low-emissions Cleanfire®
oxy-fuel burners. Our industry-leading burner systems can now utilize hydrogen as a fuel,
for a lower carbon footprint.
You can count on Air Products for reliable gas supply and to help optimize your production—
just like we have done for hundreds of furnaces all over the world. Contact us to put
the skills and experience of our global team to work for you. Optimal melting takes
one key ingredient: Us.

tell me more

airproducts.com/furnace

© 2021 Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
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